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I’ve been struggling for the past several
weeks with how to introduce myself to the
International Planetarium Society commu-
nity. Should I be an aloof professional? Or
should I strike a lighter note and start with a
joke? How do I let people know what kind of
person their new editor is?

Time decided things for me. I am one of
those annoying people who works best
under pressure, so I am writing this upon
deadline’s eleventh hour, which also hap-
pens to be late in the evening of my 50th
birthday. Today I feel too old to start worry-
ing about image and what other people
think of me, so you’re getting the real me: a
terminally shy kid from rural Ohio who took
a winding path to the stars and now has one
of the most important jobs in the profession-
al planetarium world. I’m truly honored to
be here.

About the Picture
I won’t hold you in suspense any longer

about my choice of first picture. I had two
pictures taken by excellent photographers,
but I decided to celebrate today’s milestone
in my life by sharing with you the first—and
last—picture that I posed for voluntarily. I
was 1 year old. (Yes, I despise having my pic-
ture taken.) There is one photograph of

myself that I like, and I’ll decide between
now and the deadline for the December issue
if I’ll reveal my 50-year-old self to you, or
hold off for another four months and tease
you with one from when I was 20.

My hair still sticks out at all angles and
refuses to behave, by the way.

How did this pudgy baby grow up to
become a pudgy planetarian entranced with
the stars? After many nights of thinking, usu-
ally at the end of a leash being controlled by
Molly, the mostly-Border-collie-empty-nest-
baby-joy-of-my life, I think I’ve got it figured
out.

Delight.
When I see the first quarter moon low on

the western horizon, its face glowing orange,
the only word I can use to describe how I feel
is “delighted.” When I get to see the Milky
Way, I stop and enjoy the beauty. It’s just
impossible to describe how it affects you;
when it does, you just know.

Strange Things Bring Delight
As a child I can remember being delighted

by the strangest things: a Monarch chrysalis,
a perfect acorn cap to finish my tea set, step-
ping stones across a musical stream. In
school, it was learning new things, under-
standing algebra and solving problems, how
it feels to make a perfect arc on a swing,  a
well-written phrase. But more than this, I
found delight in sharing. I wanted everyone
to see the beauty in the ordinary and feel the
delight that I felt. I don’t need to tell you that
sharing delight of the stars with children is
one of the very best feelings possible. Once
you’ve seen a child’s eyes light up when they
see a planetarium sky for the first time, your
fate is sealed. 

I also loved learning new things as a child.
I remember my mother telling me that when
I got off the bus after my first day of school,
my face was aglow with delight. She knew I
had found “my thing.” I spent the next 13
years convinced I’d be a teacher. You can
imagine my dismay when I discovered in
college that I couldn’t stand the education
courses. Not because they were hard, but
because they were too easy. I didn’t want to
learn how to make a good bulletin board. I
took the required course “math for elemen-
tary teachers” and thought I’d learn how to
teach math. I was taught how to add frac-
tions instead. 

I was devastated. I had to get out of educa-
tion, but what could I major in? A new
English faculty member saved me and set me
on the path that led to this illustrious IPS
position. Tom Copeland was available when
I showed up at the School of Arts and

Sciences looking for an advisor. He read to
me the story of the Three Little Pigs re-writ-
ten in journalistic style. This sideways look at
a classic story delighted me, and I wound up
majoring in English and minoring in journal-
ism.

So how did someone who loved math and
solving problems wind up in English? Ah, we
have to blame the summer when I was 10,
bedridden with rheumatic fever. My mother
brought me grocery bags full of books from
the library each week. When the children’s
librarian had gone through everything she
had, she started picking out appropriate
adult books for me. Ada Douglass was her
name—and she selected several Andre
Norton books for me. The books captured
my imagination; I spent the rest of the sum-
mer in a state of delight, escaping my bed for
far-off worlds, different stars, and exotic
space ships in the company of Heinlein,
Asimov, Burroughs, Clark, and so many
more. You become a better writer by reading
a lot—and I became a fairly good writer. A bit
of honesty here: when it came time to pick a
new major, I took the easy route into English
instead of following my natural inclination
but harder route towards math and science.

So I followed those little pigs into journal-
ism and to the Salem News in Columbiana
County, Ohio, my own back yard. (Pause
here for “it’s a small world” comment: I
shared a bus seat with Sheldon Shaffer from
the Lakeview Museum of Arts & Science in
Peoria, Illinois at a GLPA conference outing
and discovered that we were both born at
the same small hospital in Salem.) I moved
up to a better position with the rival
Morning Journal, and seemed to be on track.
Then life intervened again, this time a new
little life we named John, and I discovered
quickly that journalism’s erratic hours and
low pay didn’t mix well with a new child. I
was devastated again—what could I do to
earn more and have regular hours? 

Back to YSU
I’d always wanted to work at Youngstown

State University, my alma mater, but there
were no immediate openings in publications
or the news bureau. But a toe in the door was
better than nothing, I reasoned, and I took
the typist civil service exam. I was hired as a
typist in the Bursar’s Office making exactly
the same money as I had as an editor at the
newspaper and doing barely a quarter of the
work. Go figure.

I’ll condense. After nearly getting a job in
the publications office, I wound up being a
secretary and found myself in the
Department of Physics & Astronomy, where
I seemed to belong. I didn’t realize that, like a

In Front of the Console

Sharon Shanks
Ward Beecher Planetarium

Youngstown State
University

Youngstown, OH  44555
USA

starlady@ysu.edu

(Please see EEddiittoorr on page 54.)
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We are all teachers and storytellers. We are
the lucky ones. We get to tell our stories and
teach our audiences in the most magical set-
ting imaginable: the planetarium. From
majestic fixed dome to humble portable, the
planetarium is inspirational to both the
instructor and the instructed. We can all
remember when we felt the awe and wonder
of our first planetarium visit. We still feel it
today.

Any teacher “worth his/her salt” would
give anything to be able to capture the
excitement of our special setting. He/she
would realize that along with this highly
motivational tool comes a responsibility to
use it wisely and well. We combine history,
geography, mythology, art, and literature
along with astronomy and the other sci-

ences. Our stories serve as springboards to
further learning.

Searching for Interdiscipline
As a classroom teacher I was always look-

ing for ways to make my curriculum inter-
disciplinary. My students responded enthusi-
astically. I found that by using a planetarium
I could integrate the teaching of any subject
with astronomy and increase my students’
interest. It was much more fun and, by the
way, resulted in increased achievement test
scores. 

My work with the planetarium over the
last 20 years has benefited from the creation
of interdisciplinary presentations. Literature
and storytelling are disciplines that lend
themselves well to exploration in the plane-

tarium. This series of
books,  Skylore from
Planet Earth:  stories
from around the world,
is the natural extension
of this process.

Art & Science Fit
Hanging in my study

is my favorite painting,
a starry night over Lake
Michigan painted by
my father. Growing up
on the southern shores
of Lake Michigan, we
enjoyed wonderful
clear, dark skies to the
north. Even though I
didn’t learn the names
of those stars from my
parents, I did learn to

appreciate their beauty. My father was a
commercial artist by day and a self-taught
fine artist by night. He worked late into the
night in his studio in our home overlooking
the lake. I watched. I learned to draw.

Our family trips on Route 66 out west
could be halted at any time just to look. We
would pull over for beautiful wildflowers
for my mother, for wonderful vistas for
my father, or for horses for me. I learned

to appreciate the beau-

ty of the world around me. Entering college,
I was advised against studying art. Education
was the way to go if I wanted to always be
able to find a job and spend summers with

Dayle and students construct a dome from cardboard,
tape, and glue in 1986. Unless otherwise specified, all pho-
tos and graphics are by or courtesy of the author.

Skylore from Planet Earth:
A Labor of Love for Education

Dayle L. Brown
Pegasus Productions
847 Trailridge East

Mishawaka, Indiana 46544 USA
dayledavid@globalnet / pegasusproductions.net

Is there anyone in our profession who hasn't told their audi-
ences stories about the night sky? As the cultural diversity
of our audiences has grown, we all have searched for stories
from other cultures. Now that I've retired from the classroom
I have had the luxury of time to indulge in my love of art and
my quest for more stories!



my sons, so I became an elementary teacher
with an endorsement to teach science for
grades kindergarten through eighth. It was
simply good luck that I ended up loving my
job. 

Teaching offered me the opportunity to
explore diverse subjects and share my love of
learning with the children. I loved it, but
there was absolutely no time to explore my
love of art except where it helped me devel-
op lessons.

The Die Was Cast
Science became my favorite subject, so

when I visited my first planetarium after
teaching many years, my die was cast. I was
hooked. The visual beauty of the starry sky
triggered memories. I became aware of the
utility of a planetarium as an inspirational
teaching tool. My students shared my enthu-
siasm and helped me to build our own plane-
tarium dome out of cardboard. We hung it

in the basement of

our old
s c h o o l .
Then we
installed
a Spitz A1
and had classes
there when my
sixth graders
were busy in
s p e c i a l s
(physical edu-
cation, art,
music) .  Each
class in grades
k i n d e r g a r t e n
through six came
three times a
year. 

After three
years of being
the sixth grade teacher and
the planetarium director, I
took a year’s leave of absence to create
Pegasus Productions. I purchased a Starlab
and produced programs, traveling around
the area giving presentations. At the end of
the year I returned to the classroom and

gave Starlab presen-
tations and work-
shops on the side.

As I approached
retirement, I knew I
wanted to study
art. I knew I wanted
to write and illus-
trate children’s
books, but the sub-
ject of the books
wasn’t immediate-
ly obvious to me.
Following retire-
ment, I took classes
at the local muse-
um and specialized
in watercolor while
I continued with
my Pegasus Prod-
uctions work. My
husband, David Piser, and I had an art studio
built onto the back of our home, which
overlooks a wooded ravine.

At a GLPA Conference
It was at a Great Lakes Planetarium

Association conference that the idea for the
series came to me—almost a “blinding flash.”
It seemed ridiculous that I hadn’t thought of
it before. There were already lots of chil-
dren’s books about astronomy. There were
even children’s books about Native
American and Greek myths. But I couldn’t
think of one book that combined all of the
things I have loved all these years: planetari-
um education (astronomy), classroom educa-
tion (multicultural, interdisciplinary), and
art (cultural styles). There were no books
that focused on one celestial object and
explored it through the eyes of many diverse
ancient civilizations. I couldn’t wait to
begin!

My first two books centered on Orion and
the Pleiades. They both are found on or near
the celestial equator, which means that they
are seen by all inhabited parts of the world.
They are each spectacular and well observed,
so there are countless stories about them. 

The subject of the book series is “skylore”
and is intended to include a variety of sky
phenomena: a constellation, a star cluster,
the Milky Way, the planet Venus, our Sun,
and our Moon. All of these have made
impressions on those who viewed them.
Stories abound about each.

Thirty-three years of classroom teaching
experience guide the selection of the stories.
The books are designed to be multicultural
as well as interdisciplinary. The stories come
from ancient cultures around the world.
Only 15 of them are selected for inclusion
due to book size constraints. 

First I research for all the stories I can find
in my extensive home library. Over the

years I have accumulated over 100 books on
astronomy, ancient cultures, archaeoastron-
omy, and mythology. Local libraries have
limited offerings. The web is useful for leads
to more sources. 

These titles can frequently be purchased
used on-line for very little. 

Selecting the Stories
Next, a preliminary selection of the 15 sto-

ries is made, taking care to see that all of the
continents are represented. The selected sto-
ries must have variety. It would have been
easy to find 15 “road” stories abut the Milky
Way, but rather boring. I look for interesting
animals and characters. For Orion, I avoided
more “big guy in the sky” stories in favor of
the caiman, tiger, zebras, turtle, one goddess,
and others. 

Selected stories call out with artistic possi-
bilities. Whenever possible, the artistic style
of the culture is suggested by the illustra-
tions. Images found in ancient texts, walls,
and pottery are incorporated into the illus-
trations. For example, the image of the
“white tiger” for the Orion book was adapted
from a carving on the wall of an ancient
Chinese tomb.

Usually stories with more than one refer-
ence are selected, but sometimes a story is
just too good to pass up even with only one
reference, as long as it is a credible source.

Anyone who has studied mythology
knows that it contains elements that are not
appropriate for young children. The target
audience for this series is children in grades
four and up. If the story is too explicit, it is
simply left out of the collection. 

One example is the Greek story of the
Milky Way’s creation. Hera’s milk splattered
across the sky when she discovered Heracles
nursing at her breast. Even though a nursing
mother should not offend anyone, I know
from practical experience that some parents
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Pegasus Productions ready for presentations. Photo by Larry
Piser..



would object and complain. The illustration
would present problems too. Instead, the
story of the fiery path of Phaeton’s ride was
selected. 

Other stories can be modified slightly. For
example, there’s the story of Osiris. In the
story, Set, the nasty brother of Osiris, chops
him into pieces. Isis faithfully finds the
pieces and puts Osiris back together again. In
the actual myth, one crucial part of Osiris
was not found. This story element is simply
left out of the book. In other stories rape
become insult, or incest becomes cruelty.
These are all modifications that we have
used in our presentations in the planetarium.

Researching the Illustrations
It takes more time to research the illustra-

tions than it does to research the stories. A
few of the books in my library have ideas
and illustrations. I refer to those and accu-
mulate scores of images from the web. These
must be adapted. For example, the “white
tiger” image on the western wall of the
ancient tomb wouldn’t fit against the appro-
priate background of stars. I had to adjust the
shape, keeping the integrity of the style. The
“red bird” for the Chinese Orion story came
from the southern wall of the tomb and was
fairly simple to duplicate. The “blue dragon”
was a challenge because the dragon on the
eastern wall of the tomb had a horizontal
orientation. I needed a vertical orientation to
fit my plan, so I pulled up several dragons in
an image search. The resulting drawing com-
bined the orientation of one dragon, the
wings of another, and the Asian style of yet
another—with my colors. Additional hours
were spent practicing and reproducing the
Chinese script used. 

To create the border on the text page for
“Ice Maidens” (Bunjellung Tribe, New South
Wales), I drew heavily on both current
native styles and ancient rock art. The figure
of the ice maiden was inspired by pho-
tographs of rock art found at Nourlangie
Rock. The goanna and snake were created to
be representational of the artistic styles of
native Australian artists. Each text page has a
globe showing the approximate location of
the culture depicted in the story.

Sensitive to Copyright
As an active member of several artistic

organizations, I am very sensitive to copy-
right issues. The artwork is strictly my own,
but I draw on the examples of many sources
and try to reproduce sincerely and humbly
the work of ancient artists.

Painting the night sky illustrations
requires a different style. Most night sky
backgrounds are the result of multiple layers
of watercolor glazes and the use of a variety
of techniques for stars, clouds, and the Milky
Way.

Retelling the stories is the easiest part of
the entire procedure. I write them after com-
pleting both pages of illustrations for each
story. By the time I get around to putting the
story down on paper, my biggest concern is
to keep it short enough to fit on the text
page. I have explored so many aspects of the
story that it would be easy to get carried
away and devote a chapter to each. In addi-

tion, so many versions of each story are out
there. My task is to decide which version I
like the best, and to retell it simply.

Care is given to the vocabulary used,
ensuring that the selection has readability of
fourth grade or above. I have been writing
material for intermediate age students (9-12)
for so long that it is second nature to me. 

Each selection gives a glimpse into the his-
tories and cultures of the planet’s early civi-
lizations. They provide a springboard to
learning possibilities. As storytellers, we can
take the stories and embellish them to suit
our needs and the needs of our audiences.

Parent/Teacher Guide
At the suggestion of a classroom teacher

and friend, parent/teacher guides are devel-
oped for each book. They include an
“author’s notes” section, which gives me the
opportunity to expand on a component of
the story or background and sources for illus-
trations. 

A vocabulary, including pronunciations
(not always verifiable) and definitions, is
available for reference. Since the terms come
from 15 different cultures and some of the
words are unfamiliar to adults and children
alike, it is imperative that a vocabulary list
be included. 

Several activities are included that explore
a few of the cultures. Answers and directions
are provided. This gives additional exposure
to other disciplines that fit naturally with
the story. An example might be Mayan
math, which has a base-20 system. Students

can solve addition and subtrac-
tion problems as an enrichment
activity.

Also included is a list of the
National Educational Standards
addressed by the book. An addi-
tional listing of correlations to
Indiana Educational Standards is
available for teachers in Indiana.
Many schools—including most
schools in Indiana—insist that all
lessons (including planetarium
presentations) address grade-
appropriate standards. It is good
to observe that many other plan-
etarium programs include this
information for visiting classes.

Each story has been told and
retold for untold generations. It is
my hope that they continue to
be told for generations to come in
the planetariums of the world.
C

A review of Skylore from Planet
Earth: stories from around the
world . . . PLEIADES appears in this

month’s Reviews on page 43.
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Another incarnation of the Pleiades:
"The Opossum," from Colombia, South
America.

Dayle with Spitz A1 at 2005 GLPA Conference in
Grand Rapids, Michigan. Photo courtesy of
Jeanne Bishop
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“Ice Maidens”
(Bunjellung Tribe, New South Wales)

Long, long ago in the dream time the towering mountain and the ice-cold stream
had seven lovely daughters, known as the “Ice Maidens.” The girls each had a magical
digging stick which contained charms to protect them. As they hunted snakes in the
bush, they carried their digging sticks for safety.

A young  man named Karambil was in love with one of the sisters. Because the sis-
ters were Karambil’s tribal sisters, he was forbidden to marry any of them. Still, he
followed them day after day. One day Karambil discovered that the sister he wanted
for his own had forgotten her magical digging stick. Karambil carried her off to his
own camp.

When the other six sisters discovered that she was missing, they became furious
and decided to punish Karambil. They traveled to the west and found winter. The sis-
ters sent frost and very cold weather to Karambil’s camp. The frosty weather chilled
Karambil, but was welcomed by the seventh sister. Her hair formed icicles that hung
to her shoulders. 

Finally Karambil had enough and let her return to her sisters. All seven sisters went
into the clear dark night sky. They traveled to the east where they found summer. The
people welcomed the warm rays of the sun brought by the seven sisters. 

Later, Karambil was lifted up into the sky like the glowing red cinders of a burning
tree. There, in the sky, he still follows the seven sisters.

To this day, the people remember the lesson learned by Karambil when the sisters
disappear from the sky and winter comes.

* * * 
Karambil can be seen as the red star, Aldebaran, in the Hyades, a V-shaped group of
stars that form the face of Taurus, the Bull. 

* * * 
From Parent/Teacher Guide, "Author's Notes," p. 5:

The goanna is the ancient totem of the Bunjellung Tribe. It is featured in much of
their art. When Europeans first came to Australia they saw large reptiles that they
thought were a kind of iguana, and called them "goanna." The goanna is in fact a
species of monitor lizard.

The goanna is about 5 feet long altogether, over half of which is tail. The body is
flattened and has strong legs with long toes and claws. It has a long neck. The goanna
can give a fierce blow with its long tail. It has a snake-like tongue, which it flicks in
and out.

Goannas can climb trees well and swim strongly. They can rear up on their hind
legs and run quickly when threatened. They dig a system of burrows. Their habitat is
woodland or grassland over much of Australia. In the south they are inactive in the
cold months.

The figure of the "Ice Maiden" was inspired by photographs of rock art found at
Nourlangie Rock.

Excerpts from Skylore from Planet Earth: stories from around the world . . .
PLEIADES, courtesy of Dayle Brown
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...How many eyes
Have squinted with wonder
Widened with the effort of seeing,
Puzzled the unfathomable mystery,
The palpable beauty,
Questioned the distance,
The magnitude,
The luminance,
Of all the un-numbered stars....

Extract “How Many Eyes”
Brian Hill

CosmicSky has just finished a successful
UK tour of two new shows: The Beginning of
Forever and Celestial Cycles in its travelling
theatre, the CosmicSpace (a new concept in
portable immersive theatres, Ref. 1).

Central to the shows is the idea of provid-
ing an experience that encourages the audi-
ence to play an active role, by allowing them
to reflect and to use their imagination to
explore and discover in their own way. The
emphasis is not on prescribing factual infor-
mation.

In addition, the aim is to provide a mov-
ing experience that connects with the intu-
itive and touches a nerve in people whatever
their background or level of education.
Using the powerful interplay of subtle sur-
round audio and imagery, this holistic
approach links aspects of
astronomy with poetry, phi-
losophy, and the visual arts. 

The Inspiration
The inspiration for the

CosmicSky shows comes
from a wide range of sources,
such as the film Baraka, a
masterpiece of nonverbal
and powerful audio visual
language (Ref. 2); the artist
James Turrell (Ref. 3); and
Carl Sagan, for his lateral
approach to describing the
universe that incorporates
many aspects of human cul-
ture (Ref. 4).

The shows were created
using CosmicSky’s own
audio visual library built

from many years of field work. They were
produced with Sky-Skan’s DigitalSky soft-
ware and Definiti Twin projection system
with 5.1 surround sound. 

CosmicSky is a collaboration between an
astronomer (Francisco Diego), an artist (Gill
Russell) and a poet (Brian Hill).  Production
work involving scripting, DigitalSky pro-
gramming, original art work and photogra-
phy, music, and sound effects was done by
Gill Russell and Francisco Diego. Original
poetry was written and narrated by Brian
Hill.

Cycles and Rhythms of Time
Celestial Cycles opens with a poem evok-

ing the idea of cycles and rhythms of time
on landscape. Without employing a specific
narrative, this nonverbal show runs through
a series of environments that immerse the

audience in different atmospheres. The trans-
formation of scenes is enhanced by the use
of subtle audio and symbolic imagery.

The show focuses on mood and allows the
audience time to think their own thoughts.
The imagery is infused with artistic licence.
For example, in one scene a huge Moon rises
over standing stones in the mist and floats
up to the sky, slowly changing phases. 

In a rocky sea cave, the echoes of a lone
oyster catcher can be heard travelling
around the dome as dusk falls and the first
stars appear. In a summer twilight landscape,
Cygnus the swan is high overhead, the air is
alive with the sound of crickets, and an occa-
sional shooting star zooms across the sky.

The show develops as peaceful scenes of
the aurora and winter and summer skies give
way to an unsettling mood change: the grad-
ual cessation of birdsong and the low hum of

discordant music that accompanies
the dimming daylight that plunges
the environment into the sudden
darkness of a total solar eclipse.

Bare Tree Fits the Mood
The mood of isolation and inse-

curity increases: a bare tree, surreal-
ly lit, slowly fills the dome, ghostly
and huge against a racing starry sky.
A comet appears behind the
branches. The scene culminates in a
slow shower of stars that lifts the
audience into the sky.

The sound of eerie wind fades
and peace returns.  The mood
becomes reflective. The crescent
moon rises to a poem evoking a
sense of belonging and the privilege
we have to be able to witness all
this:

CosmicSky: A Portable Holistic Experience
Francisco Diego and Gil Russell

CosmicSky Productions
Waterside, Glenkindie

Alford, Aberdeenshire, AB33 8RH Scotland
francisco.diego@cosmicsky.co.uk / gill.russell@cosmicsky.co.uk

www.cosmicsky.co.uk

This article describes the philosophy and inspiration behind
CosmicSky’s two new shows, The Beginning of Forever and
Celestial Cycles, where astronomy, art and poetry mix
together to engage the audience in a meaningful and emo-
tional experience. The reaction from a diverse audience dur-
ing a successful pilot tour in unusual venues in the UK is
discussed.

A  giant  Moon  rises  over  ancient  standing  stones.  All  photos  by
and  courtesy  of  the  authors.
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How many eyes:
Have looked up
And seen the stars remain the same:
The same as ever? 

How may eyes will see the stars
Among the rising tides, the iron-stained
sand
On a beach
Or in the faint sky behind the setting sun,
Or in the rustling of leaves when the wind
(Itself an echo of starlight)
Touches the forest edge and all the atoms
that wood is made of?

Brian Hill

Origin, Destiny, Mortality 
The Beginning of Forever explores our

relationship with the concepts of origin, des-
tiny, and mortality as we endeavor to com-
prehend our place in the vast ocean of time,
in the face of a universe that goes well
beyond the human scale.

The span of humankind-ness 
Flickers like a moth to a yellowing flame
Insignificant in the vast night
Where the stars seem eternal and we are
not.

Brian Hill

The opening poem takes the audience to a
cave decorated by our ancestors thousands
of years ago, when the need to link to the
eternal also fed their imaginations to deco-
rate the night sky with images of their gods
and myths:

In the black lagoon of stars
There are shapes
Made out of memory and supposition,
Shapes of fear or hope
Cast out into the dark troughs 
Where our angels and devils hide.

Brian Hill

The scene changes
as voices relating creation myths from
around the world emerge from different
directions, illustrating a universal need to
understand our origins. The myths merge in
a cacophony of sound and images,  slowly
converging to a distant past, well before any-
thing we know ever existed. It is a distant
past, inevitably void, dark and silent.

As a subtle bridge between myth and sci-
ence, the poetry becomes lost as it reverber-
ates around the dome, battling to describe
the primordial nothingness:

Forever grows out of nothing;
So that time before time
In that place before space
Can only be an idea...idea...idea...idea...
idea...idea...

Using the dome as a canvas, all the time
that has ever been appears as a growing line.
Interspersed with flashback reminders of the
creation myths, images of selected mile-
stones take their
place on the time
line. From the big
bang to the forma-
tion of the Milky
Way and our solar
system, the vio-
lence of a primor-
dial Earth gives
way to life.

The final se-
quence takes the
audience back to
the primitive cave,
to the origin of
awareness, and the
source of myth
and religion.
Images along his-
tory, all the way

from the first stone tools to the modern
astronaut, mix with religious icons and art—
our monuments to the eternal—and fall one
by one to a negligible gap at the very end of
the timeline.

For a few seconds the entire time line
floats amongst the stars and slowly grows
into the future, the end almost merging with
the origin. As the line transforms into the
Ouroborous, the eternal self-consuming ser-
pent, the poem reminds us that “never is a
long, long time.”

The First Venues
The CosmicSpace Theatre was installed in

four large-scale public venues: an art gallery,
a science centre, a medieval castle, and a con-
cert hall, where the shows were seen by
more than 10,000 people of all ages and
backgrounds.

Audience response has been overwhelm-
ingly positive. The feedback indicates a deep
level of engagement and intellectual partici-
pation helped by the rather slow pace and

Changing the mood: the tree and comet scene. “the Rainbow Serpent came down from the sky and populated
the world with plants and animals …”

The final sequence: the cave and the primitive art.
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allocation of time as “thinking space.”
The powerful imagery and sound made a

deep connection with people. On the comet
scene described earlier, one man comment-
ed: “that tree with the comet behind it made
me feel something, I don’t know why…” In
the scene with the giant Moon moving up to
the sky, an 8-year-old girl wrote: “I liked it
when you felt like you were moving; I liked
the Moon and the stars.”

The use of multichannel sound to repre-
sent the creation myths, where  different
voices appear to come from separate direc-
tions, reflects the common human need to
explain our origins and was especially appre-
ciated by younger audiences, like a 12-year-
old boy, who said  “I just loved it. I liked the
mythical voices because they told you all
about what happened in the past and what is
going to happen later.”

The multichannel sound was also useful
to direct sound around the dome to create a
mood of disorientation, such as the big bang
materializing from complete darkness, or
during violent thunder storms and volcanic
eruptions representing the primeval Earth.

The time line in The Beginning of Forever
was very successful in communicating a
sense of perspective and contrast between
the age of the universe and the life span of

humankind. At a rate of one million years
per millimetre, the age in the universe is rep-
resented by a growing line all around the
dome, while the span of humankind
becomes the thickness of a sheet of paper at
the end of the line. The choice of a linear
scale was absolutely fundamental here, in
that the entire scheme is projected at once
and seen as a whole, giving a real sense of
visual perspective of time.

“I’ve always had a fascination with the
concept of time and thought this show was
great for conveying the relative stretches of
time for different phases of the universe”
(outreach officer, 38).

Although the shows were originally con-
ceived for older audiences, it was found that
children as young as 7 also enjoyed and
appreciated them. In addition, CosmicSky
produced a family version of Celestial
Cycles, in which  the different scenes are
introduced by short narrated clips. Many
children came with quotes like this one from
a 11-year-old girl: “Very magical, the best I’ve
ever seen, lots of information.”

Finally, by appealing to the intuitive as
well as the rational, a deeper connection was
made, creating a profound understanding
and appreciation of our environment and
our place in it. “It was good for me because it

made me think by myself rather than you
tell me the answers” (house wife, 42).

“It tackles such big issues that you don’t
really have a chance to think about in your
real life” (gallery press officer, 31).

“Excellent, really thought provoking, I
really liked the combinations of myth, reli-
gion and science”  (teacher, 33).

Encouraged by this audience reaction,
CosmicSky is planning to produce more
shows along the same lines. Celestial Cycles
and The Beginning of Forever are now avail-
able for distribution. For further informa-
tion, please visit  www.cosmicsky.co.uk.

CosmicSky Productions is grateful to the
UK National Endowment for Science,
Technology and the Arts (NESTA) for sup-
port and to Sky-Skan for their sponsorship,
advice and encouragement . 
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In countries like Germany, known as “the
cradle of modern planetarium,” we wit-
nessed the opening of numerous large plane-
tariums long before the Second World War.
The United States experienced a similar spec-
tacular development alongside the birth of
the Apollo space program. 

In France, however, there was only one
planetarium for quite some time. The very
first planetarium opened near the Eiffel
Tower in Paris during the 1937 World
Exposition, but was in use for only the six
months that remained in the fair. It boasted
a German Zeiss projector identical
to the instrument installed at the
Museum of Sciences in Munich in
1925. This first Zeiss later was used
at the Palais de Decouverte—
which became France’s first per-
manent planetarium—starting in
1952, and finally retired when the
planetarium there was upgraded
in 1979. (A second upgrade took place in
1997.) The first planetariums in the country
were confined to major cities; the first
provincial planetariums didn’t make an
appearance until the 1970’s. 

After this very quiet start, France saw
spurts of growth of both permanent and
portable domes in the 1980s and 90s—but
now, at the opening of the 21st Century, is
seeing a decline in the number of traditional
small and portable planetariums,  giving way
very slowly to planetariums in large com-
munity science centers and a change in pub-
lic demand for programs.

Types of Planetariums
There are two types of planetariums in

France:
1. Small planetariums for schools, measur-

ing less than 5 meters in diameter. Many
were initiated by amateur astronomy groups
that intended to overcome and compensate
for the lack of public facilities,  a phe-
nomenon which was particularly noticeable
in the 1980’s and 1990’s; and

2. A series of openings of planetariums of
greater diameter made possible through pub-
lic communities. 

The evolution of active planetariums is
summarized in Table 1, based on statistics

collected every 10 years. The same informa-
tion is presented by location in the map
graphics. 

Public facilities
Included in this category are planetariums

measuring over 6 meters in diameter, are
accessible to the public, and are offering
daily programs. In the early 1980’s we see a
surge, with the opening of five planetariums
within three years: in Reims and Marseille in
1979, in Nantes in 1981, and in Strasbourg and
in Nimes in 1982. Then the pace slows down

with only four planetariums in 10 years: Le
Bourget in 1984, La Cite des Sciences (The
City of Sciences) in La Villette in 1986 (a
proud achievement of the 1980’s, with a
dome measuring 21 meters and a Spitz star
projector),  Pleumeur-Bodou in 1988, and
Cappelle-la-Grande in 1989.

In the 1990’s, a second expansion period
took place with six new exhibition centers,
all built in a five-year period: Poitiers in 1992,
Saint-Etienne in 1993 with the first French RS
Automation projector, and Vaulx-en-Velin
with the first Digistar in 1995. Villeneuve
d’Ascq opened in 1996 and Cite de 1’Espace in
Toulouse and Nancay, both in 1997.

After opening five new centers in two

years—La Hague in 2000, Anglet and
Marseille in 2001, and Montpellier and
Epinal in 2002—we will have to wait several
years for the opening of four more facilities :
the second planetarium of the Cite de
1’Espace in Toulouse in 2005,  and Dijon,
Rennes and Pougues-les-Eaux in 2006.

Among planetariums measuring more
than 6 meters, we notice an increasing
growth in the average diameter at the new
facilities, going from 7 meters at provincial
planetariums in the 1970’s to over 12 meters
in the year 2000 (see Table 2). Please note

that the equipment in education-
al circles is not listed in this table.

In Japan, the average size of a
planetarium is at least 20 meters,
and there are even facilities of 30
meters. In France, there are still
only three planetariums that
measure at least 20 meters in
diameter:   la Cite des Science

(opened in 1986), Pleumeur-Bodou (1988),
and 1’Astralia in Toulouse (2005).

Small planetariums
This category covers planetariums with a

diameter of 5 meters or less. Two planetari-
ums of 6 meters can be connected in a cer-
tain way with improved projectors for edu-
cational establishments, specifically the
National School of Civil Aviation in
Toulouse and at Chatellerault.

Table 3 shows that the start-up of the
smaller planetariums at first in the 1970’s is
rather slow (Cholet in 1973, Vichy and
Antibes in 1979.) But 35 more openings
occurred in the 1980’s, a high point before

Table 1: The Evolution of Planetarium
Exhibition Centers

Year/
size

<5 m 6-10 m 11-15 m >20 m

1980 2 3 1 -

1990 38 8 1 2

2000 56 10 7 2

2006 49 14 10 3

Planetariums in France
Jean-Michel Faidit

Montpellier Planétarium
BP 1088, 34007 Montpellier France

faiditmontpellier@yahoo.fr 

Table 2: Growth of Public Planetarium
Exhibition Centers

New
planetariums

Average
diameter

1970’s 2 7 m

1980’s 8 11 m

1990’s 7 10.85 m

2000’s 8 12.4 m

The very first planetarium opened near the
Eiffel Tower in Paris during the 1937 World
Exposition, but was in use for only the six
months that remained in the fair. 
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declining 50% during the next
decade until they become a
rarity in the 21st century.

Table 3 of the statistics,
which were collected at the
end of each decade, is interest-
ing from a different point of
view. It shows a balance of
openings and closings, reveal-
ing an underestimated phe-
nomenon throughout these
last years, namely, the closing
of buildings facing financial
difficulties.

Two factors explain this
occurrence: the development
of public facilities that are
financially supported, and the
development of portable
inflatable domes, which make
the non-mobile small facilities
less useful.

Portable Planetariums
The growth of mobile plan-

etariums during the last quar-
ter of the century is spectacu-
lar, going from two in 1980 to
70 at the present time. At one
point in 2000 the number
reached 83. Similarly, the num-
ber of active planetariums is
also diminishing. (See Table 4)
As for small stationary plane-
tariums, there is a noticeable
phase of development, fol-
lowed by a decline.

Reaching a peak in growth
for portable planetariums
shifted one decade, to the
1990’s,  from the peak in
growth for small fixed facili-
ties, thanks to the develop-
ment of inflatable domes.
Domes are from companies
like Starlab, Cosmodyssee, and
Pla with their projectors, or
those of the Goto firm, and
those built by amateurs, the
first being the one of Philippe

Table 3: The Evolution of Small Portable
Planetariums (<5 m)

Decade
Planet-
ariums

Opened Closed

<1980 2 2 -

<1990 37 +35 -

<2000 54 +18 -1

<2006 47 +3 -10

Table 4: The Evolution of Small Mobile
Exhibition Centers

Year Number Opened Closed

<1980 2 2 -

<1990 30 +28 -

<2000 83 +55 -2

<2006 70 +8 -21

Table 5: Comparison Between Life and
Taped Performances

Live
Performance

Taped
Performance

1960’s 94% 6%

1970’s 87% 13%

1980’s 74% 26%

1990’s 54% 46%
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Dupouy in Dax in 1980, and
since followed by about 10
other dedicated and interest-
ed builders.

Please note that about
half of the public planetari-
ums also are equipped with a
mobile facility. In schools, it
becomes the most impor-
tant asset in the media room.

Performance Types
Statistics done on a total

of 330 performances by the
French speaking planetari-
ums before the year 2000
(Table 5 includes franco-
phones/French speaking
planetariums) shows contin-
uous progress of the inclu-
sion of  taped shows com-
pared to live performances,
during the last four decades
of the 20th century. The ten-
dency these last years is near-
ing a ratio of about 50-50.

It also indicates that the 10
most used themes are gener-
al introductions to astrono-
my, constellations, perfor-
mances for young audiences,
theories of the universe (the
Big Bang), the solar system,
eclipses, life in the universe,
space conquest, mythology,
and the star of the wise men.

Like everywhere else, 3-D
digital technology has influ-
enced programs on all levels,
from virtual special effects
to production, speed, and
support.  The cost of the
shows, of course, has increased, but the edu-
cational field has gained. More and more
planetariums are moving towards virtual
video with Barco projectors, and the first to
be so completely equipped is the planetari-
um of Tregor in Pleumeur Bodou starting in
1998, done on the initiative of Claude
Ganter. Let’s also mention the fact that
among planetariums made in France, the
planetarium on the Queen Mary 2, although
equipped with Sky-Skan technology, is on a
vessel built in the French shipyard of Alstom
Chantiers de l’Atlantique in Saint-Nazaire! It
is navigating the seas and the oceans on
behalf of the British Company Cunard.

Public Attendance
At the present time, the overall atten-

dance for all planetariums is 1.3 millions visi-
tors per year, with a relative growth which is
uniquely related to the increase of the large
planetarium exhibition centers these last

few years. Average attendance per year
between 1999 and now was 1.2 million view-
ers, most of whom attended the large public
exhibition centers, while the actual number
of  planetarium centers has increased by
two-thirds (16 facilities in 1999 against 25 at
the present time). Of course, the impact of a
total eclipse crossing France in 1999 helped
immensely.

However, the public continuously chal-
lenges planetarium directors. Like every-
where else, audiences favor “Disney shows”
rather than the typical planetariums. Some
more years of additional data will be useful
to determine in the future if planetarium
programs more in the style of Disney stories
are profitable, or if it is time to pursue other
avenues to increase attendance.

A New Phenomenon:Closing
Planetariums

Among the facilities larger than 6 m, only

the planetarium in Marseille, built in 1979 in
a commercial center, was tragically short-
lived. It featured a unique canvas dome over
terraces. Unfortunately the corrosive ocean
atmosphere caused a short circuit and the
facility was destroyed by fire in 1983.

On the other hand, it has been noted in
the last few years that more and more plane-
tariums smaller than 5 meters in diameter,
both stationary and mobile, are forced to
halt their activities for lack of support from
the public administrations. This is what
stands out in Tables 3 and 4 and is clearly
defined on the chart for 2006. Hence, in the
course of these last years, about 10 out of the
50 existing small planetariums have closed
since the year 2000.

Among the mobile planetariums, this drop
is even more noticeable because about 20
closed out of 83 in the year 2000 and we are
still in the middle of the decade—who can say 

(Please see FFrraannccee  on page 62)
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2005 IPS/Eugenides Foundation
Script Writing Competition—Second Place

Bob Bonadurer
Planetarium Director

University of Texas at Arlington Planetarium
1 Planetarium Place, PO Box 19059

Arlington, Texas  76019  USA

Content is king! That has been the case in
planetaria for decades, and remains the case
today, even though digital technology is
transitioning the profession into a different
market place. So it’s with pleasure that we
print below Bob Bonadurer’s script that won
the $350 (US) second prize in the 2005

IPS/Eugenides scriptwriting competition. It
clearly has many of the qualities that we all
know separate high quality scripts from the
humdrum. 

The next scriptwriting competition will
be launched in the March 2007 issue of The
Planetarian. You can send me an entry by

the deadline of December 31st, 2007, and the
two prize winners will be presented with a
certificate and check during the awards cere-
mony at the 2008 IPS conference at the
Adler Planetarium in Chicago in June.

Steve Tidey, IPS/Eugenides Scriptwriting
Coordinator; stevetidey@hotmail.co.uk

HHOONNEEYY,,  II  SSHHRRUUNNKK  TTHHEE  SSOOLLAARR  SSYYSSTTEEMM
TTaarrggeett  aauuddiieennccee::  GGrraaddeess  11--44  aanndd  PPuubblliicc  FFaammiillyy

TThheemmeess  ccoovveerreedd::  EExxpplloorraattiioonn,,  DDiissccoovveerryy,,  SSoollaarr  SSyysstteemm
LLeennggtthh::  3355  mmiinnuutteess

FFiirrsstt  pprreesseenntteedd  iinn  MMiinnnneeaappoolliiss  iinn  22000000..    IItt  iiss  uuppddaatteedd  aass  aa  ffuullll--ddoommee  sshhooww  ttoo  ooppeenn  OOccttoobbeerr  22000077iinn  AArrlliinnggttoonn..  

IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN
VViissuuaallss NNaarrrraattiioonn//AAuuddiioo

SFX:  Car brakes, car door shuts. Footsteps walking to house. House door opens, then closes.
Car driving up DAD: What’s this CD player doing here?  The note says, “Press play Dad?”  Hmmmph. Ok.
Dad walking up SFX:  Click sound

MUSIC:  variation of TV Show Mission Impossible.
MOM:

Series of pictures Good afternoon Mr. Phelps. The young lady in this picture is our daughter 
following script Abby Phelps. She was requested to do a science fair project by this

man, Dr. Indigo Centaurus, her science teacher. Because Abby loves the planets, she decided
to create a shrunken solar system almost a billion times smaller—sketched here.
After some initial calculations done with this woman, math teacher Dr. Sagitta Sculptor, it
was found that Abby’s solar system would not fit inside the school’s gym!  The new shrunk-
en solar system needed to stretch five miles across town!  
Your mission honey (aside: ooh, shoot, I mean Mr. Phelps)—if you decide to accept it—is to
visit these shrunken planets following this—the “Official Shrunken Solar System Map.”  You
will also need this—the “Official Solar System Passport,” which must be stamped at each
planet. The passport will then be presented at the science fair to this woman, Principal
Libra Hydrus, for documented completion of Abby Phelps’ science project—“Honey, I
Shrunk the Solar System.”  (aside: That’s what she’s calling it—isn’t that cute, honey.)
This tape will self destruct in five seconds. Good luck honey, I mean Mr. Phelps.

CD w/ smoke rising    SFX:  hissing sound as CD is destroyed
Picture of Dad             DAD:  (to himself) Visit shrunken planets?  What a great project!  I can’t wait. I’ve always 

loved the astronomy, especially planet-gazing.
MUSIC:  Softer, acoustic guitar type music

Night Sky                   DAD: (to himself) When I was Abby’s age—back in my small hometown in Iowa—with 
hardly any city lights around—I could see thousands of stars on a nice clear night. I recall 
trying to figure out which were really stars and which were the planets reflecting sunlight. 
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My mom always said (speaks like a mom) “the only way for sure to know it’s a planet is to 
watch the sky over many nights.”  So I did. I’d check every clear night and saw the planets 
reveal themselves by slowly moving against the background stars.

Planet motion My astronomy book said planet means “wandering star,” because to the ancient Greeks 
that’s what they looked like. Of course, some planets like Venus and Jupiter were easy to 
spot because they were so bright. Mars was red so that was not too hard. But some stars are 
red too, so color wasn’t always a sure-fire clue. And Mercury and Saturn look like average 
bright stars—so I wasn’t always sure about them. 

FFIIVVEE  MMIINNUUTTEE  LLIIVVEE  SSKKYY  SSEEGGMMEENNTT::
PPllaanneettaarriiaann  pprreesseennttss  wwhhaatt  ppllaanneettss  ccaann  bbee  sseeeenn  iinn  tthhee  ccuurrrreenntt  nniigghhtt  sskkyy  aanndd  hhooww  tthheeyy  wwiillll
bbee  cchhaannggiinngg  oovveerr  tthhee  nneexxtt  ffeeww  mmoonntthhss..  SShhee  oorr  hhee  aallssoo  hhaass  tthhee  ooppttiioonn  ttoo  sshhooww  rreettrrooggrraaddee
mmoottiioonn..  SSeegguuee  bbaacckk  ttoo  sshhooww  bbyy  aasskkiinngg  aauuddiieennccee  ““wwhhaatt  ppllaanneettss  hhaavveenn’’tt  wwee  sseeeenn??””

DAD: (still taking to himself) We could never see the “far-out” planets of Uranus, Neptune
and Pluto because we never had a telescope growing up. I always dreamed of having one
though. (sighs)  Oh well … it was fun stargazing and planet-gazing.

Picture of Dad Listen to me carry on—talking to myself. I better get going and visit Abby’s shrunken solar 
Walks out of house system. Where’s that map?  Here it is!  (door opens)  Wow, it’s such a beautiful day. I think

I’ll ride my bike.
Hops on bike DAD: Ok, the first stop is at Abby’s school. That’s just around the corner.
Swirl bike around SFX:  Bike sounds
Dome MUSIC:  Bouncing traveling music

PPLLUUTTOO
Pictures of Dad, PAULA: Good afternoon Mr. Phelps. I’m Paula, planet presenter for Pluto. Welcome to 
Paula & Planet “Honey, I Shrunk the Solar System.”

DAD: Pluto?
PAULA: Yes, the tour starts here at the farthest planet from the Sun and then works its way
toward the closest—Mercury.
DAD: So where’s Pluto?
PAULA: Right here.
DAD: This teeny-weeny round marble?  Whoa—Pluto is smallsville!  Ok, here’s my passport,
can I get it stamped please?

Picture of Vger PAULA:
Goggles Not so fast there, Mr. Phelps. Your mission requires that you be tested by Vger—solar system

sage and quiz master before you can travel to the next planet. Vger can be heard with this 
virtual reality head-set—or simply the Vger goggles. Vger will ask you questions about the 
planets to see if you are worthy enough to continue your journey. Please put on the Vger 
goggles and begin.
DAD: Vger goggles?  That daughter of mine sure has a wild imagination. OK, here goes.

Video of Pluto VGER: (Vger’s disguised voice is synthesized to sound more like a computer voice)
With Companion Welcome to Pluto Mr. Phelps. I am Vger. I will be your mentor during your entire mission
Informational to the shrunken planets.
Graphics We start at Pluto—the smallest, coldest and most distant planet in the solar system. Pluto is

made mostly of ice and rock—very similar to a comet and some of the moons that orbit the
outer gas planets. Pluto’s biggest moon is called Charon.
Here is your first solar system question. At nearly four billion miles from the Sun, Pluto’s
temperature is estimated to be:

Question #1 Graphic a) 400 degrees below zero
b) 4,000 degrees below zero
c) 4,000,000 degrees below zero
DAD: Oh boy … ah, let me guess … ah, “b” 4,000 degrees below zero?
VGER: Vger says nice try, but nothing in the universe can get that cold.
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DAD: Ok, then it’s “a,” 400 below?
VGER: Correct!  400 below is so cold that if you threw a glass of water into the sky on Pluto,
it would come down as ice!

Question # 2 Graphic Pluto the planet was discovered in 1930 by:
a) American Clyde Tombaugh
b) Italian Galileo Galilei
c) Movie mogul Walt Disney
DAD: Oh shoot … I don’t know. Let’s see. Walt Disney?
VGER: Vger is not impressed. Walt Disney created Disney World and invented Pluto—the
dog!
DAD: Oh, right. Is it “b,” Galileo?
VGER: Vger wonders where your mind is. Galileo lived 400 years ago and in 1610, turned
the first telescope toward the heavens, but his telescope was not powerful enough to spot
Pluto.
DAD: All right then, it must “a,” Clyde Tombaugh.
VGER: Correct. However, Vger is not impressed since it was the only answer left.
Vger recommends your passport be stamped, but failure to improve may cause Vger to ter-
minate your mission. Good luck.
DAD: Thank goodness Vger is giving me another chance. I hope I do better. Hey Paula, can I
please have my passport stamped?
PAULA: You betcha! 

Stamp picture SFX:  stamp sound
Your mission is off to a good start. I think Vger likes you—don’t worry.
DAD: All righty—on to Neptune. Directions say to take a left at Auriga Avenue.

Hops on bike SFX:  Bike sounds
Swirl bike around MUSIC:  Bouncing traveling music
Dome

NNEEPPTTUUNNEE
Pictures of Dad, NICK:  (laid back talking)
Nick & Planet Hey there!  You must be Abby’s dad. I’m Nick. Welcome to Neptune.

DAD: Wow, so this is Neptune. It’s a baseball!
NICK: Yep. That’s the way Abby said the math works. Pluto gets shrunk to pebble size and
Neptune becomes baseball size. Ready to put on the Vger goggles?
DAD: Yep.

Neptune Video VGER: Hello again and welcome to big, beautiful and blue Neptune!  This distant world is 
With Companion almost three billion miles from your Sun. A faint dark ring system orbits this large planet—
Informational along with 13 moons including huge Triton—where geysers squirt nitrogen vapors 
Graphics into  space. Here’s your first question. The blue color of Neptune is caused by:
Question #3 Graphic a) methane gas

b) water molecules
c) liquid oxygen
DAD: Oh, goodness gracious. I … I … I have no idea. How about “b,” water molecules?
VGER: Vger says oops a daisy. Wrong answer da …  (almost speaks dad) Mr. Phelps. Water
could not exist on the surface of cold Neptune.
DAD: Is it “a,” methane?
VGER: Excellent. But Vger thinks you made a lucky guess. Methane is a gas prevalent in the
upper atmosphere of Neptune. This gas does a very good job of absorbing the red parts of
the spectrum—leaving mostly blue light to be reflected back to Earth. Methane works like
the dye in a pair of blue jeans.

Question #4 Graphic Name the only space ship to visit Neptune:
a) Apollo 11
b) Voyager 2
c) the Millennium Falcon
DAD: That’s easy. It was Voyager 2.
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VGER: Vger is impressed. In 1989, NASA hit a planetary grand slam when Voyager 2 flew
past its fourth planet Neptune—after visiting Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus—which is your
next stop. See you there.
DAD: Wow Nick, some of Vger’s questions are pretty tough.
NICK: Yeah, this solar system tour isn’t for wimps. Ready to get your passport stamped?
DAD: Of course. 

Stamp picture SFX: stamp sound
NICK: Good luck at Uranus.
DAD: Thanks.

Hops on bike SFX:  Bike sounds
Swirl bike around MUSIC:  Bouncing traveling music
Dome DAD: (to self) Wow, I’ve been pedaling for quite awhile—it’s been about a mile. Boy, these 

planets are further away than I thought. Ah, finally. Uranus!

UURRAANNUUSS
Pictures of Dad, URSULA: Hi!  I’m Ursula, tour guide for Uranus.
Ursula & Planet DAD: Whoa—Uranus is the same size as Neptune—another baseball.

URSULA: Yes, it’s a bit bigger, but still about baseball size. Ready for the Vger goggles?
DAD: Let me at ‘em. I’m going to get a hundred percent this time.

Video of Uranus VGER: Vger says welcome to Uranus, the sideways planet.
With Companion This striking appearance is theorized to be a result of a long ago staggering collision.
Informational  SFX:  Explosion
Graphics DAD: With those faint rings, Uranus looks like a bull’s eye—or a Target store logo. (Laughs to

himself)
VGER: Please do not interrupt Vger.
DAD: Sorry.
VGER: Only speak when asked a direct question—thank you.
Uranus has over two dozen moons, with the major ones named after characters and spirits
from Shakespearean plays like Juliet, Desdemona, Rosalind, and Puck. But the strangest
moon is Miranda—where Voyager 2 revealed a crazy, tortured surface. Twisted cracks in
one area, craters in another, and enormous mountains—one 12 miles high—twice as tall as
Mount Everest!
Ok, quiz time. Uranus was discovered in 1781 by whom?

Question #5 Graphic a) Albert Einstein
b) Sir Isaac Newton
c) William Herschel
DAD: It’s “c,” William Herschel
VGER: Correct. Vger is amazed—that was a tough one. Herschel observed Uranus moves
slowly against the background stars. When naming Uranus, he got carried away, calling it
Georgium Sidus or “George’s Star” —after King George of England. Obviously, people in
other countries didn’t think this was such a hot idea. So to be fair, the name Uranus, Greek
for the heavens, was eventually chosen.
Vger thinks you are ready for your next stop—Saturn!  Hasta luego Señor Phelps.
DAD: Cool, Saturn. Gracias Vger. Hmmph. Ok, Ursula, here’s my passport. Will you stamp it
please?

Stamp picture SFX:  Stamp sound
URSULA: There you go. Good luck finding Saturn on your bike. Got your map?
DAD: Sure do. Let’s see, down Lyra Lane and right on Pegasus Place. Pretty far, you sure this
map is right Ursula?
URSULA: Afraid so Mr. Phelps. Remember space is mostly just that—space!  Lots and lots of
nothing between the planets. See ya.

Hops on bike SFX:  Bike sounds
Swirl bike around MUSIC:  Bouncing traveling music
Dome

SSAATTUURRNN
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Pictures of Dad, DAD: Hey Sammy. You must be the tour guide for Saturn, eh?
Sammy & Planet SAMMY: Yes sir, I have been expecting you.

DAD: So this is Saturn—a soccer ball?
SAMMY: Yes sir. A mini-soccer ball, 6.4 inches to be precise.
DAD: Really?  I’m ready for Vger again. 

Saturn Video VGER:
With Companion Magnificent Saturn never fails to fascinate. Unlike the dark rings of Neptune and Uranus,
Informational  Saturn’s rings are bright, plentiful, and beautiful!  Upon closer inspection, these rings were
Graphics revealed to be countless chunks of tiny ice rocks—most no bigger than a human fist,

though some can be as large as a garage. Saturn is composed of the lightest gases in the
universe. Are they:

Question #6 Graphic a) oxygen and nitrogen
b) uranium and plutonium
c) hydrogen and helium
DAD: Oh, that’s easy Vger. It’s “c,” hydrogen and helium. They’re even lighter than Earth’s
air, which is made of oxygen and nitrogen. And uranium and plutonium are some of the
heaviest…
VGER: Vger says ok, smarty pants, you win that round.
DAD: Nana nana, na na!
VGER: Vger has to make these questions tougher.
Although Saturn is the second biggest planet, its gravity still can’t compact these “feather-
like” gases together very well. This makes Saturn so light it would float in an ocean of water. 
Saturn has lots of natural satellites, or moons. The current number of moons for Saturn is:

Question #7 Graphic a) 8
b) 47
c) 180
DAD: Betcha it’s “b,” 47
VGER: Is that your final answer?
DAD: Yes, final answer.
VGER: Ok, “b” is correct. 
DAD: Woo-hoo!
VGER: Among Saturn’s captivating moons, the most riveting by far is Titan. The Cassini
spacecraft released the Huygens probe, which landed on it surface to take these awesome
pictures. Titan’s atmosphere is composed mostly of nitrogen—a gas very abundant in
Earth’s atmosphere. Vger declares your tour of Saturn is complete and you are ready for
Jupiter. Vger signing off …
DAD: See you later Vger. Unreal. Some of these moons are as neat as the planets. Here’s my
passport, Sammy. I’m ready for big, bad Jupiter!

Stamp picture SFX:  Stamp sound
SAMMY: There you are sir. Good job, you’re almost half-way there. Good luck on the rest of
your journey.
DAD: Thanks. Directions say two blocks, then turn left at Altair Avenue.

Hops on bike SFX:  Bike sounds
Swirl bike around MUSIC:  Bouncing traveling music
Dome

JJUUPPIITTEERR
Pictures of Dad, JENNY:  (extremely hip) Hey there “Mr. P.”  Ya made it to Jupiter, the biggest jewel in the 
Jenny & Planet solar system—‘cept for the Sun of course.

DAD: Look at Jupiter—it’s … it’s … a kickball.
JENNY: Sure is, Mr. P. But ya can’t kick Jupiter around. Now I know Jupiter is still considered
a gas planet, but it’s so big, the gravitational pressure produces a liquid interior. And way
down at the center, Jupiter’s got a rocky core. All this mass makes Jupiter pretty heavy.
Jupiter’s no lightweight like fluffy Saturn. Check out what Vger has to say about Jupiter,
Mr. P.
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Video of Jupiter VGER: Welcome to mighty Jupiter, the incredible hulk of the solar system. First, it out
With Companion weighs all the other planets put together—twice over!  Because Jupiter is so massive, it acts 
Informational like a giant shield, protecting the Earth and the inner planets from impacts with wandering
Graphics comets. In 1994, Jupiter proved this when 21 icy comets fragments slammed into this huge 
Jupiter/comet world …
animation SFX: Series of explosions.

These dark “bruises” on Jupiter lasted for months. And the larger ones were bigger than the
entire planet Earth. Question time. Jupiter spins the fastest of all the planets—turning
around once every:

Question #8 Graphic a) 2.2 hours
b) 5.5 hours
c) 9.9 hours
DAD:  That would be “b,” 5.5 hours.
VGER: Vger says not. Slow it down.
DAD:  Oh, I got your clue, 9.9 hours?
VGER: Vger says Mr. Phelps is very perceptive. Yes, Jupiter’s rapid rotation whips its colorful
clouds into tight bands. Vger can’t let you leave for Mars without taking a look at two of
Jupiter’s spectacular moons. This colorful one is Io. These reds, oranges, and yellows are not
melted cheese on a pepperoni pizza. They’re the result of active volcanoes that spew out
stinky, sulfurous gases.
Io’s volcanoes are the result of massive tidal forces from nearby Jupiter. These forces pull
the side of Io that’s closer to Jupiter … more than they pull the far side. This uneven tugging
stretches poor Io so much that friction results. Friction produces heat, and eventually vol-
canoes. Jupiter’s tidal forces do the same thing to Europa, the 2nd large moon of Jupiter. See
these grooves criss-crossing Europa?  It’s obvious they were once joined together. What has
pushed them apart?  Scientists believe a warm ocean exists under the icy surface of Europa
causing these cracks. Vger says—on to Mars. Later alligator.
DAD: After while crocodile. Hmmm?  My daughter Abby likes to say good-bye like that.
Hmmm. Here’s my passport Jenny—I’m ready for the red planet.
JENNY: You got it Mr. P. Told ya Jupiter was worth the price of admission. It’s one happen-
ing place.

Stamp picture SFX: Stamp sound
JENNY: There’s your stamp of approval Mr. P!  Have a ball at Mars. Ciao for now!
DAD: I will. Ciao Jenny.

Hops on bike SFX:  Bike sounds
Short Swirl bike MUSIC:  Bouncing traveling music
Around Dome

MMAARRSS
Pictures of Dad, MATT:  (excited—boisterous): There’s our solar system biker!  Totally excellent!  Welcome to
Matt & Planet Mars, fourth rock from the Sun.

DAD: Mars already?  Whoa … that little marble is Mars. I was getting used to those big
planets.
MATT: Mars may be small in size, but it has some big features. For the entire scoop, here are
your Vger goggles for Mars. I’ve seen it twice already, it’s a pretty wild planet!

Video and Pictures VGER: Mars has long mystified humans. Its red surface is actually rusty—caused by the
of Mars With high percentage of iron in the rocks. Here is Valles Marineris, a valley created by tectonic 
Companion stresses, which prove that Mars was once geologically active. These ancient river beds prove
Informational Mars was warmer and wetter!  And Olympus Mons is an old volcano that rises 17 miles 
Graphics above the surface—indicating Mars once had a molten interior. So where did Mars get all 

this heat?  And how did Mars lose it—to become the geologically dead world we see today?
Meteor shower After the solar system was born, tons of unattached debris were still flying about. Collisions
projector were happening all the time. All these impacts produced lots of heat on Mars—which

generated active volcanoes, a thick atmosphere, running water—and perhaps, even life.
But Mars is a small planet. Just as a small baked potato will cool down faster than a large
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baked potato, tiny Mars cooled off quickly and became geologically dead—meaning no sur-
face movement or active volcanoes. Being small also meant less gravity, and tiny Mars lost
most of its atmosphere too—leaving a thin carbon dioxide atmosphere—which is incapable
of supporting life.
Lately, NASA has landed robotic rovers on Mars by using:

Question #9 Graphic a) ancient Mars landing strips
b) retro rockets to softly land like the Viking ships
c) air bags to soften a crash landing
DAD: Got to be “c,” air bags.
VGER: Correct. Vger says you’re cooking. Many new missions to Mars will keep us “in the
know” about our fantastic rusty neighbor. Vger says it’s time to visit our home planet
Earth. Please proceed there after your passport is stamped.
DAD: Amazing!  These planets are simply amazing. Hey Matt, I need the ol’ passport
stamped.

Stamp picture SFX:  Stamp sound
MATT: There ya be, Mr. Phelps. Congratulations!  It’s all downhill from here.
DAD: Thanks much!

Hops on bike SFX:  Bike sounds
Short Swirl bike MUSIC:  Bouncing traveling music
Around Dome

EEAARRTTHH
Pictures of Dad, DAD: Hey there’s Emily. Hey Emily. Am I at Earth already?  I just got on my bike.
Emily & Planet EMILY: (friendly) You sure are. Welcome to Earth. Mars and Earth are pretty close in dis-

tance—but only because this solar system has been shrunk!  Mars and Earth are actually 50 
million miles apart!
DAD: Earth is small too, nowhere near Jupiter or Saturn in size. Where are the Vger goggles?
Earth will be cool to see from space.
EMILY: Here you go. Vger is ready.

Earth Pictures With VGER: Welcome to Earth, third rock from the Sun, and a very phenomenal planet!  Though
Companion our Earth exhibits many features found on other planets, like a dynamic atmosphere
Informational and weather, a strong magnetic field and auroras, and volcanically formed rocks—the 
Graphics Earth is exceptional in one key factor—life! While Earth is magnificent up close, in what 

year did humans get to see Earth from—space?
Question #10 Graphic a) 1927

b) 1961
c) 1999
DAD: That’s gotta be 1961.
VGER: Vger says bingo. Space travel gave us a brand new perspective. The photographs are
stunning. Look at the beautiful blue oceans, the lovely landscapes. This one is the Grand
Canyon in the United States. All these pictures were taken from low Earth orbit by satel-
lites, or the space shuttle, a few hundred miles above the surface.
If our spacecraft travels further out, we see a smaller Earth. These pictures were taken by the
Apollo astronauts who went to the Moon. Our Earth looks more fragile against the black-
ness of space. 

Galileo picture This tantalizing photo of Earth and Moon in profile was taken by the robot spacecraft, 
Galileo, as the probe made its way to Jupiter.

Voyager One And finally, we see the Earth as a “pale blue dot.”  This distant photo was taken by
Voyager 1, when it was beyond the farthest planet Pluto. Voyager was so far away that no 
distinguishable features can be seen—just a point of light—though we know this spot of 
light is our home. All these amazing photographs help to understand where we are in the 
vastness of space. And who we are—citizens of the cosmos.
EMILY: So how did you like Earth Mr. Phelps?
DAD: That was neat. The Earth is sure more than just another planet. Here’s my passport.

Stamp picture SFX:  Stamp sound
EMILY: You’re all set for Venus. Only two planets to go!
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Hops on bike SFX:  Bike sounds
Short Swirl bike MUSIC:  Bouncing traveling music
Around Dome

VVEENNUUSS
Pictures of Dad, DAD: There’s Venus and Abby’s friend Vela. Boy, that was another short ride. Hey Vela!
Vela & Planet VELA: Welcome to the hottest planet in the solar system—Venus. This little ball represents a

seething hot, rocky world. While Venus is sometimes called Earth’s sister planet because it’s 
similar in size and mass, Venus is completely different in every other category. Here, let 
Vger give all the dazzling details.

Venus Video VGER: Earth and Venus were born at the same time, but Venus was born closer to the Sun.
With Companion This key fact triggered drastic changes, resulting in a planet incapable of supporting life.
Informational The story of Venus starts with its cloudy appearance. Astronomers first speculated that the
Graphics thick clouds reflected most of the Sun’s energy, cooling Venus down to more Earth-like 

temperatures. Some even guessed the surface would be swampy and that dinosaurs might 
live there.
In the 1960’s, Americans and the Soviets sent a slew of spaceships to study Venus. At first, no
one could believe the results. The temperature data said 900 degrees Fahrenheit. But how?
Venus shouldn’t be that hot—even though it’s closer to the Sun.
Astronomers needed an explanation for the extreme heat and soon figured that the cause
must be:

Question #11 Graphic a) tidal forces from the Sun
b) hot active volcanoes on the surface
c) the greenhouse effect
DAD: Gotta be “c,” the greenhouse effect.
VGER: Vger is impressed. The greenhouse effect explained the 900 degrees perfectly. It’s like
getting into a hot car during the summer.

Woman in hot car SFX:  Scream-ouch sound
Screaming picture What happened to make the car so warm?  The answer is the greenhouse effect. Though 

we can’t see the surface of Venus with our eyes because of the thick CO-2 clouds, we can 
still map the surface features by using:

Question #12 Graphic a)  radio waves, or radar
b) sound waves
c) cameras left on the surface by aliens
DAD: Well, I’ll say “a,” radio waves, or radar.

Radar waves VGER: Vger is impressed once again!  Radio waves can penetrate through lots of thick stuff. 
Like when you listen to your portable radio in your basement with the door shut and the 
windows closed. You can hear the tunes just fine. Radio waves are like ghosts—traveling 
right through walls. 
Though it’s unlike Earth in many ways, Venus is still a wondrous world to keep exploring.
Vger signing off.
DAD: Thanks Vger. Well Vela, it looks like I have just one more planet to go.
VELA: You are correct. The planet Mercury awaits you. Do you have your passport?
DAD: Ooops. Almost forgot.

Stamp picture SFX:  Stamp sound
Thanks a bunch—on to Mercury.

Hops on bike SFX:  Bike sounds
Short Swirl bike MUSIC:  Bouncing traveling music
Around Dome

MMEERRCCUURRYY
Pictures of Dad, DAD: Unreal!  Another short trip!  These inner planets are so close—less than a block from 
Mike & Planet each other. Those gas worlds were about a mile apart.

MIKE: You made it to Mercury Mr. Phelps. This is the last planet on your shrunken solar
system tour.
DAD: My goodness—Mercury is minute!  This planet’s smaller than a “bb.”
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MIKE: Yeah, Mercury’s a shrimp like Pluto. But don’t forget your daughter Abby shrunk this
thing almost a billion times. Mercury’s over 3,000 miles in diameter—bigger than Earth’s
Moon.
DAD: All righty!  Let me at Vger and let’s see what Mercury has to offer.

Mercury Video VGER: Mercury is a barren, rocky globe orbiting the Sun at a distance of only 36 million 
With Companion miles. The rocks on Mercury are like the rocks on Mars, Earth, and Venus, containing
Informational iron, silicon, calcium and aluminum.
Graphics Mercury is too small to hang on to an atmosphere. This lack of air and weather, and active 

geology, leaves Mercury with millions of craters—making it look much like Earth’s Moon.
One impact, now called the Caloris Basin, was so powerful it sent a shock wave through the
entire planet—and pushed up rocks on the other side!
The lack of atmosphere, and its very slow rotation rate, produce a wild temperature swing.
How hot does it get on the day side of Mercury, in degrees Fahrenheit?

Question #13 Graphic a) 800
b) 8,000
c) 8,000,000
DAD: Ok, it’s gotta be 800.
VGER: Correct. Now Vger wants you to answer the temperature on the night side of
Mercury:

Question #14 Graphic a) -3
b) -30
c) -300
DAD: Minus 300?
VGER: Vger is pleased. Mercury experiences temperature fluctuations of over 1,000 degrees.
Vger thanks you for completing your tour of the planets, but your journey is not done. You
have one more stop to complete your shrunken solar system trip. Please check your pass-
port for your final destination.
DAD: Of course, the Sun!  Duh!
Hey Mike, can I get my passport stamped for Mercury.

Stamp picture SFX:  Stamp sound
Ok, here comes the Sun. Directions say proceed to Pleiades Park.

Hops on bike SFX:  Bike sounds
Short Swirl bike MUSIC:  Bouncing traveling music
Around Dome

SSUUNN
Pictures of Dad, DAD: There it is—the Sun!  It’s gigantic. It’s bigger than me!  Wow, what a short trip from 
Sun with Abby Mercury. Hey, there’s my daughter Abby. And my wife!
and Mom Hey you two, I made it. That sure was fun. Good job Abby—and you too honey for helping 

her. This solar system is well, as Vger would say—“impressive.”
ABBY: (giggles) Speaking of Vger, Dad, here you go. Vger is going to give you a short tour of
the Sun.

Sun Video VGER: Vger says never forget the Sun is a star—like all the stars you see in the night sky. As 
the closest star to the Earth, we can feel and appreciate its enormous heat and light.
The Sun is so close and so powerful, that its energy output is four thousand, trillion, trillion
watts!  If you could completely convert the tiny amount of the Sun’s energy that reaches
the Earth, it’d be worth two billion dollars—every second!
On the other hand, the bright star Arcturus is so far away, its energy is equal to a candle—
flickering 300 miles away. Way too far to feel any heat!
The Sun’s powerful gravity also keeps the planets moving in their orbits. How fast does the
Sun speed along on the solar system racetrack?

Question #15 Graphic a) 20 miles an hour
b) 200 miles an hour
c) 20 miles a second
DAD: Think it’d be fast—“c,” 20 miles a second?
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SSOOLLAARR  SSYYSSTTEEMM  SSUURRPPRRIISSEE
Pictures of Abby, ABBY & VGER:  (alternate Abby and Vger’s voice)
Dad and Mom Vger says impressive Dad. Way to go. Vger and Abby think you’re the best!

DAD:  (very surprised) What?  What’s going on?
ABBY: Vger is me Daddy. Vger is a voice synthesizer. It disguises my voice—giving it a com-
puter sound. I’ve been talking to you the whole time—with a little help from my friends.
Mom helped me write Vger’s lines and the movies and pictures Vger was showing you.
DAD: So you were Vger all this time?
MOM: Isn’t she clever, honey?
DAD: Absolutely clever. That’s my girl. Hey, I need my passport stamped for the Sun.
MOM: You bet honey!  

Stamp picture SFX:  Stamp sound

CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONN
MUSIC:  Soft acoustic guitar music

Sunset DAD: Great!  Well, we’d better get going, the Sun has set and it’s starting to get dark. What 
Pictures of Family an impressive job, Abby!

MOM: You know honey, some people were even more impressed with Abby’s shrunken
solar system.
DAD:  Like who?
MOM: The judges, and the principal.
ABBY: Yeah Dad, the science fair was this morning—remember?  You couldn’t go because
you had to visit Grandma. So guess what?
DAD: What?

Pictures of Telescope ABBY: We won!!  And the prize for first place is right over there. Can you please do the 
unveiling?
MOM: Remember honey, what you wished for ever since you were a kid?
DAD: Is it?  Could it be?  It is!!!  Unbelievable, a telescope! Oh Abby, I’m so proud of you. A
telescope!  I always wanted one ever since I was a kid. (speaks like a kid)  Can we set it up
now?  Please?  Please?
ABBY: It’s already set Dad!  In fact, it’s pointing to Saturn—take a peek, Dad.

Show Saturn DAD: Oh cool! There’s Saturn’s rings. Unreal. I’ve got goose bumps. Oh Abby, you’re incredi-
ble. This is wonderful. Thank you very, very much.
ABBY:  You’re welcome Dad. And … 
VGER: Vger says you’re welcome too! Mission completed.

Fade to Black
Swirl Stars MUSIC:  Reprise of the variation of TV Show Mission Impossible. �
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Ah, now, see, that was your first mistake.
You turned the page. Now you’ll have to put
up with me for the next few pages…

So, what shall we talk about? The amaz-
ing/frustrating/maddening/head-in-your-
hands-pull-your-hair-out inability of the
England football team to win penalty shoot-
outs in major competitions like the World
Cup and European Championship? No, that
would take up all of the next two days that I
have to put this column together. What
about a discussion of why the number 11
isn’t pronounced “onety-one?” (Hey, 22 is
pronounced twenty-two, so why not?) Or
how about why nobody’s ever measured the
speed of dark? 

No, I have it: let’s talk about the topic that
I threw out for discussion (I retrieved it from
the waste bin) in the last column. It was
phrased thus:

TThheerree  aarree  mmaannyy  ppllaanneettaarriiaannss  oouutt  tthheerree  iinn
ddoommee  llaanndd  wwhhoo  kknnooww  aabboouutt  tthhee  IIPPSS,,  bbuutt
aarreenn’’tt  mmeemmbbeerrss  ffoorr  rreeaassoonnss  bbeeyyoonndd  tthhee
ffiinnaanncciiaall..  WWhhaatt  sshhoouulldd  tthhee  IIPPSS  ddoo  tthhaatt  iitt  hhaass--
nn’’tt  aallrreeaaddyy  ttrriieedd,,  aanndd  wwhhaatt  ccoouulldd  iinnddiivviidduuaall
mmeemmbbeerrss  ddoo  ttoo  ppeerrssuuaaddee  tthheemm  ooff  tthhee  bbeennee--
ffiittss  ooff  jjooiinniinngg,,  ootthheerr  tthhaann  sshhoowwiinngg  tthheemm  tthhee
ooffffiicciiaall  lliitteerraattuurree??  WWhhaatt  ssppeecciiffiicc  bbeenneeffiittss
tthhaatt  hhaavvee  uunnddoouubbtteeddllyy  hheellppeedd  yyoouu  ddoo  yyoouurr
jjoobb  bbeetttteerr  oonn  aa  ddaaiillyy  bbaassiiss  ccaann  yyoouu  tthhrrooww  oouutt
tthheerree  ttoo  hhiigghhlliigghhtt  tthhee  vvaalluuee  ooff  bbeeiinngg  iinn  tthhiiss
aauugguusstt  ssoocciieettyy??  

Hey, do you know what one of the bene-

fits of being in the IPS is? It gives you an
opportunity to find out in how many other
countries patrons sit in a dome and say, “Oh,
did you just open up the roof and make it
dark outside?” If a little kid says this it makes
you want to reply, “Yes, I did. And you know
what? If you misbehave I’m never gonna let
the Sun come out ever again ...”

Somehow I don’t see that featured in the
responses we have below, so, who’s first?
Whoa! Don’t all shout at once. Tell you
what, I’ll throw out a question and the per-
son it applies to the most gets to go first, OK?
What country has the largest number of
deadly poisonous creepy crawlies? Martin
Bush is holding up his hand. Australia, you
say? Correct! Take a bow, you’re up first…

���

The Australasian planetarium community
is a small one. In a continent the size of
mainland USA, there are fewer fixed domes
than in Illinois, let alone in the entire Great
Lakes region. This provides both difficulties
and advantages in promoting the IPS. On the
one hand, the local planetarium society will
always be the first port of call for problem
solving. When a crisis looms, distances sud-
denly become much larger. Time zones and
economics conspire to mean that local con-
versations will be preferred and, IPS 2006
notwithstanding, foreign visitors will always
be an infrequent pleasure. On the other
hand, the number of people available locally
is small, and expertise in particular areas is
diluted further.

The IPS offers access to the largest resource
library that is available to the global com-
munity of planetarians. This community
offers endless
potential for stimu-
lating and assisting
all of us.  The IPS
should always be
looking to further
develop these net-
works. The compe-
titions and awards
run by the IPS are a
fantastic way of
bringing the world
of planetariums
home. Special effort could be made to ensure
that these represent all parts of the globe, the
far-flung as well as the central. The global
community can provide benefits other than
ideas. Sadly, like many other places, planetar-
iums here occasionally come under funding
threats, some not so serious, others concern-
ingly so. The local planetarium society will
always take up the challenge of lobbying in
these situations, but the weight of the IPS
can only be of assistance in such matters.

There are more concrete matters where
the IPS is an enormous help. Many planetari-
ums rely heavily on the resources provided
by the major space agencies. Unfortunately,
the helpfulness of these agencies towards
planetariums located outside their national
jurisdictions has, over time, gone up and
down. The IPS has been absolutely vital in
facilitating access to these agencies. For
example, assistance has been offered to IPS
2006 in a way that would not have been pos-
sible on behalf of our local planetarium soci-
ety. The most valuable resource available in
any profession is people, and for us it is other
planetarians. It is the enabling and harness-
ing of the global community that is the
greatest benefit that the IPS can provide.

Martin Bush
President, Australasian

Planetarium Society
Programmer, Melbourne Planetarium 

Museum Victoria
GPO Box 666

Melbourne, 3001
Victoria, Australia

���

Of course, as the IPS Treasurer/Mem-
bership chair, I often ponder the questions of
why some planetarians who know of IPS
choose not to be members of our wonderful
society. (I have to admit, of course, that I am
biased, and feel that folks are missing out in a
huge way if they are not members!) Some
planetarians do not have their travel sup-
ported, and are unable to attend our confer-
ences. This is often the major reason people
cite for not being a member. While confer-

ences are
i m p o r t a n t ,
there are so
many other
benefits of
m e m b e r s h i p
that the organi-
zation offers. I
hope that if IPS
members have
contact with
non-members
that they show

and tell of the publications and inserts.
Evidence of this comes when I look at mem-
berships in conference years vs. non-confer-
ence ones. We often have a spike of member-
ships just before a conference. 

Another reason that is cited is that IPS is
too big an organization. A number of
portable planetarium operators have men-
tioned this to me at regional conferences.
Our incoming president in 2007 is a portable
planetarian, and has produced huge volumes

Steve Tidey
58 Prince Avenue,

Southend, Essex, SS2 6NN
England

stevetidey@hotmail.co.uk

Forum

The IPS offers access to the
largest resource library that is
available to the global communi-
ty of planetarians. This commu-
nity offers endless potential for
stimulating and assisting all of
us.
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of work on portable domes that are available
only to IPS members. Our society really does
offer small and portable domes a vast
amount of resources. 

The opposite case has also been argued.
Some big domes feel that the society caters
only to mid-sized and small domes. I would
point to the recent forums on legal and full
dome projection that are of use for these
larger facilities. Often this is a case where an
organization has not been a member for a
number of years, and is not aware of all the
areas The Planetarian journal covers. 

Language is a major barrier for some plan-
etarians. While English is becoming a world-
wide language, it still is not common in
some areas, and since our publications and
inserts are in English some folks may not be
able to utilize these resources. A few exam-
ples of countries that may have difficulty
with our resources are China, France, and
Japan. These countries have many planetari-
ums, but a very small percentage of the facil-
ities are IPS members. Any CDs, posters or
inserts would need to be translated so they
could use them in their domes, and some do
not have the resources (financial or time) to
do these translations. In my mind this is the
largest barrier that IPS has to gaining more
members, and even though we have looked
at translation software, none that is available
is sufficient for translating. This is one that is
very difficult.

There are so many benefits to IPS mem-
bership.  Our quarterly journal,  the
Planetarian, which now is in color, offers
wonderful articles and columns that keep
members up to date on the latest develop-
ments in our field. (A field that is rapidly
changing!) The inserts from NASA, ESA,
STScI, and others are wonderful tools that I
have used in portables and large domes
where I have worked. Special publications,
such as for portables and on script writing,
and the mammoth Directory/Resource
Directory, are invaluable resources that
make membership worth every penny,
shilling, euro cent, yuan, etc. 

True recruitment of members to the IPS
needs to be done by current members. I’m
sure most of us interact with folks at our

regional meetings or know of planetarians in
our area who are not members. If each mem-
ber would take time to tell these non-mem-
bers of the benefits, show them the wonder-
ful products and how they use them, I’m
sure the organization could easily grow by
15-20%. In the future, hopefully the language
barrier will be overcome, and this also would
provide us with growth. IPS is a wonderful
organization with many benefits, and com-
pared to most other professional organiza-
tions, we are a huge bargain. We need to con-
tinue to share this with other planetariums
in the world and encourage them to become
and continue to be members to strengthen
our profession as a whole. 

Shawn Laatsch
PO Box 1812

Greenville
North Carolina, 27835, US

���

Everyone in the planetarium field already
knows what a diverse profession we are in.
We have small domes and large, we have
large budgets and small (and sometimes even
none), we have only a star projector or all
the latest technology – and some, even no
dome at all. We have a staff of one or a staff
of many. We are artists, audio and visual
experts, grant writers, computer trouble-
shooters, writers, producers, photographers,
star projector technicians, researchers, and
janitors – sometimes all of the above.

We are teachers and professional
astronomers, informal educators and educa-
tion experts, and even vendors and salespeo-

ple. We work in stand-alone planetariums or
in museums, in science centers, at schools
and universities, and anywhere our portable
domes take us. We have to know constella-
tions,  stars,  and galaxies;  all  the great
astronomers from history and the most cur-
rent developments; the history of space
exploration and how today’s rockets work;
physics, geology, math and basic chemistry.
We have to be able to explain the Big Bang
and cosmology to educated general audi-
ences and whether or not Pluto is a planet to
second graders.

Administrators don’t understand the spe-
cial needs of a planetarium. Nor do newspa-
pers – do they list us under theater? Movies?
Live Lecture? Or all of the above? Many
times even our spouses/significant others
don’t understand us. How can we spend all
that time playing with a video effect?
Worrying about a program for third graders?
Spending money to learn about cosmology?

We are all these things – but we also are all
the same. We all have passion for the stars,
and we love sharing this passion with others.

Membership in the International
Planetarium Society allows us to share a
bond with others who feel the same as we
do. It reminds us that we have kin all over
the world, people doing the same job and
facing the same problems every day that we
do. The IPS affirms that we are not alone—if
not in the universe, then certainly here on
Earth. This, to me, is the most important rea-
son for belonging to the IPS. We’re a profes-
sional organization made up of friends – and
you aren’t a stranger for long when you
attend a planetarian meeting. What other
group can make that claim? 

I realize I  have an important role in
attracting members to the IPS because the
Planetarian is the most visible and most
powerful recruitment tool we have. I take
this responsibility seriously, and plan to con-
tinue the Planetarian’s high standards by
soliciting interesting, informative, and edu-
cational articles that will help my friends
around the world do their jobs, even if it’s
just a new constellation story to add to their
repertoire, a new way of doing something, or
the latest developments in technology. 

For colleagues who aren’t IPS members,
how about a membership as a birthday pre-

Language is a major barrier for some planetarians. While
English is becoming a world-wide language, it still is not
common in some areas, and since our publications and
inserts are in English some folks may not be able to utilize
these resources. A few examples of countries that may
have difficulty with our resources are China, France, and
Japan. These countries have many planetariums, but a very
small percentage of the facilities are IPS members. 

The IPS affirms that we are not alone—if not in the universe,
then certainly here on Earth. This, to me, is the most impor-
tant reason for belonging to the IPS. We’re a professional
organization made up of friends – and you aren’t a stranger
for long when you attend a planetarian meeting. What other
group can make that claim? 
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sent or Christmas gift? Regional associations:
what about an IPS membership as a confer-
ence door prize? Teachers: we already know
all planetarians aren’t the same – why not
share your classroom methods and get pub-
lished at the same time? You might think it’s
something too ordinary to write about, but
those of us who aren’t in the classroom
might think it’s the next best thing to the
telescope! 

Regardless of what you do or where you
are, if you’re a planetarian, you have some-
thing important to share.

Sharon Shanks
Ward Beecher Planetarium

Youngstown State University
One University Plaza

Youngstown, Ohio, 44555-2001, USA

���

When asked what specific benefits I have
derived from my membership in the
International Planetary Society, a couple of
things pop to mind. First, there are the tangi-
ble items, like the magazine which
contains articles written by other
planetarians from around the world
that can give insights on things to try
to improve the presentations we all
do. I find it really interesting to see
that folks from many different cul-
tures and dome sizes still seem to deal
with the same problems and have
the same successes as I have had. 

In a profession with usually small
staff with whom to “talk shop,” hav-
ing that larger fraternity of similarly-
employed folks makes a difference.
Many planetarians are members of
regional planetarium associations, at
least here in the states. Those regions have
yearly conferences, giving members an
opportunity to again spend time with those
of similar interests in terms of employment
(and even the occasional extracurricular
interests). These conferences are held at dif-
ferent domes, allowing a bit of travel and
comparisons among machinery and show
philosophies that can expand one’s knowl-
edge in those areas. Being a member of IPS
expands that even further, allowing for con-
nections between international members
and travel beyond one’s local region, when
one can get the funds. I believe that since I
joined IPS, I have benefited greatly in these
two areas. Though I may not get to the con-
ference in Australia, I plan to go to the one in
Chicago and I hope to get to one outside the
US in the future. I have only had the oppor-
tunity to visit a couple of planetariums in
other countries and both of those times were
positive experiences for me, so it stands to

reason other opportunities would be like-
wise. Because of that real possibility, I hope
to continue my membership in IPS. 

Scott Miller
Program Co-ordinator

Rauch Planetarium
University of Louisville

108 West Brandeis Avenue
Louisville

Kentucky, 40292, USA

���

I was wondering if it would be possible to
organize a local day at the IPS conferences
every two years. Something like if the con-
ference is in Europe, for instance, invite the
local non-IPS members for one day to see
and meet with their colleagues. This should
be at very low cost, or even free. This meet-
ing should also be in their language, and
organized by the local affiliates. For Valencia
this could have been Italy, France, Spain, and
Germany. I think language is, for some coun-
tries, a big problem. This could also be of

interest for the vendors to be able to present
themselves to the local affiliates, and it could
generate money for organizing this extra
meeting. 

Chris Janssen
Europlanetarium vzw

3600 Genk
Belgium

���

There is much to be gained from member-
ship in planetarium associations, whether
they be local, regional or the International
Planetarium Society. The simplest descrip-
tion is a truism—you get more out of your
membership the more you put in. The bene-
fits, aside from a publication, arise from the
fact that most of these associations are mem-
ber-run. That is, they have no paid profes-
sional staff. One can gain a lot from belong-

ing, but if one also participates in elected
offices, committee memberships, and mak-
ing presentations, you grow so much more
than if you merely attend. The camaraderie
of meeting with fellow members results in
gaining friendships, and keeping up with
what’s happening in other planetariums.
Now that I am “out of the planetarium” and
I have no institution to encourage me to
attend conferences in far away places, it does
seem that the benefits of belonging are less,
especially if the conferences happen to be far
away and costly to attend.

During my 40 years of association with
one planetarium or another and one local
professional organization or another, I have
learned to know some wonderful people,
learned some amazing things, and seen
growth in the field that I could never have
imagined. Just as RMPA has a “Planetarium
Primer” and IPS, information on “So You
Want To Build A Planetarium.” I think we
should have a periodic presentation titled
something like: “How To Get The Most
Professional Growth As A Planetarian.” The
presentations could be given in person at a

conference, or as a series of jazzy
PowerPoint presentations that
are emailed to all members and
prospective members. It should
hit points like: improving your
presentation skills, improving
your administrative skill, net-
working with your colleagues,
developing leadership character-
istics and cultivating the admin-
istration. My membership in all
the planetarium associations I
have belonged to have con-
tributed to these traits. For me
personally, I never thought in
terms of actively trying to

improve these traits, but I believe a “profes-
sional growth committee” would have been
a good idea.

Some people come to the profession
already having those traits mentioned above
in abundance. Others, like me, might be
more timid, but if the association touts a
program (committee) to improve these skills
it would be wonderful. In retrospect, such an
offer of training by the association would
require the “students” take a suitable project
to hone a skill and “pay it forward” by tak-
ing the training to the next class of learners
at their regional conference, with the provi-
so that they report back at the next IPS con-
ference, telling of their successes and making
suggestion to improve the program. It might
be that since IPS meets every other year and
in very scattered locations, the training men-
tioned above would be given at the regional
conferences where the point is to show that
membership in associations with your pro-

One can gain a lot from belonging, but if
one also participates in elected offices,
committee memberships, and making
presentations, you grow so much more
than if you merely attend. The cama-
raderie of meeting with fellow members
results in gaining friendships, and keeping
up with what’s happening in other plane-
tariums. 
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fessional colleagues is beneficial. It is also a
forum to tout IPS as well as local member-
ship. 

Mickey D. Schmidt
Technician, USAF Academy

DFEC 3-6966, USA 

���

Attracting new members and keeping
older ones has been a long-time question
pondered with IPS. Part of this, I believe, goes
to the amount of involvement individual
planetarians have in running their facilities.
If the person is a college professor or a
schoolteacher who only gets to spend an
hour or two per week working on the opera-
tion of their dome, they are often less
inclined to join. It is easy to point to the
great supplemental DVDs and other materi-
als we have received in the past few years as
wonder-
ful incen-
tives. But
there are
s o m e
facilities
that just
don’t get
it .  One
near me
a l w a y s
seems surprised when I mention a new NASA
show or other great product I received
through IPS. Then they expect me to give
them a copy, because they will not take the
time or minimal cost to learn. The cost of IPS
membership is much lower than other pro-
fessional associations, if you compare it to
AAS, or the National Science Teachers
Association or AAM, and the cost of going to
conferences and membership is also much
lower. 

The planetarians I have spoken to who
aren’t members tell me they can’t get their
institutions to pay. And, of course, I answer
I’ve never gotten my institution to pay for
these things. It is part of professional devel-
opment and part of my dedication to doing
my best. From the conferences to the con-
nections we make, our regional and interna-
tional organizations foster our individual
excellence in programs and teaching.

Jack Dunn
Director, Ralph Mueller Planetarium

University of Nebraska State Museum
210 Momill Hall

Lincoln, Nebraska, 68508, USA

���

I have enjoyed the benefits of member-

ship in the IPS.  The periodical,  the
Planetarian, is most helpful in staying in
touch with the community. Also, the adver-
tisements are more than just a way to fund
the magazine, they are very informative.
Since the conversation in the IPS is to rede-
fine its role in the planetarium community,
and to reach a wider audience, I would
undertake the following efforts. First, we
need membership tiers. This would allow for
all planetariums to join at a cost that best fits
their need. Each tier would have certain lev-
els of benefits. 

Second, I think that IPS needs to initiate a
type of accreditation for planetariums. This
could start with the Loch Ness compendium
or the IPS directory. Each planetarium could
be provided with a reporting instrument
that asks for detailed information about
their planetarium. Every 5 years a planetari-
um would be sent this reporting instrument,
or rubric, and asked to review what it does,

who it
s e r v e s ,
and what
its goals
are for
the next
5 years. A
part of
t h i s
reporting
f o r m

should ask for attendance information and
other demographic information. This would
allow for IPS to run an international report
of who it has served world wide, and it could
provide each individual planetarium with a
report of where it stands with respect to its
peer group, or its membership tier. So many
planetariums need to be able to communi-
cate who it serves and how it serves its local
community. If a planetarium could be asked
to report this data to an international
database, then reports could be run for an
individual planetarium to use to inform its
constituents and other stakeholders.
Universities and colleges in the United States
are asked to do self-studies to be accredited
by various education associations (e.g. North
Central Association, etc.). This self-study
needs to have a universal outline that is
based on the philosophy and mission of the
IPS. 

Each planetarium should have a mission
statement and set of goals that are opera-
tionalized in the context in which the plane-
tarium is found, but that fits into the larger
mission of the IPS. Personally, when I look
through the IPS directory and the compendi-
um, I always look to see how I compare with
the rest of the community. At the IPS meet-
ing and at my regional meeting (GLPA), I am
always trying to see what other planetari-

ums are doing and how my planetarium fits
into the greater planetarium community. I
usually ask simple questions like: “Am I keep-
ing up with technology?” or “How are others
communicating their needs to their adminis-
trators or constituents?” Or, “How are others
balancing the needs of education versus the
draw of entertainment and inspiration?” My
membership in IPS is a vote of confidence in
the greater planetarium community. I want
to be involved, so I pay the dues and attend
the meetings. But, right now, there is no real
need to be involved in IPS. I think IPS needs
to create the need by generating a system of
recognizing all planetariums, by equipping
them to clarify what they do and why they
do it, by informing them of where they fit
within the larger community, and by pro-
viding the resources they need to do what
they do. Sounds like a tall order, but if we
want to become a professional organization,
then we need to start actively promoting
and equipping the profession of the planetar-
ian.

Brock Schroeder
Dean of Academic Support Director

Strickler Planetarium and Observatory
Olivet Nazarene University

One University Avenue
Bourbonnais, Illinois, 60914, USA 

���

So, I think we’re all agreed that language
difficulties are a major reason why more peo-
ple haven’t joined IPS. But, hey, I have a great
solution. Stick a fish in your ear! At least,
make sure it’s a Babel Fish; that’s how every-
body from all the planets in Douglas Adams’
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy was able to
translate the millions of languages. So if you
can invent one of those things, you’ll be so
rich you’ll make the Queen of England look
like she’s earning the minimum wage…

Here’s the topic for the next column:

AAss  ssppaaccee  eedduuccaattoorrss  wwee  kknnooww  aa  ffaaiirr  bbiitt
aabboouutt  tthhee  hhiissttoorryy  ooff  hhuummaanniittyy’’ss  sstteeaaddyy
ggrroowwtthh  iinn  kknnoowwlleeddggee  aabboouutt  tthhee  hheeaavveennss
oovveerr  tthhoouussaannddss  ooff  yyeeaarrss..  SSoo,,  iiff  yyoouu  ccoouulldd  ppiicckk
aa  hhiissttoorriiccaall  ppeerriioodd  ttoo  wwaattcchh  vvaarriioouuss  aassttrroo--
nnoommiiccaall  ddiissccoovveerriieess  bbeeiinngg  mmaaddee,,  wwhhiicchh  oonnee
wwoouulldd  iitt  bbee  aanndd  wwhhyy??  

The deadline for sending me your
thoughts on the above is October 9. So, if
you can help me out, I’ll be as happy as…ooh,
Mr Happy.

Well, it’s happened again. You’ve reached
the end of this column without falling
asleep. Darn! I tried my best. I’m off to NASA
to ask if they’ve found the planet that has all
our lost pens, keys and odd socks …                 �

At the IPS meeting and at my regional
meeting (GLPA), I am always trying to see
what other planetariums are doing and how
my planetarium fits into the greater plane-
tarium community
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Focus on Observatories
Much beneficial collaboration already

exists between planetariums and observato-
ries. It is important for all planetarians to be
aware of opportunities for us to work togeth-
er as part of powerful local, regional, and
international networks and include observa-
tories in those networks. Sometimes we need
to examine existing programs in order to
envision how we might initiate or improve
our own. Below are just three examples, from
a small local observatory to a large interna-
tional observatory, for you to explore. Please
write me and share information about col-
laborations that are working for your facili-
ty.

Fayetteville-Manlius
Observatory* 

Residents of the Fayetteville-Manlius
School District in Manlius, New York, my
husband and I included, are fortunate to live

in a school district that is one of only a few
in the USA to have a ground based observa-
tory and a planetarium. The F-M observatory
has three different telescopes: 20 cm (8 in), 25
cm (10 in), and 40 cm (16 in), with the latter
two being computer controlled. There also is
a dedicated solar scope.

The Fayetteville-Manlius School District
staff and community leaders have developed
a way to maximize use of their school plane-
tarium and observatory. Two groups have
formed, the Fayetteville-Manlius Education
Foundation and the Fayetteville-Manlius
Astronomy Society, that enable both of
these facilities to exist, coordinate activities
between them, and allow them to be used in
a highly effective manner by teachers, stu-
dents, and the public.

Observatory Built by Grants
The observatory was built and is main-

tained by the F-M Education Foundation’s
educational grants program. Established in
1992, the goal of the foundation is to support
and enhance the educational program of the
F-M School District. As an independent non-
profit organization, the foundation provides
support for all schools in the district. Funds
are raised through contributions from local
businesses, organizations, individuals, and
alumni from across the country, and from
special programs. 

The Fayetteville-Manlius Astronomy
Society (FMAS) is an amateur club affiliated
with the F-M Observatory. Individuals inter-
ested in astronomy in Fayetteville, Manlius,
and surrounding communities formed the
FMAS to promote public awareness and
access to the observatory. It provides an
opportunity for all members to be trained to
operate the telescopes and run the observa-
tory during observing sessions. 

Our school newsletter explains, “Several
classes, clubs, and organizations have been
using the observatory this year. Many fresh-
men in Earth Science have already per-
formed an observatory based lab, and they
(along with the middle school students tak-
ing Earth Science) will be back out there in
the spring making more observations,
recording more data, and making inferences
about what they have observed.

“Students taking the Astronomy class
have been plotting the positions of stars,
recording the relative abundance of the dif-
ferent types of stars, finding stellar bodies in
the scopes manually (which is more difficult
than just punching in coordinates and let-
ting the computer do all the work), and
determining the temperatures of the stars
via their colors.

“Members of the Astronomy Club will
also be out in force this spring, making obser-
vations of their own and assisting other stu-

dents in the use of the observatory.
“Several adults in the area are participat-

ing in the Adult Education Astronomy Class,
which offers use of both the F-M planetari-
um and the observatory. A new class will be
offered in the fall for adults with an interest
in astronomy. Another option for individu-
als interested in astronomy is the Astronomy
Society. This organization offers the oppor-
tunity for anyone from the Syracuse area to
use the observatory and learn more about
the heavens.”

The planetarium program is enhanced by
the fact that the observatory is an integral
part of the school and community. Student
and public access to the observatory is free
and in this way, a state-of-the-art facility is
being made available to all residents of the F-
M community, students from other school
districts, and various other community
groups. 

The Dudley Observatory*
This observatory,  located in Schenectady,

New York, has a longer history than the F-M
Observatory and, therefore, has developed a
larger number of diverse activities aimed at
increasing the understanding and history of
astronomy.

The Dudley Observatory supports activi-
ties in astronomy education, including visits
by thousands of children annually to the
SScchheenneeccttaaddyy  MMuusseeuumm  aanndd  PPllaanneettaarriiuumm
(Schenectady, New York, USA) and the
HHeennrryy  HHuuddssoonn  PPllaanneettaarriiuumm  (Albany, New
York, USA). 

Also, through their “Rising Star Internship
Program,” high school students can learn
about observational astronomy and the use
and care of small telescopes. The observatory
staff teaches student interns to find their
way around the night sky and to use a tele-
scope to observe interesting celestial objects
at public star parties. Each intern who fulfills
the program requirements is awarded a tele-
scope to keep so that they will have the
equipment, as well as the knowledge and
experience, to enjoy astronomy as a life-long
quest.

Campership Award
Through an Astronomy Campership

Award, the observatory provides opportuni-
ties for high school students in their sopho-
more or junior years to participate in an
Advanced Astronomy Camp at the
University of Arizona, Tucson.
Opportunities also exist for high school stu-
dents to gain exciting summer experiences
involving astronomy and the space program
by attending the U.S.  Space Camp in
Huntsville, Alabama. The New York State
Archives runs an annual event to encourage
student research using historical records. The

Susan Reynolds Button
QQuuaarrkkss  ttoo  CClluusstteerrss

8793 Horseshoe Lane
Chittenango, New York

13037 USA
(1) 315-687-5371

(1) 315-432-4523 (fax)
sbutton@ocmboces

or gsbuttonq2c@att.net
FAX:  (1) 315-432-4523

Mobile News

*Complete contact information can be

found at the conclusion of the column.
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observatory, which recently celebrated its
150th anniversary, is offering additional
prizes for research done in its archives. 

The Dudley also supports radio and televi-
sion programs about astronomy, including
presentation of the “Stardate” radio program
and “Star Gazer” television program on local
stations and a “skywatch” line where the
public can call to learn about events or
objects of astronomical interest in the cur-
rent night sky. It also contributes to the sup-
port of the Astronomical Society of New
York (ASNY) and the Albany Area Amateur
Astronomers (AAAA).

Gemini Observatory* 
The Gemini Observatory recently was

spotlighted in a discussion where some of
my colleagues noted examples of highly
effective observatories with a huge local and
international impact.

The observatory website explains that
the two-telescope Gemini (GGeemmiinnii  SSoouutthh in
Cerro Pachón, Chile and GGeemmiinnii  NNoorrtthh in
Mauna Kea, Hawaii) was built and is operat-
ed by a partnership of seven countries: the
United States, United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia, Argentina, Brazil, and Argentina.
Any astronomer in each partner country can
apply for time on Gemini, which is allocated
in accordance with the amount of financial
support provided by each country.

In an article for the June 2004 Gemini
Newsletter titled “Public Information and
Outreach Delivering a Public Legacy,” Peter

Michaud explains that the Gemini
Observatory is dedicated to production of
media resources and historical documenta-
tions as well as outreach and education pro-
grams for local and international communi-
ties. The number of outreach initiatives cur-
rently established is too numerous to men-
tion here; for the entire list, see the website
at http://www.gemini.edu/files/pio/newslet-
ters/PIOstory.pdf.

Aside from the media and information
resources that are made available through

the Gemini Obser-
vatory, probably
most interesting to
the readers of this
column are two pro-
grams: the Portable
P l a n e t a r i u m
Outreach program
and the Star Teachers
initiative. 

Janice Harvey,
education and out-
reach specialist for
Gemini North, wrote
me about this terrific
program. She ex-
plained:  “We began
collaboration with
the Department of
Education and start-
ed working on four
major programs:

•“StarLab in the
classroom and train-
ing of teachers.  After
the teachers have
been trained in the
use of the StarLab,
we allow them to
keep it at their
schools for a period
of one week. We
have three StarLabs
available.

•“Our Public
Information and
Outreach (PIO)
Department has
worked with the
Polynesian Voyaging
Society and designed
a northern and southern hemisphere StarLab
cylinder to be used in teaching wayfinding
and polynesian voyaging both at the
University of Hawaii at Hilo and in our
schools. A curriculum has been written by
Dr.  Richard Crowe, Professor at the
University of Hawaii at Hilo.

•“Family Astro Program. This is a national
program offered through the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific (ASP). We offer Family
Astro and follow-up with StarLab programs.

•“Journey through the Universe. The Big
Island was chosen as one of only 11 commu-
nities across the USA to be a Journey
through the Universe site. We made a com-
mitment for five years to bring astronomy
and science to the community over a period
of one week. Please view the website:
http://www.gemini.edu/journey. We follow
up our astronomers being in the classroom
with StarLab programs.

“With the opening of ‘Imiloa we now
have a joint effort. Let me briefly explain: a

scheduled ‘event’ will begin with a class-
room visit to the ‘Imiloa Planetarium fol-
lowed by a StarLab program from the
Gemini Education and Outreach Office. This
three-tiered partnership will be unique, as it
will  be the first time the Astronomy
Education Center, Gemini Observatory, and
the StarLab will be combined to inspire and
educate Hawai’i’s students in the fields of
space science education while providing
diverse resources in both formal and infor-
mal settings.” (Carolyn’s paper, “Gemini
Observatory: ‘Imiloa Planetarium and
StarLab Working With the Department of
Education,” will be published in the IPS 2006
Conference Proceedings.)

“`Imiloa Astronomy Center of Hawai`i
tells dual stories of the renowned Maunakea
volcano, with its world-famous astronomy
and rich traditions of Hawaiian culture.
`Imiloa, which means ‘explores new knowl-
edge,’ reflects both the Hawaiian voyages of
discovery and the explorations of astrono-

Students learning the night sky of
Hawai’i. Photo provided by Gemini
Observatory/AURA

Training the grad students from the University of Hawaii at
Hilo on the use of the StarLab, and introducing them to the
Polynesian Voyaging Cylinder. Photo provided by Gemini
Observatory/AURA

Training docents at the ‘Imiloa Astronomy Education
Center. Photo provided by Gemini Observatory/AURA
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my. Located on a nine-acre campus above
the University of Hawaii-Hilo,  ‘Imiloa
Astronomy Center,  formerly called
Maunakea Astronomy Education Center,
provides a unique experience for visitors,
students, and families seeking to explore the
connections between Hawaiian cultural tra-
ditions and the science of astronomy. 

“Our StarLab numbers for Hawaii for
2004: locations: 43; shows: 188; participants:
3368. Our StarLab numbers
for Hawaii for 2005:  Shows:
116; teacher workshops: 11;
teachers trained in work-
shops:  257;  participants:
3014.” 

A similar effort is being
made in Chili. At this loca-
tion there is another well-
developed teacher
training/loan program, with
a “StarLab II” donated by
Learning Technologies Inc.
for use in remote rural com-
munities.  (Attendance,
approximately 17,562)

Star Teachers
In the same issue of the

Gemini Newsletter,
Michaud explains that the
Star Teachers initiative
involves a teacher exchange
that began in 2003 as a pilot
program to explore the pedagogical impact
of high speed, real time (between the hemi-
spheres), videoconferencing technology on
students and educators. Due to the program’s
great success, a second exchange of teachers
occurred in 2005. 

The program involved six teachers (three
each from Chili and Hawai’i) who were cho-
sen to spend a two-week period at each
other’s schools. During this visit they spent
their time teaching and interacting with stu-
dents and the community. The chosen
teachers represented a variety of grade levels,
from elementary to high school. During
their visit they also presented lessons about
Gemini’s science and technology, through
videoconferencing, to students at their
home location. The activities associated
with this experiment proved to be inspira-
tional to participants in both hemispheres.
Students, teachers, parents, and community
members enjoyed this new way of sharing in
an educational experience.

Some statistics of success include: over
7900 students were visited, there was a 30%
increase in school astronomy club atten-
dance in Chili, 420 teacher workshops were
presented to teachers from Chili and Hawai’i,
1700 lei were made by students and shipped
to Chili, and over 50 lesson plans were deliv-

ered to Chili. There were multiple follow-up
workshops and positive community
involvement. Preliminary tests demonstrat-
ed the educational value of this kind of
videoconferencing. 

For more details on this program, see the
Gemini Newsletter #27 (December 2003) at:
http://www.gemini.edu/index.php?option=c
ontent&task=view&id=27. 

Contact these folks for further details

about the Gemini Observatory’s outreach
initiatives: Peter Michaud, public informa-
tion and outreach manager,  at
pmichaud@gemini.edu; Janice Harvey, edu-
cation and outreach specialist for Gemini
North, at jharvey@gemini.edu; Maria
Antonieta Garcia, outreach & media special-
ist for Gemini South, at agarcia@gemini.edu;
and Guillermo Damke, StarLab operator for
Gemini South, at gdamke@-gemini.edu.

News from Digitalis Education
Solutions

Karrie Berglund, director of education for
Digitalis Education Solutions, was kind
enough to email me about the latest devel-
opments with the Digitarium Alpha. She
wrote:

“The Digitarium Alpha 2 portable digital
planetarium system was introduced this
summer, replacing the Digitarium Alpha.
This is a full-dome (full horizon) fisheye lens
solution with integrated planetarium soft-
ware and multimedia features, all run by an
innovatively easy to use, backlit, handheld
remote control interface. The Digitarium
Alpha 2 can be used in domes up to about 10
m (33 ft) in diameter. It is designed for fast set
up, daily use, and easy servicing around the
world. Learn more about the Digitarium

Alpha 2 at http://DigitalisEducation.com.
“A plethora of features has been added to

Stellarium, the open source planetarium
software.  Digitalis helps maintain and
enhance Stellarium and uses it  in the
Digitarium. New features include additional
sky cultures, more planetary satellites, the
ability to change your home planet (no
longer limited to Earth-based views), transla-
tions into many languages, and more. Visit

http://Stellarium.org to
download it ,  and please
help spread the word about
this wonderful, free educa-
tional resource.

“We’ve added more top-
ics to our open library of
astronomy lesson plans. In
keeping with our philoso-
phy that interactive lessons
provide the highest educa-
tional value, all lessons are
written for a live presenter.
Lessons are aligned with the
U.S.  National Science
Education Standards and
designed for use with the
Digitarium, although many
activities can be modified
for use with other systems.
To download the lessons,

visit http://DigitalisEdu-
cation.com/curricula.html.

“Digitalis supported and
participated in a Planetarium Share Fair
meeting at Pacific Science Center in Seattle
in July. Participants were astronomy educa-
tors from the Puget Sound region. Details
and pictures from the Share Fair will be sub-
mitted for the next issue. Thanks to Learning
Technologies, Inc. for their assistance in
spreading the word about this meeting.”

Special Effects
This May I attended a splendid Middle

Atlantic Planetarium Society (MAPS) confer-
ence and heard a talk by Dr.  Russell D.
Sampson from Wickware Planetarium at
Eastern Connecticut State University. Dr.
Sampson spoke about and demonstrated
some very unique special effects that you
might like to try. An article by Dr. Sampson
about one of his ingenious inventions was
recently published in the MAPS newsletter.
He graciously agreed to share it with IPS
members. Look for another article, about a
scintillation “projector,” to appear in the
December column!

Food for Thought:
By including interactive segments in your

programming, audience members feel as if
they are experiencing a unique moment in
time that cannot be replicated.  �

Chilean children attend a StarLab in a church in the outskirts of the
country.” Photo provided by: Gemini Observatory/AURA
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Contact Information
FFaayyeetttteevviillllee--MMaannlliiuuss  OObbsseerrvvaattoorryy::  Fayet-

teville-Manlius Education Foundation, 8199
East Seneca Turnpike, Manlius, New York
13104 USA; phone: (1) 315-692-1222; websites:
www.fmeducationfoundation.org and
www.fmastronomysociety.org

DDuuddlleeyy  OObbsseerrvvaattoorryy::  107 Nott Terrace,

Suite 201, Schenectady, New York 12308
USA; phone: (1) 518-382-7583; fax: (1) 518-382-
7584; website: info@dudleyobservatory.org

GGeemmiinnii  OObbsseerrvvaattoorryy::  Public Information
and Outreach Office, 640 N. A’ohoku Place,
Hilo, Hawaii 96720 USA; phone: (1) 808-974-
2510; website: http://www.gemini.edu

KKaarrrriiee  BBeerrgglluunndd:: director of education for

Digitalis Education Solutions, P.O. Box 2976,
Bremerton, Washington,  98310 USA; phone:
(1) 360-616-8915; fax: (1) 360-616-8917; email:
bergieberglund@yahoo.com; website:
http://digitaliseducation.com

DDrr..  RRuusssseellll  DD..  SSaammppssoonn::Wickware Plan-
etarium, ECSU, Willimantic, Connecticut
06226 USA; email: sampsonR@easternCT.edu

I lived in Canada for 43 years. For more than 20 of those years I
was in Edmonton, Alberta, which is around 54 degrees north lati-
tude. About every third night the northern lights would grace our
skies. Some of these displays were bright enough to see from the
middle of the city. I’ve been fortunate to observe and photograph
dozens of spectacular auroral displays. However, when I was work-
ing at the Margaret Zeidler Planetarium at the Edmonton Space
Sciences Centre (now the Telus World of Science), I was always a lit-
tle disappointed with our classic “pop bottle” aurora projector. It
never really matched what I saw in the real sky.

Now I live and work in Connecticut, where I teach at a liberal
arts university and co-direct our
55-seat planetarium. Last year,
while preparing a live show, I
needed to produce some sort of
aurora simulation. Our planetari-
um has no full-time technical
support and the classic pop bot-
tles are hard to find, so I started to
experiment with what was close
at hand. After some trial and error
I stumbled upon a surprisingly
simple, cheap and realistic aurora
projector. Here is my recipe.

Take a sheet of overhead pro-
jector transparency film, crease it
three or four times like an accor-
dion. It appears that the higher
quality overhead transparency
film is better than the cheaper
brands which are more brittle.
Make a few of these and place
them on the floor on the north
side of your star projector with
the creases aligned north-south. Now take an ordinary flashlight
and cover the lens with green and red colored gels. I used sample
gels from theatrical lighting companies. I covered most of the lens
with green, since this is the most common color of the aurora (a
wavelength of 558 nm produced by atomic oxygen). Now simply
shine the flashlight onto the overhead transparencies (see figure).

Slowly move the flashlight across the transparencies and you
will see the light cast onto the dome shift and change much like
the real aurora. It is important not to move the flashlight too quick-
ly. Great auroral displays shift and move about as fast as a curtain in
a gentle but slightly gusty breeze. Make sure the floor beneath the

transparencies is not too reflective. You may have to put a large
sheet of black paper or carpeting under the transparencies to cut
down on the stray light reflected from the floor.

For more realism, you can adjust the alignment of the trans-
parencies on the planetarium floor until the arc of the aurora is
centered on the direction of the magnetic pole—just like they
appear in the real sky. This offset is roughly equal to the magnetic
declination—the difference between true north and where a com-
pass needle points. From our part of New England, this is about 14-
degrees west of true north (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/seg/geo-
mag/jsp/Declination.jsp).

Most of the dramatic auroral dis-
plays I’ve had the privilege to witness
start out as a faint and low dome of
greenish light centered on magnetic
north. This part of the display is often
mistaken for the glow of far away city
(an Emerald City?). As the auroral
intensity grows in brightness the dis-
play climbs higher into the northern
sky. At this point it transitions into
moving curtains, rays and arcs. During
my demonstration the low auroral
glow at the beginning of the display
was simulated by simply shining the
flashlight onto the floor next to the
transparencies. A relatively faint green
glow was cast upward onto the north-
ern part of the dome. To transition
into the more dramatic phase of the
auroral display I slowly moved the
flashlight bean over the creased trans-
parencies. The auroral glow then trans-
formed into majestic rays, curtains and

arcs. A good summary of the cause and appearance of the aurora
can be found in the “Solar Activity” section of the Royal
Astronomical Society of Canada’s Observer’s Handbook.  

I’m still not perfectly satisfied with the projector. For one thing,
my colors are not saturated enough. In the future I will be experi-
menting with gels of more saturated greens and reds. The additive
effect of the green and red light may also produce a more muted
yellow coloration. Finally, the aurora-like shapes produced by the
creases of the transparency film are rather random and depend on
subtle differences in the creases. As time permits, I will continue to
tinker. I would be happy to hear from anyone who tries this out.   �

A Simple, Inexpensive and Effective Aurora Projector for the Planetarium
by Dr. Russell D. Sampson

Graphic provided by Dr. Russell D. Sampson
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One star, two stars, red stars, blue stars.
This column offers books about our Sun, a
star-gazer from history, stars from around
the world, stars in particular, and how to
conserve the dark night sky.

Thanks to our reviewers for this issue:
Chuck Bueter, Francine Jackson, Angela
Sarrazine, and Allie Watkins.

The Little Book of  Stars
James B. Kaler, Copernicus Books, 37 East 7th

Street, New York, NY 10003, 2001, ISBN 0-
387-95005-2, US $20.00.

Reviewed by Francine Jackson, URI
Planetarium, Providence, Rhode Island, USA.

When I first began reading this cute little
book, I had to forget that the author is one of
the most beloved scientists in our field, even
though he’s only been adopted into the
planetarium world. Professor Kaler’s work is
the real science stuff, as his major specialty
has been planetary nebulae; however, his
updates on astronomy, presented yearly at
(now) several planetarium conferences, is
very often the highlight of many meeting
goers. And when I saw him at last fall’s GLPA
conference in Michigan and mentioned that
I was reviewing this book, he asked me to “Be
kind.”

With respect to this book, the question is:
How can anyone not be?  This little book—

about 12 by 17 cm (5 by 7 in) —is one of the
best to explain anything and everything
anyone would ever want to know about
stars.  From what they are, to where they are,

to why they are, everything is beautifully
explained in a step-by-step, very thorough,
yet—and this is the important part—clear
manner.  

As more of a planet lover, I often find
myself, when reading about stars, thinking
about my grocery list ,  then having to
backpedal to try to recall and comprehend
what I allegedly just read. Not so with this. I
wanted to know more about “The Family,”
Chapter 3, and understand how our Sun is
our benchmark to the rest of the stars. And
introducing the sky by the “Nightly Parade,”
Chapter 4, is beautifully done, especially
when after “the gifts of ancients: heroes,
birds, and beasts” are taken care of, we are
introduced to the “filling in the blanks” sec-
tion, the new, “modern” constellations, some
of which (e.g. ,  the Printing Office,  the
Northern Fly) have gone the way of our
automobiles’ hand cranks.

If I hadn’t been taught by Professor Kaler
in an astronomy class about 100 years ago
(give or take), I might have thought this had
been written by a poet. After all, where else
in any other astronomy book are spectral
classes introduced as “by their letters shall ye
know them”? Or star death as mere “catastro-

phe” or “the end: part II”? And yet, despite
sounding more like Robert Frost than Robert
Hooke, the deep-sky images are straight from
Hubble, and the sketches leave no doubt as
to their meaning.

The Little Book of Stars does have one
drawback: If you place it on the shelf with
your other astronomy selections, it may dis-
appear in the black hole of the standard-
sized texts. Therefore, I have an alternate
plan: leave this book on top of your coffee
table. You’ll find yourself picking up this lit-
tle gem very often, not only to keep in mind
the scientific views of our celestial neigh-
bors, but also to be reminded of how some-
one who truly loves a topic can write of it so
concisely and so beautifully.

Kepler’s Witch:  An Astronomer’s
Discovery of Cosmic Order Amid
Religious War, Political Intrigue,

and the Heresy Trial of His
Mother 

James A. Connor, HarperCollins Publishers,
Inc., 10 East 53rd Street, New York, NY 10022;
2004, ISBN 0-06-052255-0, US $24.95

Reviewed by Angela Sarrazine, Fernbank
Science Center, Atlanta, Georgia, USA.

I was eager to read this book about one of
the great early modern astronomers,
Johannes Kepler. We all have probably
taught about him, mentioned him in plane-
tarium programs, and marveled at his laws of
planetary motion drawn from years of care-
ful and painstaking observation. Maybe
we’ve even been curious about his mother’s
trial for witchcraft.

The author writes in his preface that the
book is as much a piece of literary nonfic-

Reviews

April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE

Atlanta, Georgia 30307 USA
april.whitt@fernbank.edu

This little book – about 12
by 17 cm (5 by 7 in) – is
one of the best to explain
anything and everything
anyone would ever want
to know about stars.
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tion about the homey details of life in the
early 17th century as it is a biography of a
great astronomer. I found the number of
names and dates somewhat confusing. The
book was filled with flash-forwards and
flash-backs and a convoluted historical time-
line. I found it difficult to discern which his-
torical or political event was occurring dur-
ing which period of Kepler’s life. 

The author regales the reader with several
pages of information about a selected period
in time, discusses the religious and political
leaders, their personalities and connections,
perhaps writes about a battle that raged in
some portion of the country, and then
begins a section detailing Kepler’s activities
during a different period of time. More than
half of the book is dedicated to a discussion
of emperors, noblemen, and their peculiar
behaviors and personalities, a plus for the
history fans among us. A detailed timeline of
both the historical events and Kepler’s works
and accomplishments would have been
incredibly helpful.

To Connor’s credit, a number of interest-

ing facts about Kepler and his life are includ-
ed, and numerous sections are devoted to
Kepler’s religious beliefs and convictions and
how he tied them into his scientific work.
The book is written from a particular per-
spective. A former Jesuit, the author analyzes
the forces of Reformation and Counter-
Reformation that clouded Kepler’s brilliant
scientific career. Connor relates how Kepler
tried to maintain friendships with both
Catholics and Protestants.  He explores
Kepler’s insistence that his discoveries are
evidence of divine harmony in the universe.

While he cites his sources extensively and
openly admits to personally translating
some of Kepler’s communications from their
originals, the reader may get the impression
that the author is writing from his own per-
sonal convictions and beliefs, and using
those personal beliefs in interpreting Kepler’s
thoughts and motives. The book was differ-
ent from my expectations.

But if you are a fan of religious history and
love names and dates, then this book is for
you.

Light Pollution Handbook
Narisada,  Kohei and Duco Schreuder,
Springer, P.O. Box 17, 3300 AA Dordrecht,
The Netherlands, 2004, ISBN 1-4020-2665-X,
US $299.00.

Reviewed by Chuck Bueter,  Granger,
Indiana, USA.

To be an effective advocate of dark skies,
one requires more than passion, for the tech-
nical aspects of lighting are daunting. Enter
Light Pollution Handbook, a wing unto itself
of any light pollution library.  Kohei
Narisada and Duco Schreuder, veterans of
the lighting profession,
have thankfully com-
piled two careers’
worth of insight into
this pricey yet valu-
able tome, Volume 322
in the Astrophysics
and Space Science
Library series. 

The authors chal-
lenge bad lighting
through better engi-
neering, seeking “prac-
tical and economic
solutions for problems stated in scientific
terms.” Sometimes their recommendations
chafe against conventional dark sky wisdom.
The cold numbers of a cost-benefit analysis,
for example, often trump gut feelings.  

Beholden neither to the astronomers nor
to the lighting designers, who both polarize
the arguments, Narisada and Schreuder seek
respect rather than bickering between the
two parties. Both camps have much to gain,
including financially, by working together.

In distilling the accumulated research and
literature of the lighting profession, Narisada
and Schreuder are quick to challenge the sci-

entific validity of widely cited studies and to
sound the caveat that “authors base their
work on the same sources that are only small
in number.” Indeed, many of the cited works
are by Narisada and Schreuder themselves.

“Beware of the experts,” they warn. “Not
all things said by The Masters make sense.”

More and better research is clearly needed,
for the stakes are high. “If humanity loses
contact with the cosmos, it may lose contact
with some of its most profound funda-
ments… The conservation of the starry night
is essential for the development of the
human consciousness.”  

Enthusiasm alone will not serve the sky-
minded well. “Any unscientific attempt

intending to eliminate
the light pollution with-
out proper technical
knowledge or engineer-
ing experience may lead
to unexpected adverse
results or sometimes
serious economic loss.”  

A pragmatic strategy
in the opening pages
notes there is a long bat-
tle ahead.  Darkness
serves all ,  not just

astronomers. The authors urge dark-sky cru-
saders to include regional solutions, “leave
the barricades,” and ally with people who
recognize “the many threats to a healthy
natural environment.”

Light Pollution Handbook (really a two-
handbook at 945 pages) is one-stop shopping
for nearly every issue related to light pollu-
tion. Whether it’s the physiology of the
human eye, the engineering of a luminaire,
the testing methods of manufacturers, the
interpretation of satellite imagery, or the
psychology of the juvenile delinquent, the
authors address varied topics with abundant

The author writes in his
preface that the book is
as much a piece of liter-
ary nonfiction about the
homey details of life in
the early 17th century as
it is a biography of a great
astronomer

If humanity loses contact
with the cosmos, it may
lose contact with some of
its most profound funda-
ments…The conservation
of the starry night is
essential for the develop-
ment of the human con-
sciousness.
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references, thoroughness, and impartiality.  
One annoyance of Light Pollution

Handbook is the large number of typograph-
ical errors in the text. The editing miscues
detract from a welcome resource book. I also
wish there were pictures or visual cues to
help identify luminaire types and features
by visual inspection, if it’s even possible.
After reading this book, I could probably
recite five functions of a ballast, but I would-
n’t recognize a ballast if one fell from a lamp
post onto my head.

That said, the authors conclude that the
greatest challenge falls in the laps of educa-
tors. “A lack of awareness, rather than specif-
ic resistance, is generally the biggest problem
in controlling light pollution.” The best
means to improve the situation is not politi-
cal pressure, but education outreach. The
path to darker skies is “more a matter of
improving priorities, rather than of invent-
ing new tools.”

This is a valuable source book. It is expen-
sive, but well worth the investment. 

Touch The Sun: A NASA
Braille Book

Noreen Grice, Joseph Henry Press, 500 Fifth
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001 USA,
2005, ISBN 0309095603, US $35.00.

Reviewed by Alexandria Watkins, Fernbank
Science Center, Atlanta, Georgia, USA

(Editor’s note: Noreen Grice’s latest offer-
ing for blind and visually impaired readers,
Touch the Sun, arrived while Fernbank was
planning a Science Night Out for our visual-
ly impaired visitors. Visually impaired high
school student Allie Watkins and her family

have participated in several of these events,
and she seemed the perfect reviewer for this
book. 

(I read through Touch the Sun before giv-
ing it to Allie, and found it an excellent
resource for sighted visitors as well. Large for-
mat, clear and colorful images, well written
text that is easily understood by younger lis-
teners, and of course, the wonderful tactile
surfaces all enhance this new book about our
nearest star. The text is both printed and in
Braille, making the information accessible to
all readers. The images range from “full sun”

pictures, to details of solar flares, sunspots
and prominences. Now here’s Allie’s review.)

Touch the Sun is an incredible book. Not
only can it teach readers a lot about the Sun,
but the pictures are magnificent. They’re tac-
tual for the blind and brightly colored for
the visually impaired. The pictures are very
helpful because they provide a visual scene
for the excellent information in the book.
The detailed descriptions of the pictures are
also very helpful because they tell readers
exactly what’s in the pictures. 

Skylore from Planet Earth:
Stories From Around the

World…PLEIADES
Dayle Brown, AuthorHouse, Bloomington,
IN, 2006, ISBN: 1-4259-2201-5, US $19.75.
Order on-line at http://www.author-
house.com/BookStore/BookHome.aspx

Reveiwed by Chuck Bueter,  Granger,
Indiana, USA.

Star stories are prioritized thoughts kept in
the collective vault of our heritage.  The
Skylore from Planet Earth series engages
readers by spotlighting a single celestial fea-
ture and viewing it through the filters of var-
ious cultures.  

Among the impacts of the Pleiades star
cluster are the visual spectacle, the emotion-
al affiliation, and the storytelling that
bridges the two. In the book PLEIADES, 15
interpretations from around the globe attest
to the appeal of this eye-catching shimmer
in the constellation of Taurus.  

Veteran planetarian Dayle Brown, a gifted
artist, paints a fuller understanding of this
cluster’s influence. Each of the 15 Pleiades
stories is a concise and visually appealing
morsel, tempting the reader to eagerly move
on to the next flavor before finishing savor-
ing the current one. I raced headlong from
Croatia to Africa to Siberia to Guatemala and
beyond, sampling each region’s lore through
the common denominator of a star cluster.

Each Pleiades legend is told simply on one
page, with illustrations that portray key
players and terms around the perimeter of
the text. Brown’s renderings of the characters
are imbedded in a stylistic star field on the
facing page. A small Earth globe in the page
corner reminds readers where the people
who shared this story reside. This is an excel-
lent “interdisciplinary” book—history, geog-
raphy, literature, and art blend together
beautifully. 

I was eager to read this short book because
I wanted to know how other sky observers
treated the Pleiades conundrum: that is, are
there six or are there seven discernible stars

in this cluster, and how do others reconcile
the discrepancy? But I had to wait for my
answer.  

In a true display of the book’s appeal, my
10-year old daughter, a fan of the Orion book
of the same series, snatched PLEIADES from
me and immediately read it cover to cover.
She was quite satisfied with its content.  “I
enjoy learning new stories from around the
world,” she noted, “so this book is right up

my alley.”  Before relinquishing it to me, she
assured me Pleiades was a great book for
readers of all ages.    

During my turn to read it, I discovered
that some storytellers account for the sev-
enth star, while others omit it. The conun-
drum remains. Nonetheless, I was continual-
ly impressed by the gifted weaving of local
circumstances into the respective stories.  

At the end, Brown invites readers to make
up their own tales.  Surely more Pleiades sto-
ries are out there somewhere, awaiting their
time in history.  Perhaps some day one of
those stories, modern to us, might eventually
take hold in the minds of a larger popula-
tion.  

In the meantime, while I re-read PLEIADES
(savoring it this time, rather than gulping it
whole), both my daughter and I eagerly
await Brown’s next installment of Skylore
from Planet Earth.  �

Touch the Sun is an
incredible book. Not only
can it teach readers a lot
about the Sun, but the
pictures are magnificent.

In the book PLEIADES, 15
interpretations from
around the globe attest to
the appeal of this eye-
catching shimmer in the
constellation of Taurus.
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Trademarks (and
why they’re not

copyrights)

Although trademark law is frequently dis-
cussed together with copyright law, I have
resisted the temptation to provide a trade-
mark law primer in my columns because
frankly, trademark issues are relatively rare
in the day-to-day operations of a planetari-
um. To be sure, there are some aspects of the
industry in which trademark issues arise, but
perhaps a more important reason to discuss
trademark law is to make clear the distinc-
tions between copyright and trademark law,
a frequent point of confusion and misunder-
standing. While both copyrights and trade-
marks are forms of intellectual property, the

subject matter and scope of protection that
each field of law provides is vastly different. 

In this installment of “General Counsel,” I
hope to provide some general background
on trademark law and illustrate how it dif-
fers from copyright law. After providing the
basics, I offer some general comments on
how trademarks affect the planetarium com-
munity.

Trademark Basics
Under federal law, a trademark is defined

as “any word, name, symbol, or device, or
any combination thereof” that is used by an
enterprise to identify the source of particular
goods or services. While we typically think
of trademarks as just words or logos, such as
the brand name “Kodak” or the familiar Nike
“swoosh” logo, a trademark can be virtually
anything so long as it serves to identify the
source of a product or services. Sounds, such
as NBC’s three-note chimes, colors, such as
the familiar “brown” image of UPS, and even
the unique interior décor of retail establish-
ments, have all been held by the courts to
function as legally-enforceable trademarks. 

Much as copyrights arise automatically
upon the completion of a copyrightable
work, trademark rights arise as a result of use,
and not on the basis of any legal formalities.
Thus, one may claim trademark rights in a
word, name, symbol, or device, so long as the
mark serves to identify the goods and ser-
vices upon which it is affixed, even without
having to comply with any government for-
malities. Such marks are typically denoted
by the “TM” symbol appearing on or near
the mark. Owners of trademarks may be able
to secure additional rights by seeking trade-
mark registration, which confers some addi-
tional benefits. Marks registered at the feder-
al level, with the U.S. Patent & Trademark
Office, are allowed to use the ® symbol in
place of a “TM” to denote the mark’s legal
status. Registration, however, is not a prereq-
uisite to having rights in a trademark.

Unlike copyrights, which are governed
entirely by federal law, trademarks are regu-
lated by both state and federal governments.
State protections are typically available for
marks used solely within a particular state’s
borders, while marks that are used in inter-
state commerce may be protected by both
federal and state law. This dichotomy of

trademark protection stems from the
Constitution, which grants to Congress the
power to regulate only interstate commerce,
leaving the individual states to regulate
commerce occurring entirely within their
own borders. Note, however, that a mark reg-
istered at the state level but not at the federal
level may not use the ® symbol.

Why, then, are there not two systems of
copyright protection?  The answer again lies
in the Constitution. The source of power for
copyrights comes from what is commonly
called the “intellectual property clause”
which says nothing about the geographic
scope of the power. In contrast, the power to
grant trademark rights flows from the com-
merce cause which, as noted earlier, limits
the power to interstate commerce. To estab-
lish a trademark system that trumps state
regulation of intrastate trademarks would
thus be unconstitutional. 

Despite the fundamental differences
between copyrights and trademarks, it is
important to recognize one significant
crossover. Logos, insignia, and other designs
that function as trademarks also frequently
are entitled to copyright protection as “pic-
torial, graphical, or sculptural works.”  Such
is the case for characters, which frequently
enjoy protection under both legal regimes.
The Walt Disney Company comes to mind a
particularly prevalent owner of such marks.
Mickey Mouse, for example, is clearly a
copyrightable piece of artwork (albeit “com-
mercial” art), but because the character
stands to identify the company and its prod-
ucts and services, it is entitled to trademark
protection as well. 

Determining the Strength of a
Particular Mark

Trademark “strength,” or the degree of
protection afforded to a particular mark, is
determined based upon how distinctive or
unique a particular mark is as applied to a
particular class of goods or services. The
most commonly applied scale of distinctive-
ness is called the “Abercrombie spectrum,” so
called because of its origins in a 1976 case
involving retailer Abercrombie & Fitch. The
spectrum classifies trademarks as being
generic, descriptive, suggestive, arbitrary,
and fanciful,  with the least protection
afforded to generic marks, and the most pro-
tection to fanciful marks.

A generic mark is one that is the name of
the object, and nothing more. Thus, market-
ing telephones as “phones” or “telephones”
would not entitle the seller to any trademark
protection in those words. As discussed more
fully below, it is possible for a trademark to
become a generic descriptor when that mark
becomes essentially the only name used for a
particular class of goods (“Aspirin” is perhaps
the most oft cited example). Descriptive

General Counsel
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ing Juris Doctor and Master of Intellectual Property degrees at the Franklin Pierce Law
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The Intellectual Property Law Review.
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marks are those which describe some quality
or attribute of the product of service to
which they are affixed. Such marks are typi-
cally afforded no protection unless the
owner can demonstrate that consumers
actually perceive the trademark as identify-
ing a particular source for the good or ser-
vice.

Suggestive marks require that the con-
sumer make some sort of mental connection
between the mark and the class of products
or services.  A typical example is
“Rollerblade” for inline skates. Although the
trademark “Rollerblade” does not immedi-
ately describe the product, inline skates, it
does conjure up images in the mind’s eye of
what the product might be like, or, suggests
the nature of the
underlying product. 

Arbitrary marks,
are just as they
sound – real words or
phrases that are
applied to goods or
services arbitrarily.
The classic example
here is  “Apple” as
used on computer
equipment.  If  the
word were applied
to apples, it would,
of course, be consid-
ered generic, but because the word/goods
association is arbitrary, the mark is entitled
to protection. Similarly, fanciful marks are
words or phrases which are simply made up;
these garner the strongest protection avail-
able. Examples of fanciful marks include
“Kodak” and the alliterative “Haagen-Dazs,”
which, contrary to widespread belief, actual-
ly means nothing outside of its application
to ice cream.

Because trademarks are, by definition,
indicators of products or services, when talk-
ing about trademarks it is important to
always note the mark/product relationship.
As mentioned above, “Apple,” when applied
to computers, is arbitrary and therefore a rel-
atively strong trademark. If “Apple” were
applied to applesauce, however, it would be
deemed generic and thus entitled to no
trademark protection at all.

Trademark Infringement
A trademark (the “senior mark”) is

infringed when another trademark owner
comes along and begins using their mark
(the so-called “junior mark”) in a way that is
likely to confuse customers as to the source,
connection, or sponsorship of the goods or
services sold under the senior mark. If the
court finds that consumers are likely to con-
fuse the two, then the junior user is liable for
infringement.

Note that the standard is likely to confuse;

a trademark owner alleging trademark
infringement thus need not prove that con-
sumers are actually confused by the presence
of both marks. When determining whether
such a likelihood of confusion exists, courts
consider how a hypothetical, reasonably
prudent consumer in the field of the goods
or services would perceive the two marks
together. 

Although the analysis varies depending
on which judicial circuit the court sits (see
the July 2006 “General Counsel” column for
a discussion of the United States judicial cir-
cuit system), generally courts consider the
degree of similarity between the two marks,
the proximity of the products, the likeli-
hood that the senior user will enter into the

junior user’s market, the existence of any
actual confusion, whether the junior user
adopted the mark in good faith (versus
knowingly selecting a mark that was danger-
ously close to the senior mark), the quality
of the junior user’s products or services, and
the sophistication of the buyers.

Protecting Trademarks
A trademark owner must take steps to

maintain the integrity of the mark or else
risk losing its rights. Sometimes, a mark that
once served as a source significant designa-
tion for a particular good or service becomes
the generic name for the good or class of
goods.  This so-called “genericide” has
claimed the lives of numerous trademarks
that now serve as only generic identifiers:
escalator, thermos, aspirin, and countless
others. Companies seek to avoid genericide
by giving their products two names: a brand
name and a generic descriptor, such as Band-
Aid® brand adhesive bandages or Kleenex®

brand facial tissue, all in an effort to avoid
consumers associating the brand “Band-Aid”
or “Kleenex” with all adhesive bandages or
facial tissues, respectively, instead of just
those manufactured by Johnson & Johnson
and Kimberly-Clark, respectively.

Trademark owners must also actively seek
out and attempt to eliminate infringers, for
failure to “police” a trademark can also lead
to a finding of trademark abandonment.

Typically such enforcement measures
involve the mark owners’ attorney contact-
ing the alleged infringer by way of a cease
and desist letter demanding that the latter
cease the purportedly infringing use. (A brief
aside: should you ever receive such a letter,
regarding trademarks or any other legal mat-
ter, it is imperative that you speak to a
licensed attorney in your jurisdiction imme-
diately. Failure to do so could affect your
rights). In the vast majority of cases, the issue
ends at this stage, but in some instances, the
dispute escalates and results in a full-blown
trademark infringement trial.

One company that has been particularly
active in enforcing its rights is Starbucks
Corporation. In late 2005, the company was

involved with two relatively well publicized
cases involving its trademarks. The first case
involved a small Astoria, Oregon coffee
house called “Sambuck’s” after its owner,
Samantha Lundberg. As with all trademark
disputes, the court analyzed the two marks
using the confusion factors and ultimately
found that consumers were likely to confuse
the two, thus Ms. Lundberg was infringing
upon the Starbucks mark. 

The second case involved a small New
Hampshire company that marketed a line of
coffee called “Charbucks” which, it admit-
ted, was designed to play off of “the public
perception that Starbucks tended to roast its
product more darkly.”  Despite the admis-
sion, the court considered the applicable
confusion factors discussed above with
respect to the name Charbucks, the prod-
uct’s packaging, channels of trade and so
forth, and found that it was unlikely for con-
sumers to confuse Charbucks as hailing from
Starbucks Corporation. Accordingly, the
court found for the defendant, holding that
“Charbucks” did not infringe on the
Starbucks mark.

Trademarks in the Planetarium
Context

As I noted at the outset, trademark issues
are relatively uncommon in the planetarium

The Abercrombie spectrum provides a yardstick by which to determine the strength and degree of protec-
tion afforded to trademarks. Graphic by the author.

(Please see TTrraaddeemmaarrkkss on page 66)
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The first thing that I would like to do in
this, the second and last of my President’s
Reports to council, is my deep gratitude to
fellow officers Susan Button, Jon Elvert, Lee
Ann Henning, and Shawn Laatsch, who have
continued to work tirelessly on IPS issues in
what has been a busy year for the IPS. It’s
perhaps not so well known amongst council
and the membership in general that we are
in almost constant communication on the
many issues facing the IPS, from day-to-day
issues to specific matters of importance. 

On that note, I’d like to mention that
quite apart from the conferences and meet-
ings, the officers have been getting together
at other times. In June 2006, we held a gath-
ering in Greenville, North Carolina, USA,
where Shawn Laatsch and Kim Cooper pro-
vided, once again, their wonderful hospitali-
ty. 

Smaller Board Voted Down
We have a number of things to be excited

about at this point. You will all know, of
course, that one suggested major change to
the society—that of representation, moving
towards a smaller board directly elected by
the membership—has not taken place, as it
was voted against at the 2005 Council
Meeting. The society, therefore, will contin-
ue to be represented at council as it is now,
with representatives from affiliate groups
around the world. 

An ongoing question, however, is the issue
of a paid secretariat. In 2005, council voted
to reinstate the Strategic Planning
Committee to investigate this question and
to make recommendations. I am delighted to
report that the committee has been reinstat-
ed, and that Tom Mason has accepted my
invitation to be its chair. I am hopeful that
in coming months we shall see progress on
this question, too.  

Returning to the 2005 Council Meeting in
Beijing, I was very pleased that it went so
well. It was the first official gathering of the
society in Beijing and I am hopeful that it
will not be the last. Sincere thanks to Dr. Jin
Zhu and all  of the staff of the Beijing
Planetarium for their very fine support of
our meeting. 

Both before and after that meeting, my
thoughts have been very much with China
as a country in which we have had few IPS
members and yet has a large number of plan-

etariums. I have been working closely with
Ms Guo Xia of the Beijing Planetarium on
this matter, and visited China in February
2006 in order to encourage the formation of
an affiliate group. A report of that visit is
included in the President’s Message in the
June issue of The Planetarian but, to sum-
marise, I am pleased to report to council that
I had a most productive trip, visiting plane-
tariums in Beijing, Shanghai, and Shenzhen.
With the support of Ms Guo Xia as inter-
preter, I had many interesting discussions
with the staff of planetariums in those cities
and came away feeling quite confident that
a Chinese affiliate may soon eventuate, and
may have done so by the time you read this
report. 

In this regard, things have subsequently
gone very well. As I write this report, Beijing
is not only coordinating the establishment
of a Chinese planetarium group but also is
submitting a bid to host the 2010 IPS
Conference.

On the topic of bids for IPS 2010, I can also
report that as a result of discussions with
Omar Fikry in Valencia, Alexandria in Egypt
has also submitted a bid for 2010. Our third
bid is from St. Etienne in France.  

Ties With South America
I have also begun to establish closer con-

tact with South American planetariums, in
particular through my correspondence with
the planetarium in Buenos Aires. After visit-
ing them in 2004 and encouraging them to
attend the Melbourne conference, I was
pleased to note that three members of the
staff at Buenos Aires were expected to attend
IPS 2006. This will give me more opportuni-
ty to discuss a possible Brazilian affiliate
with them face to face, and depending on
how our discussions go, I am anticipating
making another visit to them sometime in
the coming months.

During the year we saw the retirement of
John Mosley as editor of The Planetarian.
John’s mammoth effort saw him edit 78
issues—two more than the 76 that seemed
the likely total at the end of 2005.  Heartfelt
thanks to John for his many, many years of
fine service to the society. Although she is
not here this week, I would like to welcome
Sharon Shanks of the Ward Beecher
Planetarium in Ohio as our new editor.
John’s shoes will be very hard to fill, but I am

sure that Sharon will do a fine job.  
Next, a big thank you goes to all of the

committees who have worked hard for the
IPS during the year. One of the changes is the
appointment of Jon Elvert as chair of the
Outreach Committee. I felt that Outreach
and Education had a strong connection and,
especially as the Education chair had
become vacant, Jon and I have had many
discussions relating to this topic. I am excit-
ed about the future of these important roles
within our society. 

Kudos for Scriptwriting Booklet
Without wishing to appear to single out

any committees over another for their con-
tributions, I must mention something about
which I was very pleased:  the new
“Scriptwriting Booklet,” which was distribut-
ed by CD with the December 2005 issue of
The Planetarian. Congratulations to Steve
Tidey for his work in this project. It’s a won-
derful publication and, whilst on the topic
of publications, I would like to mention the
fine work that Publications Chair Dale
Smith has been doing in conjunction with
Ms Guo Xia in Beijing to update our knowl-
edge of Chinese planetariums.     

Its good to have kept in touch with affili-
ate representatives around the world during
the year, and I should like to encourage all
affiliate representatives to take as active a
role as possible in the IPS, not only at the
council meetings, but also in between times.
I mention this only because there are some
affiliates that are rather less communicative
than others. Especially, I am always keen to
hear news of the affiliate meetings and con-
ferences, and whilst I cannot attend them all
I’d like to thank everyone who responded to
being sent the President’s Update DVD,
including information from me about the
IPS and its activities, and showing it at their
meetings. 

Making IPS More Accessible
As a result of deliberations at the 2005

Council Meeting, the officers have been
investigating ways of making the IPS more
accessible to planetarians around the world.
There had been a feeling that we may obtain
more members through offering member-
ship at a lower cost, and at the Melbourne

President’s Report for IPS 2006
(Presented at the IPS Council Meeting, 2006 July 22-23)

IPS President Martin George

(Please see PPrreessiiddeenntt on page 51)
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It gives me great pleasure to welcome
Sharon Shanks as the new editor of The
Planetarian, taking over from John Mosley.
John, who eventually edited 78 issues of the
journal, wrote his own parting words to our
membership in his column in the December
2005 issue. Once again, I am sure that mem-
bers all over the world will join me once
again in giving our thanks to John for so
many years of fine work. 

As I mentioned at the Melbourne confer-
ence, John’s shoes will be hard to fill!  Sharon
has taken on a major role for the IPS; as we
are all aware, The Planetarian is our flagship
publication, and one of which we can all be
proud. I’d like to offer my sincere thanks to
Sharon for taking on this very important
role. I am sure that members will support
Sharon as they supported John for so many
years, and I would like to remind everyone
of the importance of sending articles to The
Planetarian. I am sure that there are many of
you who have a desire to put pen to paper or
finger to keyboard! 

Time passes quickly. In recent issues of

The Planetarian, I have been reminding
everyone of the upcoming IPS conference in
Melbourne. It is now over, and it has been a
great success with over 300 registrants con-
verging on Melbourne’s Carlton Crest Hotel.
It was the first IPS conference in the south-
ern hemisphere and, although it may well be
some years before it returns to this half of
the world, I feel certain that it will not be the
last. 

The conference attracted a fine group of
vendors, several of whom provided substan-
tial sponsorship. There were many well-
received papers, and our invited speakers
captivated us. The Carlton Crest did a fine
job, fitting the vendors and activities neatly
into the available space. The sessions in the
dome in the Melbourne Planetarium went
very well indeed, with a fine display of the
latest in projector technology and pro-
grammes. 

Another major highlight was the night
sky evening at the Astronomical Society of
Victoria’s dark sky site near the town of
Heathcote, north of Melbourne. Members
were talking all week about the spectacular
view of the southern night sky, which was
perfectly clear on that night and offered a
stunning view of the winter Milky Way. 

As I write this, the post-conference tour
around the observatories
and planetariums of New
South Wales is in progress,
and I am sure that I shall
have more to say about that
in my next President’s
Message. 

I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of
those concerned: Museum
Victoria,  the Local
Organising Committee, the
Steering Committee,  the
Carlton Crest Hotel, ICMS,
the Astronomical Society of
Victoria, and all of those
who attended in any capaci-
ty. I feel sad that the confer-
ence is over; I had been sug-
gesting an Australian confer-
ence ever since the Borlange
conference of 1990, and it
was so wonderful that I
want to do it all again!  

The list of names of peo-
ple and organisations who
have supported this confer-
ence is very large but I feel
that I must single out four
people: Dr. Tanya Hill and
Martin Bush from Museum

Victoria, and Patty D’Cruz and Deanne
Brown from ICMS. They have been heavily
involved for so long, and all deserve a heart-
felt thanks from the IPS for making the
Melbourne conference what it was. Tanya
Hill, as convenor, must be very happy with
the end result and was a real driving force.     

Service Awards
One of the greatest pleasures for me per-

sonally at the conference was to present ser-
vice awards to four extremely deserving peo-
ple:  Lars Broman, Lee Ann Hennig, Jim
Manning, and Dale Smith. Their support of
the IPS has been extremely strong over the
years and I am proud to have worked with
them. Congratulations to them all! I shall
have more to say about their wonderful
achievements in my next President’s
Message. 

Also, a number of very deserving members
were elected to the status of fellow, and to
them I also offer my congratulations. Further
information on service award recipients and
fellows can be found on the IPS website.    

As always, the paper sessions, lectures, and
activities at the conference were wonderful,
but there is another aspect of these confer-
ences that I am finding increasingly impor-
tant: the ability to meet other planetarians
and, as many would say, to “network.” There
was certainly plenty of scope for that in
Melbourne, with quite a few new faces in

President’s Message

Martin George, Curator
Launceston Planetarium 
Queen Victoria Museum

Wellington Street
Launceston, Tasmania

Australia 
+61 (3) 63233777

+61 (3) 63233776 fax
martin@qvmag.tas.gov.au

Service award recipients at the IPS conference din-
ner. From left to right: Jim Manning, Lee Ann Hennig,
Dale Smith, and Lars Broman. All photos by Martin
George.
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attendance. These included five people from
the Beijing Planetarium in China, including
our 2005 Council Meeting host Dr. Jin Zhu;
four from the Taipei Astronomical Museum,
an institution that I had the pleasure of visit-
ing earlier this year; and two from Malaysia. 

One of the tasks as president is to examine
possibilities for future conferences. For me,
this specifically meant 2010, bids for which
were due by the time of the Melbourne con-
ference. I am delighted to announce that we
received three strong bids: from Alexandria,
Egypt;  Beijing,  China; and St.  Etienne,
France. 

Vote on 2010 Conference Site
A reminder to all members that council

will vote on the location for the 2010 confer-
ence at the 2007 Council meeting, the date
and location of which was still being decid-
ed at the time of writing. As well as the pre-
sentations made in Melbourne by each of
the sites bidding for 2010, you will see arti-
cles from them all in forthcoming issues of
The Planetarian. If you are a member of an
affiliate, do ensure that you convey your
views to your affiliate representative. As
with previous conferences, I already know
that the choice will not be easy; it is sad that
we can choose only one! 

In Melbourne, the council meeting on
July 22-23 went very well and I was pleased
to see a good proportion of affiliates repre-
sented. We dealt with a number of impor-
tant issues and in a future issue of The
Planetarian you will be able to read the min-
utes of the meeting. 

Outreach Initiative
I can’t resist, however, mentioning one

item: the adoption of an initiative to make
our electronic newsletter, IPS News, available
free to non-members around the world, who
will be called IPS Associates. This follows a
decision at the 2005 Council Meeting to
investigate ways in which the IPS can be
made more accessible. This initiative, which
does not specifically introducing a new cate-
gory of membership, will be reviewed after
two years. By then, we shall have a much
better idea of how many planetarians and
institutions would like to become part of IPS,
but at a much lower cost. 

This topic has seen extended discussions
amongst the officers, and we hope that the
initiative will prove popular. The access to
IPS News electronically will  be the only
benefit offered for IPS Associates. As exam-
ples,  there would not be voting rights,
receipt of The Planetarian, or access to the
members-only section of the IPS website.       

I have often made the point that many
countries that are less well off have planetar-
iums for which the annual subscription fee
of US $50 is too much for an individual plan-

etarian to afford, especially if being paid per-
sonally. I have visited countries in which
this situation certainly applies, and I contin-
ue to applaud our Star Partners programme
for providing great assistance and encourage-
ment to many planetariums around the
world in this regard. Star Partners become
full members for the period of one year, and
in their case too, there is also the hope they
may be able to subscribe to the society in the
future.     

The IPS Associate initiative, however, as I
see it, fulfills a different role. It spreads the
word about the Society far and wide, and in
some (hopefully many) cases, the receipt of
IPS News will whet some planetarians’
appetites to join.  

Having acknowledged the potential diffi-
culties for some  would-be members in being

able to pay, I must stress—again, in my opin-
ion—that the current US $50 annual sub-
scription is excellent value for money, and
many other professional organisations
around the world have considerably higher
rates. 

I  am delighted that we are making
progress on the possibility of a new affiliate
group from China. For several months, I
have been working closely with the Beijing
Planetarium, exchanging dialogue with
them on an almost daily basis both before
and after my visit there in February 2006
(see the June issue for my report on that trip)
in order to help set up this new affiliate, and
our efforts are bearing fruit. I am very hope-
ful that we shall shortly have their affiliate
status approved, giving them also, of course,
a seat on council. 

Members at the Council Dinner, held in central Melbourne. 

The Council meeting, which was held over the weekend of July 22-23. 



At the Melbourne IPS conference, I also
discussed with Alexandre Cherman the pos-
sibility of a Brazilian affiliate for the near
future. I was encouraged to learn that Brazil
has made considerable progress on this topic,
and I shall continue to work closely with
Alexandre and the Rio De Janeiro planetari-
um in order to achieve this aim. 

Thanks to Jeff & Diana Bowman
Moving on to another subject, the IPS offi-

cers have met with Jeff Bowen of Bowen
Technovation. Jeff and Diana Bowen
informed the IPS Council three years ago of
their intent to pledge a planned gift to the
IPS. At our recent meeting, Jeff informed us
of the intent to make the amount of the
pledge US $100,000. 

The annual income from this donation

will eventually be used to create and provide
startup professional development materials
for new planetarium educators and opera-
tors.

The income will also be used to promote
the existence of these professional develop-
ment materials to school, nature centre, sci-
ence centre, and museum administrators so
they become aware that their new planetari-
um professionals have such resources avail-
able through IPS.

I am sure that I speak for all IPS members
in giving my sincere thanks to Jeff and Diana
for their fine support of the IPS and the com-
munication of the wonderful subject of
astronomy.

Now, some exciting news: have you all
had a look at the IPS website lately?  If not,
boot up your browser now to see the newly-

designed website for the society, which has
been expertly set up by Alan Gould. It came
online during the Melbourne conference,
and Alan encourages IPS members to send in
their comments. Thank you, Alan, for your
continued work on the website: it plays a
very important role in providing informa-
tion to our membership and others about
our Society and its activities.

The Planetarium’s Reach
In closing, this prompts me to share with

you something that happened in Tasmania,
where I live, in mid-June. During May, I
received a telephone call from Eliot Young
of the Southwest Research Institute in San
Antonio, Texas, USA. It turned out that he
and fellow researcher Jeff Regester wanted to
send a team to Tasmania to observe the
upcoming occultation of a 15th-magnitude
star by Pluto. Tasmania, New Zealand, and
parts of southern mainland Australia were
the prime locations from which to view the
event, which would be observed in order to
gather more information about Pluto’s
atmosphere and exact diameter. 

I was approached after the researchers
found the IPS website and noticed my loca-
tion, and was pleased to assist them in locat-
ing observing sites and eventually to accom-
pany them on the important, but very cold,
morning—the event occurred shortly before
2:30 am local time—for their important
work.

This kind of event reinforces the fact that
planetarians around the world often take
part in astronomy-related activities other
than their work under the dome and, in my
next President’s Message, I’d like to revisit
that topic, because I think it is an important
one! �
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A session in the Melbourne Planetarium.

council meeting we deliberated on a propos-
al to put a suggestion to the membership for
a possible associate membership category. 

I have to report also at this time that work
is still progressing on the Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) between the IPS and
NASA, which is hopefully going to form the
basis for MOUs between our organisation
and many others. 

I was encouraged when I modified the
MOU that Past President Jon Elvert had
worked on and found through Anita Sohus
that NASA would hopefully accept the MOU
at a meeting in March this year in the USA,
which I had initially planned to attend.
Unfortunately, that meeting was cancelled
and we are still at the stage at which the
MOU has not been adopted. In addition, I

received a request from Anita only just
before the Melbourne council meeting for
some rewording of the document, which I
shall be proceeding with in conjunction
with the other officers. 

Speaking of international cooperation, by
the time you read this I shall have attended
the International Astronomical Union (IAU)
conference in Prague in the Czech Republic.
This was not only to present the 2006 Grote
Reber Medal and a paper of my own, but also
to liaise with other IAU members in the
hope of increasing the profile of the IPS
within the world’s professional research

astronomy community.  
Once again, as I have always said, we have

a wonderful profession and despite all of the
fine technology available to us today, it is
people who are the profession’s greatest
resource. At a planetarium innovations
meeting in Jena in Germany last October,
which both Shawn Laatsch and I attended,
this point was made very clear in a panel dis-
cussion. As Shawn so aptly stated, “We are
here mostly to inspire.” 

In conclusion, I look forward to seeing the
IPS continue to go from strength to strength
in coming years. �

(PPrreessiiddeenntt,, continued from page 48)
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As digital dome technologies work their
way into planetariums worldwide, attention
is slowly turning from the core enabling
technologies to digital content acquisition
and management. The transfer of pre-ren-
dered shows is one issue being addressed by
IPS’s Full-Dome Video Committee. Another
topic that has emerged is the possibility of a
common database for astronomical and
astrophysical data, visualizations, and simu-
lations. Just as IPS has sponsored the IPS Slide
Service and the IPS Video Disk, might IPS not
also act as a steward of
scientific data for use
in digital astrovisual-
ization?

NASA has already
invested heavily in
such a database.  In
1998, the American
Museum of Natural History’s (AMNH)
Hayden Planetarium in New York embarked
on a project to map the three-dimensional
structure of the Milky Way Galaxy. The
Digital Galaxy Project was integral to the
new Hayden Planetarium’s show production
and presentation capabilities. The Digital
Galaxy, funded by NASA, created a 3-D
Milky Way galaxy from actual and extrapo-
lated data that planetarians could navigate

in real time. The project has since been
expanded into a virtual observatory known
as the Digital Universe Atlas. The database
currently includes the multiwavelength sky,
the entire Milky Way galaxy, and extragalac-
tic datasets that include galaxies and quasars
all the way out to the WMAP all-sky sur-
vey—the known edge of the universe.
Specific datasets include the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey, the Tully Galaxy Catalog, the
2dF Galaxy Survey, and more.

The Digital Universe Atlas can be down-
loaded for free at http://haydenplanet-
arium.org/universe, as can the free Partiview
software developed in cooperation with the
National Center for Supercomputing
Applications. Partiview has been download-
ed from AMNH’s website over 7000 times
(there are only about 3000 planetariums in
the world!). Partiview, however, best suited
to navigating the datasets on a flat screen.
For use in a digital dome theater, the Digital
Universe Atlas data can be loaded into two
existing software applications: Uniview by
Swedish company SCISS AB and DigitalSky 2
by the Nashua, New Hampshire-based com-
pany Sky-Skan. A number of other digital
planetarium manufacturers have similar
databases, of course. What makes this data of
particular interest is that multiple vendors
are accessing a single database developed
with NASA funds and maintained by
AMNH, a public educational institution
with strong ties to many universities and
other scientific institutions.

Vision: A Standardized Database
Such a model could develop to provide a

standardized database that would allow all
digital planetariums to access a well-main-
tained, up-to-date accumulated visual

database of the known (and extra-
polated/simulated) universe. A handful of
fulldomers envision a consortium of some
large (and small) institutions and select uni-
versities joining with IPS to pull in NASA,
NSF, ESA, and other funding to create an
ongoing service for taking research data
(geospatial, planetary, deep space, etc.) and
merging it into a common format that is
accessible to all digital planetariums, large

and small. Vendors would provide digital
planetarium systems with value-added
database processing, navigation, visualiza-
tion, and interpretation tools. By using a
standard database and coordinate system,
real-time programming and lesson plans
might actually be exported and imported by
digital domes across a diverse vendor base.
Currently no such standardization is in sight
for the diverse real-time digital planetariums.

This “virtual universe” database would be
maintained through ongoing grants as an
international resource for planetarians,
astronomers, educators, and perhaps even
the public through a web-like interface.
You’ve seen Google Earth—now think
Google Universe!  Like a wiki, researchers
could input their research data into the
database by themselves, perhaps exposing it
to a scientific review committee prior to
entering the common database. Updates
would then be automatically available to all
planetarians worldwide. Researchers would
then schedule a global training session to
navigate the database using remote network-
ing—essentially, videoconferencing on the
dome (see Carter Emmart’s article, “The
Powers of Ten With a Steering Wheel on the
Global Visualization Superhighway,” The
Planetarian, December 2005). Such a project
would require a level of multi-institutional
cooperation that has seldom been seen in
the planetarium profession.

This is a grand vision that IPS could play a
major role in. Interested?  If so, please join
the IPS Full-Dome Video Committee!

Fulldome News
By the time you read this, IPS 2006 will

have passed and with it Ryan Wyatt’s new
Fulldome 101 workshop, the Fulldome
Standards meetings, and various “birds of a
feather” discussions. Thanks to Tanya Hill,
Martin Bush, and the entire IPS 2006 team

for accommodating
these activities. Fulldome
101 is also planned for
the Western Alliance of
Planetariums conference
at Meuller Planetarium
in Lincoln, Nebraska
from September 13-16.

Thanks to Jack Dunn for his assistance in
coordinating this event.

Also at IPS 2006, Ryan Wyatt took over as
chair of the IPS Full-Dome Video
Committee,  and Visual Acuity’s Jim
Constigan joins as chair of the Technical
Standard’s Subcommittee. I will continue as
an individual contributor, and thank all
those who have contributed and will con-
tribute to this worthwhile effort.

Ed Lantz
Visual Bandwidth, Inc.
1290 Baltimore Pike,

Suite 111
Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania

19317 USA
ed@visualbandwidth.com

Digital Frontiers

Just as IPS has sponsored the IPS Slide Service and the
IPS Video Disk, might IPS not also act as a steward of sci-
entific data for use in digital astrovisualization?
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European Immersive
Workshop

On September 11-13 2006, the
Centro Multimeios in Espinho,
Portugal will  hold the Second
European Immersive Cinema
Workshop aimed especially for plan-
etarium professionals .  Trainers
include AMNH’s Director of
Visualization Carter Emmart, The
Elumenati’s  David McConville,
SCISS’s Staffan Klashed, and
allsky.de’s Tom Kwasnitschka. The
workshop is designed for planetari-
um show producers, science and cul-
tural center professionals, graphic
artists with experience in traditional
video art with the desire to learn
new visual languages,  and VJ’s
(video jockeys) and real time video
artists. Last year’s workshop was a
great success and provided the first
European networking forum for
fulldome professionals in addition to the
workshop itself. I highly recommend this
workshop for all fulldome professionals,
from the novice to the advanced practition-

er. Find out more at http://fulldome.multi-
meios.pt. 

Finally, in case you didn’t notice, the
number of fulldome theaters worldwide has
broken the 200 mark. At last count on the

Fulldome Compendium (online at
www.lochness.com), there are now 211 digi-
tal planetariums worldwide (see table). The
number of fulldome theaters will soon sur-
pass the number of IMAX theaters!  �



By Laurent Pellerin
SCC Planetarium
Sanford, Florida USA

Last year, I met an amazing woman to
whom I am now engaged. Her name is Wolf
Spirit. She is Native American of the Ojibwe
Nation, or Chippewa Nation in English. She
thought long and hard for a Native name for
me, one that I will officially be named with
at our wedding next year. After getting to
know me, my love of the night sky, and my
love of teaching of astronomy, she named
me Manidoo Tebikuk, which means “Spirit
of the Night” in Ojibwe. Afterwards, while
researching a new show about Native
American star lore, we discovered the leg-
end of the Nightspirits. The funny thing is
that due to the sentence structure of
Ojibwe, Manidoo Tebikuk also can be trans-
lated as “Night Spirit.” So my new name has
a double meaning!

TThhee  NNiigghhttssppiirriittss appear in the lore of
several  Native American nations.
Remember, just like other areas of the
world, North and South America were com-

prised of hundreds of nations, languages,
and cultures. Some overlapped each other,
some didn’t. It wasn’t just a few cultures as
so many believe today.

The Nightspirits also
were known as Hok’a-
was Manina, or “Those
Who Walk in Darkness,”
and also as the “Night
Soldiers.” They were
allied with and intermar-
ried into the Thunder-
birds. Like the Thunder-
birds, they would take on
the appearance of
humans when they chose
to appear before men.
Nightspirit women were
considered equal to men
and were even allowed
to walk in front of their
men, unlike the women in most every other
nation. Nightspirit women also possessed
the power to create such cold as to freeze
even a Thunderbird!

Nightspirits lived in a village off the
eastern edge of the world, where the dark-
ness of night arrives from. Within this vil-
lage was the Night Soldier’s lodge, ankle-

deep in pure white feathers, in front of
which was an evergreen tree of incompara-
ble beauty that was forever untouched by

death. Nearby is the
Creation Lodge from
which the Nightspirits
dispense blessings of
war and medicine to
worthy humans.

Nightspirits pos-
sessed the power to
create the dark of
night, just as the Sun
produced the light of
day. Each night they
walked the earth from
east to west, and the
Sun bowed down
before them. When
they walked quickly,
night fel l  quickly.

When they walked slowly, as in the case of
the oldest Nightspirits, their long white hair
trailed behind them, seen as the long twi-
lights here on Earth. Nightspirits always car-
ried their walking staffs with them. When a
Nightspirit pointed his staff at a sleeping
human, that human would never wake to
see the light of day.  C
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Sky  Stories

caesarean, it was “once a classified, always a
classified” and it was virtually impossible to
be hired in another level of job.  I  had
resigned myself to being a secretary until I
retired, but at least the hours were good and
the pay adequate. Luckily Ted Pedas, the
planetarium lecturer since the Ward Beecher
Planetarium at YSU opened, learned that I
could write and had me edit his weekly
astronomy columns for the local newspaper.
Then I’d write an occasional column for him
when he was away, which grew into being a
full-time ghost writer.

Because the department didn’t generate
enough work to keep my busy, I started
working on learning astronomy on my
own— something you can do with this sci-
ence—and began campaigning for planetari-
um shows for children the age of my son,
who was 8 by then and had been joined by a
sister, Jessie. The response I got was “if you
write them, we’ll do them,” and I started
writing and helping to produce and present
children’s programs for the planetarium.

When Ted retired I didn’t feel I was ready
to apply for his job, but when his successor
left after 3 years I applied and Warren Young
broke the caesarean tradition and hired me. I
changed careers for the last time, this time at
42. I discovered that this shy kid who had
difficulty walking in front of filled bleachers

at basketball games (all those people looking
at me!) was now facing groups of kids and
the public for a living. But my natural affini-
ty for teaching emerged, and just as I discov-
ered when I was a journalist, when I get “on
the job” I became a different person and
could could talk to complete strangers with-
out panicking.

That’s the Winding Path
So that’s the winding path that your new

editor took to this position.
What else can I tell you? The book I’m

reading right now is Jared Diamond’s Guns,
Germs, and Steel :  The Fate of Human
Societies (and I recommend it to anyone
who wants to know how the world became
the way it is). My music tastes are eclectic—
Vangelis and Yanni to Neil Diamond,
Meatloaf, Michael Gettel, and Eric Clapton.
My favorite color is red—no, black (twang,
scream as you fall into the Gorge of Eternal
Peril, because Monty Python is one of my
delights). I support Public Broadcasting and
the IDA. I want to go to Mars. I like to travel,
walk, and browse bookstores. I hate cocktail
parties, condescending people, and being the
president or chairman of anything. 

What big plans to I  have for The
Planetarian? Absolutely none. I’m a firm
believer in “if it’s not broke, why fix it,” and
John Mosley has developed a nicely work-
ing, beautifully presented publication that

doesn’t need fixing. I might get creative with
some layouts, but that’s about it. I am trying
very hard to continue John’s policy of “firm
but fair,” doing well with the fair and failing
miserably with the firm. And, by the way, I
will never fill his shoes!

I would like to see expansion of content in
The Planetarian and will work toward that:
more articles from teachers, for example,
sharing their tricks of the classroom trade in
teaching astronomy and using the planetari-
um. I’d like to see more articles from the
international community. Planetarians are
eclectic people, so I’d like to see eclecticity (is
that a word? Sure,  why not) in The
Planetarian, from the “how to” stories to
research articles and perhaps, in the future,
refereed professional submissions.

One new thing you’ll see already appears
on this page. Just as Dayle Brown says in her
article that starts on page 6, we all tell them
and are always looking for more. 

Sky Stories will appear when I get materi-
al—and if I don’t get it, I’ll go looking for it.
Laurent Pellerin of the Seminole
Community College Planetarium in Sanford,
Florida, kindly submitted the first example
of what I’m looking for.

Finally, a note for my premiere issue: “25
years ago” will return in December, as will
Anita Sohous’ NASA news column (she
became buried in work; we’ve certainly all
been there!)   C

(EEddiittoorr, continued from page 4 )

A Nightspirit in a drawing for the
SCC Planetarium; courtesy Lauren
Pellerin
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The International News column is depen-
dent on contributions from IPS affiliate asso-
ciations all over the world. Many thanks to
Agnès Acker,  Bart Benjamin, Tony
Butterfield, Alex Delivorias, John Hare, Kevin
Conod, Tom Mason, André Milis,  Loris
Ramponi, and Zinaida Sitkova for your con-
tributions. Special thanks are due to Loris
Ramponi, loris@colibrionline.it, who con-
tributes the Calendar of Events—please send
calendar information directly to him. You
are welcome back with new reports, and I
look forward to contributions from other
associations as well. Upcoming deadlines are
1 September 2006 for The Planetarian of
December 2006 and 1 January 2007 for the
March issue.

Association of Dutch-Speaking
Planetariums

Beisbroek Planetarium (www.beisbroek.be,
contact Eddy Pirotte) in Bruges had the pre-
mière of its new program Travelling With
the Stars in July 2006. This story starts with
the early explorers, such as Vasco da Gama
and Columbus, and how they found their
way across vast stretches of ocean. The prin-
ciple of astronavigation is explained and a
comparison is made with the newest explor-
ers—the International Space Station, Hubble
Space Telescope, and Hipparchos—and how
they, too, rely on the stars for their orienta-

tion. And while at it, extensive use is made of
the excellent photographic material avail-
able from the Space Telescope Science
Institute, European Space Agency, Gemini,
and others to be able to tell the story of the
evolution of stars. Other topics incorporated
are constellations, galaxies, and galaxy colli-
sions. All is kept very simple, as the target
group is youngsters between 10 and 14.

This past June, ECSITE—the European
Collaborative for Science, Industry and
Technology Exhibitions—held its 17th annu-
al conference in Mechelen, Belgium. Hosted
by Technopolis, the Flemish science center,
thes conference focused on trends and chal-
lenges in cutting edge research and techno-
logical development, evaluated what kids
are really learning while they are having fun,
and discussed the wide-spread misunder-
standing that science centres are only meant
for children.

A new ECSITE member,  the Brussels
Planetarium (contact André Milis ,
andre.milis@oma.be), presented a special
planetarium session and post conference
tour to the Royal Observatory and the
Brussels Planetarium. Milis convened a pre-
sentation about the key role of scientific ani-
mators in planetariums,  together with Lara
Albanese (Arcetry Observatory, Florence,
Italy) and Lars Broman (University of
Dalarna, Borlänge, Sweden).

The Eise Eisinga Planetarium (contact Adri
W a r m e n h o v e ,
info@planetarium-
friesland.nl) cele-
brated its 225th
anniversary in
May 2006. It is the
oldest functioning
planetarium in the
world.  Queen’s
C o m m i s s i o n e r
E.H.T.M. Nijpels of
Friesland gave the
planetarium the
title “Royal” on
behalf of Queen
Beatrix of The
Netherlands. Joost
van Bodegom,
president of the
board of directors,
received the char-
ter, while the com-
missioner called it
an extraordinary
predicate. 

This is not the
only royal atten-
tion in the plane-

tarium’s long history. In 1816, the Order of
the Lion of the Netherlands was bestowed
on Eise Eisinga. In 1825, the government
bought the planetarium after a visit by King
Willem I, and ultimately presented it to the
city of Franeker in 1859. (This kind of plane-
tarium is today usually referred to as an
orrery.)

The Europlanetarium (www.europlanetar-
ium.be, contact Chris Janssen chris@euro-
planetraium.com) in Genk, Belgium, began
publishing a small column about astronomy
and space travel in the newspaper Het
Belang van Limburg in February 2006. The
response from the public has been very
good, so the column will continue. 

In January 2007, the planetarium in
Ridderkerk, Netherlands (www.planetarium-
rotterdam.nl, contact Ad Los alr@hetnet.nl)
will celebrate the world première of Dawn of
the Space Age on its dome. The test renders
are done and being checked by Mirage 3D.
The museum’s observatory, now under con-
struction, will hold its grand opening at the
same time. Bronze statues of Einstein,
Huygens, and Newton are located around
the outside of the observatory dome, and
inside there are three telescopes: a Zeiss 150
mm refractor, a 20-inch Newtonian, and a
sun telescope. Built-in cameras will be linked
with the planetarium projection system for
real time projection.

British Association of Planetaria 
After almost five years without a func-

tioning theatre, the Armagh Planetarium

Lars Broman
Dalarna University

SE 791 88 Falun, Sweden
+46 2310 177

lbr@du.se
www.sciencecommunication.se

International News

Association of French-Speaking Planetariums

The 22nd conference of the Association des Planetariums de
Langue Francaise (APLF) was held in May in the City of
Montpellier, hosted by the Montpellier-Agglomeration and
Jean-Philippe Mercier and his staff. Ten shows were presented
in the Planetarium Galilee, in the framework of a fabulous
fulldome video festival. See also www.aplf-planetariums.org.
In addition to planetarians coming from France, friends from
outside countries were present :  Misters Alvarez from
Belgique; Ramponi, Donzelli and Loda from Italy; Plichart
from Tahiti; Vignand from La Reunion; and Delamontagne
from Quebec,Canada. Photo courtesy of Planetarium Galilee,
Montpellier. 
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(www.armaghplanet.com) officially
reopened on 31 July. The building has been
completely refitted, and entirely new light-
ing, heating, air handling, and plumbing sys-
tems have been installed. The building was
gutted, and little remains of the original
structures bar the walls and some parts of the
roof. 

It is now not only the oldest serving plane-
tarium in the UK, but also the only one with
two bridges, designed to evacuate the upper
floor in emergencies. 

Its staff has completely restructured the
Digital Theatre. The new Digistar 3 system
projector, driving 6 BARCO 909 SP projectors
and a custom-designed Bose surround sound
system, makes superb all-dome video and
computer generated images of the cosmos.
Allied with the blackest black out they have
ever achieved and a new Bowen LED cove
lighting system, a stunning space for the
shows and presentations has ben achieved.

Julie Thompson, theatre manager, has
made the first new content to be shown in
Armagh for more than 10 years. It is a live
show called Pole Position. She also has made
the short Armagh Story program that
explains how Armagh Planetarium was
founded and some of its ground breaking
contributions to planetarium history. The
new presenter team includes three new faces:
Colin Johnston, Wendy McCorry, and
Sharon Carroll. Supervised by Robert Hill,
the staff also has refitted the display spaces,
helped by generous sponsorship from local
and international organizations.  The
Ordnance Survey of Northern Ireland,
Hewlett Packard, the European Space
Agency, Bytel-Atlas, and Caspian Learning
have all contributed to this part of the
renewal project.

The planetarium hosted the British
Association of Planetaria conference in May.
It started with a workshop on inflatable
planetariums, a demonstration of LTI’s
newest fiber optic starfield projector by
Murray Barber, and a talk by Mike McKay
from the European Space Agency.
Thompson’s first local production on the D3,
specially written for the BAP Conference,
eloquently told Armagh’s story. Terence
Murtagh, who had played such a pivotal role
in Armagh Planetarium’s past success, was
able to be present at BAP and received a
small memento from the Armagh staff to
remind him of how events had neatly come
full circle with the realization of a digital
dream first enunciated in the 1970’s.

The Armagh Observatory or the 4000-
year-old megalithic Newgrange site in the
Boyne Valley were the destinations for post-
conference tours. The famous passage tomb
is precisely aligned with the rising Sun at the
Winter Solstice. The financial support of
Sky-Skan, Evans & Sutherland, and RSA

Cosmos helped make the conference a mem-
orable event.

Exactly six months after opening (by mid-
June 2006),  Thinktank (www.think-
tank.ac/explore/futures/planetarium.htm) in
Birmingham has welcomed 33000 visitors to
its small 70-seater planetarium! Far exceeding
visitor targets, this is a fine start to motivate
for a larger planetarium for Birmingham, the
UK’s second-largest city. Thinktank has start-
ed producing its own fulldome content in
partnership with two local digital media
companies. One of the companies works
with school students, so Thinktank may be
one of the first planetariums in the world to
show material created by 12-year olds. 

Steve Tidey was commissioned to put
together a new script for a 10-minute version
of the fulldome show Journey To Infinity, to
provide a local flavor by using British multi-
cultural references. Well-known BBC West
Midlands presenter Sue Beardsmore recorded
the narration, and kindly obtained free use
of recording facilities from the Technology
Innovation Centre of the University of
Central England next door. 

Supported by the UK National Endow-
ment for Science, Technology, and the Arts
(NESTA) program, CosmicSky Productions
(www.cosmicsky.co.uk) in Aberdeen has cre-
ated a traveling domed theatre exhibition,
where audiences of up to 30 can enjoy a
unique immersive experience. (See story on
page 10.) CosmicSky creates an unusual
blend of art, poetry and astronomy. They
have produced two shows so far: Celestial
Cycles and The Beginning of Forever. 

BBAAPP--LL: For more than a month now, com-
munication amongst BAP members has been
taking place through the much more effi-
cient (and professional) method of the BAP-L
mailing list. To subscribe: http://groups.ya-
hoo.com/group/BAP-L.

European/Mediterranean
Planetarium Association

This year the Eugenides Foundation is cel-
ebrating its 50th Anniversary this year. The
New Eugenides Planetarium is actively par-
ticipating in the festive mood throughout
the year with the organization of different
activities, starting with sending two Greek
students to Space Camp at the U.S. Space and
Rocket Center in Huntsville, Alabama. The
students were selected after a series of astron-
omy examinations organized by the Volos
Astronomy and Space Association.

The Hellenic Physical Society and
Eugenides Planetarium organized the 2006
ESA Space Camp at the Porto Rio near Patras
(the 2006 Cultural Capital of Europe). The
camp offered 150 children a chance to visit
the ancient sites of Olympia Delfi and the
Acropolis as well as the Eugenides
Foundation. A highlight of the camp was an
amateur radio talk with ESA astronaut
Thomas Reiter (from Germany) on the
International Space Station.

Eugenides Planetarium also will host the
Space and Stars Stamp Exhibition in co-oper-
ation with the Hellenic Post Office in
September. The stamps have been chosen
from a vast collection related to astronomy
and space exploration, the largest of its kind

Armagh Planetarium staff and delegates at the annual BAP conference, 20 May
2006. Courtesy by Armagh Planetarium.
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in the world. Proud owner is philatelist
Kleon Dionysatos, who, between 1957 and
2000, managed to collect more than 10,000
space related stamps from 330 different
countries.

Soon after that, the planetarium will
release its brand new planetarium produc-
tion and teacher’s guide on black holes, a
detailed tour de force of these enigmatic and
astonishing stellar remnants. The opening of
the sound and vision show Dance of the
Planets will soon follow in October, with
music by the Greek composer Mimis Plessas.
In November, a short fulldome
presentation of the planetarium’s
capabilities will be presented on
the official day of the 50th
Anniversary, set to the music of
the well-known Greek composer
Vangelis. Closer to Christmas, the
presentation of the Christmas Star
for the younger audiences will
conclude festive activities for
2006, but more will come in the
year after.

Great Lakes Planetarium
Association

IIlllliinnooiiss. The Lakeview Museum
Planetarium in Peoria presented
The Great Dinosaur Caper this
summer in conjunction with the
museum’s exhibit of dinosaur eggs
and nests .  Their 12th
Interplanetary Bicycle Ride
through Peoria’s  Community
Solar System Model took place in
August. 

Strickler Planetarium at Olivet Nazarene
University in Kankakee is gearing up for its
40th anniversary year, which will coincide
with their host university’s centennial cele-
brations. Shows will include the recently
installed Companion to Night, which was
written by recent graduate Stephen Case,
and a new show that will highlight the past
hundred years of astronomy and space sci-
ence. 

Roy Kaelin, Loyola University, Chicago,
recently received a PLATO grant for his pro-
posed work to carry out a program for the
elderly and infirm to observe with a special-
ly crafted telescope that allows for seated
observation.

The Cernan Earth and Space Center of
Triton College, River Grove, received deliv-
ery of a new laser tube for its laser system,
providing a brighter and more brilliant
palette of colors than ever before. In late-
August, the Friends of the Cernan Center
welcome meteorologist and storm chaser
Paul Sirvatka, who presented an illustrated
program titled “Adventures in Storm
Chasing. “

This summer, Chicago’s Adler Planetarium

premiered an Egyptian-themed program
series to run in conjunction with the block-
buster exhibit Tutankhamun and the
Golden Age of the Pharaohs at the neighbor-
ing Field Museum of Natural History.
Egyptian Universe consists of two different
sky shows and a variety of related activities
and floor demonstrations.

IInnddiiaannaa. The Challenger Learning Center
of Northwest Indiana in Hammond has
offered an exhibit titled A Tribute to Space
Pioneers—Reaching for the Stars. The pur-
pose of this exhibit is to increase awareness

among children and the general public of
the contributions of individuals to the space
program. The centerpiece is a tribute to  the
Apollo 1, Challenger, and Columbia astro-
nauts, who gave their lives in the pursuit of
new discoveries. 

A multi-media visualization theater is
under construction at the University of
Notre Dame as part of the new Jordan Hall of
Science. It will feature a 15 m (50 ft) diameter
horizontal dome with 136 forward-facing
seats and Sky-Skan projection system.
Opening is set for the fall of 2006.

The PHM Planetarium Air/Space Museum
in Mishawaka continues to grow, with
recent additions of an autographed crew pic-
ture of STS-114, the autographs of the “origi-
nal 14” Chinese Taikonauts, and autographs
of the crew of SpaceShip 1, the first civilian
spaceship to fly into space. 

The Shafer Planetarium at Lawrence
North High School in Indianapolis hosted
two weeks of YMCA camps this summer.
Planetarium Director David Dick is a JPL
Solar System Ambassador and plans to con-
tinue NASA’s work in that regard.

MMiicchhiiggaann. The Cranbrook Institute of
Science Planetarium in Bloomfield Hills

upgraded to a Digistar 3-SP2 in June.
Currently the staff is working on their first
all-dome production, Holiday Magic, an
entertainment show slated for debut in
November. Additionally, the lobby outside
the planetarium will be upgraded to include
new signage, View-Space, and SpaceUpdate. 

The Ann Arbor Public Schools’ Argus
Planetarium is celebrating its 50th anniver-
sary. To recognize this event, they presented
public shows during the Mother’s Day week-
end and invited the public to visit their new
Digistar 3-SP planetarium.

At the Kalamazoo Valley
Museum Planetarium, the staff
continues to convert its collec-
tion of programs from slide-based
shows to DVD-based shows, there-
by enhancing many of their exist-
ing productions. 

The staff at the Chaffee
Planetarium at the Public
Museum of Grand Rapids is
happy to report that nearly
25,000 people saw the Chaffee-
produced show Stars of the
Pharaohs, which accompanied
the blockbuster Treasures of
Ancient Egypt exhibit at the
museum. In April alone, total
planetarium attendance topped
10,000 people!

At the Ensign Planetarium
(Crestwood High School,
Dearborn Heights), construction
begins soon on the Human
Sundial, the PLATO grant-funded

outdoor participatory science exhibit. Their
spring schedule of shows included guest and
honored speaker Rich Ensign.. 

Southfield’s Vollbrecht Planetarium con-
tinues its series of 90-minute live shows
gleaned from a list of 25 topics. The staff held
their first used telescope sale this summer.

During the summer, the Delta College
Planetarium and Learning Center in Bay
City hosted Explore & Experience, a summer
adventure for children; the Bay City
Fireworks Festival; the Tall Ships Festival;
Stargazing Dinner Cruises; and a space camp
concentrating on space-related careers.
Thanks to a donor, the planetarium is replac-
ing its long-standing constellation projectors
with new projectors from MMI. 

Longway Planetarium in Flint hosted a
full slate of summer programs, as well as fam-
ily hands-on science programs and summer
science camps.

The staff of the Dassault Systèmes
Planetarium in Detroit recently completed
their newest show, The Greatest Wonders of
the Universe. This spring, they played host
to many great NASA activities and exhibits
on Space Day, and two members of NASA’s
Mars Phoenix Lander 2007 team visited dur-

Italian delegates at the APLF Conference in Montpellier.
Photo by Enrico Loda.
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ing Astronomy Day. The staff began offering
a monthly “Beginner’s Night Star Party” at a
nearby recreation area. 

The Shiras Planetarium in Marquette con-
tinues to have great attendance and feed-
back following their renovation last year
and the installation of the Konica Minolta
MediaGlobe.

OOhhiioo. The Wilderness Center in Wilmot
was awarded a PLATO grant for the center’s
Family Astronomy series of programs. 

The Erie Planetarium (in “far eastern
Ohio,” also know as Erie, Pennsylvania) once
again hosted ISS astronaut Mike Fincke for a
daytime presentation for school groups and
the general public. Presentations included
highlights from Mike’s six-month stay in
space. 

At the BGSU Planetarium (Bowling Green
State University), the presentation of their
in-house production Worlds in Your Wallet
wrapped up in mid-April, followed by short
runs of several programs in May. The plane-
tarium recently hosted a live piano-string
concert Star-Lite Music II.

WWiissccoonnssiinn//MMiinnnneessoottaa. The spring meeting
of WIMPS was jointly hosted by two
Wisconsin planetariums, the Gary Sampson
Planetarium in Wauwatosa and the Charles
Horwitz Planetarium in Waukesha. These
planetariums will be the site for the 2008
GLPA conference. 

Three long-time Wisconsin planetarians
with a combined 107 years of experience
retired this spring:  Bob Allen of the
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, John
Harmon at the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, and Gary Sampson of the Gary
Sampson Planetarium at Wauwatosa West
High School.

Italian Planetaria’s Friends
Association

Fabio Peri ,  coordinator of the Milan
Planetarium Ulrico Hoepli, was among the
delegates to the IPS Conference in
Melbourne.  In Southern Italy,  Reggio
Calabria Planetarium (8 meter dome with a
Gambato projector) organized a special trip
to observe the total solar eclipse of last
March in the Mediterranean Sea.

In May, five members of the Italian
Planetaria’s  Friends Association, from
Genova and Brescia, participated in the
meeting of French Speaking Planetarium
Association (APLF) in Montpellier. During
the conference, French colleagues decide to
extend next year the DDaayy  ooff  PPllaanneettaarriiuumm
(March 18,  2007) into the WWeeeekk  ooff
PPllaanneettaarriiuumm.. Next November, the planetari-
um in Brescia be the host of the third partici-
pant in the “Week in Italy” for a French plan-
etarium operator (www.astrofilibre-
sciani.it/Planetari/Week__in__Italy/Week__Ita
ly.htm).

Middle Atlantic Planetarium
Society

The Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society
recently held its annual conference at the
Robert J. Novins Planetarium, Toms River,
New Jersey. President-Elect Gloria Villalobos
and her staff presented a wonderful confer-
ence that brought over 100 planetarium pro-
fessionals to the campus of Ocean County
College. Delegates were treated to a behind-
the-scenes tour at the Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory. The lab is an important
national center for plasma and fusion sci-
ence. The major sponsors of the conference
were Seiler Instrument, Spitz, Inc./Evans &
Sutherland, SEOS, and Astro-Tec.

MAPS is looking forward to the next con-
ference,  which will  be a rare Triple
Conjunction of planetarium societies. MAPS,
SEPA, and GLPA will all meet on October 9-
13, 2007, at the Oglebay Resort & Conference

Center in Wheeling, West Virginia.
The MAPS Distinguished Service Award is

the Society’s highest honor. This year the
recipient was Dr. R. Erik Zimmermann. It was
a most appropriate choice as Dr.
Zimmermann served as the director of the
host Novins Planetarium from 1974 to 2001. 

The results of the recent election also were
announced. Re-elected to the MAPS Board
were Kevin Conod of the Newark Museum’s
Dreyfuss Planetarium in Newark, New Jersey
and Lee Ann Hennig of Thomas Jefferson
High School for Science and Technology in
Alexandria, Virginia. Newly elected to the
Board was Ted Williams of the Mallon
Planetarium, Arcola Intermediate School in
Norristown, Pennsylvania.

Nordic Planetarium Association
NPA territory is growing, and we have

lately reported about the first planetariums

in Greenland and Faeroe Islands. Another
white patch will soon be gone: the first
Icelandic planetarium is planned to open
later this year. More news on this in the next
issue of The Planetarian.

Russian Planetarium Association
Construction of the new building of

Tomsk Planetarium in Siberia was finished
in the last year. This planetarium lets the
church have the former religious building.
For more than a decade the staff of Tomsk
Planetarium had to deliver only guest pre-
sentations in schools of the city.

A guest session of the Bureau of Russian
Cosmonautics Federation (RCF) was held in
Perm, Ural, in December 2005. The bureau
members visited Perm Planetarium, where
the bureau chairman, cosmonaut Vladimir
Kovalenok, delivered a talk for schoolchil-
dren, teachers, and veterans of space explo-

ration. He presented a number of RCF awards
for fruitful activity on popularization of
achievements of Russian cosmonautics.

Kirov Planetarium, Volga Region, orga-
nized a meeting in December 2005 with col-
leagues from neighboring cities
Yekaterinburg, Perm (Ural), and Nizhny
Novgorod. The meeting was devoted to the
45th anniversary of this planetarium. The
attendees of the meeting discussed their
experience in working at small planetariums
and exchanged over 10 new presentations.

A seminar on topical problems of contem-
porary astronomy was held in Moscow in
March on the initiative of the International
Astronomical Society (Astro) .  Leading
Russian scientists delivered lectures for
school teachers and planetarium lecturers.
The lectures took place at the Sternberg
Astronomical Institute (GAISh) of the
Moscow State University, as well as at the

Attendees of the Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society Conference at the Robert J.
Novins Planetarium. Photo courtesy of Kevin Conod.
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planetariums of the Cultural Center of the
Russian Army and the Moscow City Center
for Creative Activity of Children and Youth.

The last presentations were delivered in
the old building of Nizhny Novgorod
Planetarium in December 2005. Urgent
removal of the planetarium to the new
building was mainly completed by the
beginning of 2006. By March 19,  the
International Day of Planetariums, children
already had become frequent visitors of the
new building. The new presentations, such as
Cosmic Adventures of Neznaika on the
Moon, Enchanted Telescope, News from
Interplanetary Probes, William Hershel-
Scientist and Musician, Melodies of Stellar
Winds, Over the Celestial Sphere with a
Binocular, Miracles of Celestial Spheres, and
TI and Cosmos, were delivered on that day.

A week later, during the spring vacations
in schools, the small Zeiss telescope was put
into operation under the new 5-meter dome.
The first observations using this telescope
under new conditions were made on March
19; but on March 29 cloudiness made obser-
vations of the partial solar eclipse impossible. 

Still to be done in 2006 is completion of
the construction of the planetarium observa-
tory and mounting of the equipment for the
big 16-meter dome.

Southeastern Planetarium
Association

SEPA reports holding one of its best con-
ferences ever in 2006.  Mark Howard and
staff at the BCC Planetarium in Cocoa put
together the four-day conference that
included an up-close look at the Shuttle on
Pad 31B and dinner in the Saturn V building
at the Kennedy Space Center; an Atlas rocket

launch; some very good talks,
including Phil Plait of Bad Astronomy fame;
and, of course, four absolutely gorgeous days
in the warm Florida sun and water!

A new slate of officers will assume office
on 1 January 2007. The are: Jon Elvert, presi-
dent elect; Mickey Jo Sorrell, secretary-trea-
sure; and John Hare, IPS Council representa-
tive. Continuing officers include Adam
Thanz, who will move from president elect
to president. Patsy Wilson will assume the
office of past president.

Phil Groce was awarded the Paul
Campbell Fellowship Award at the annual
SEPA Banquet. The award was presented to
Groce by Chris McCall and George Fleenor. 

SEPA will join MAPS and GLPA in 2007 at
the joint conference, set for October 9-13 in
Wheeling, West Virginia. Host is Steve Mitch.
Lafayette, Louisiana was chosen for the 2008
SEPA conference site. This will mark the sec-
ond SEPA conference for host Dave
H o s t e t t e r .
Late July
dates have
been chosen
that hopeful-
ly will avoid
the peak of
the hurri-
cane season,
which typi-
cally occurs
in August
and Sept-
ember.

SEPA has
endorsed a
proposal by
Jon Elvert

from Baton Rouge on the possibility of hold-
ing a seven-region, national planetarium
conference sometime in 2009. 

Plans are moving forward on the produc-
tion and distribution of a planetarium show
dealing with the solar system. The show
should be complete by sometime later in the
year and will be distributed at no cost to
SEPA members. Further information regard-
ing SEPA is available at the website sepa-
domes.org.

Southwestern Association of
Planetariums

Many planetariums offer special activities
during the summer, and this summer’s gold
star goes to the staff at the New Mexico
Museum of Space History in Alamogordo,
who enrolled over 700 students to their sum-
mer camp activities. The planetarium in
Amarillo, Texas offered three space camps
and 16 in-depth science camps; the new plan-
etarium at Texas A&M University-
Commerce had three weeks worth of day
camp visits, and the Corsicana planetarium
offered seven weeks of camps with an enroll-
ment of about 200 kids in all. Nearly 90 Girl
Scouts enjoyed two fun-filled camps in Fort
Worth, Texas.

The planetarium in San Antonio has a pro-
gram called College for Kids, where 100-150
children can take classes and study in the
planetarium. In Conway, Arkansas, they
offer a program for at-risk students called
“Upward Bound.” It’s great to see so many
communities benefiting from their local
planetariums!

For 20 years, children from across the
country and as far away as New Zealand and
Europe have blasted off at Shuttle Camp, the

The new Nizhny Novgorod Planetarium under construction in this
photo by A. Kiselev;  in the dome of the solar telescope at the Sternberg
Astronomical Institute (GAISh) at right. Photo by S. Khorev.

Phil Groce accepting
SEPA’s Paul Campbell
Award. Photo by and
courtesy of John
Hare.
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New Mexico Museum of Space History’s pre-
mier education program. Shuttle Camp
began in 1986 as a summer program for local
Alamogordo children and has grown into an
exciting adventure for kids from all over the
world. “It is a unique experience that stu-
dents can’t get anywhere else,” said NMMSH
Education Director Leah Tookey.

Add one and take one away. It is sad to
report that a planetarium in Texas has been
closed down. The planetarium in Witicha
Falls, Texas, a 24-foot dome and Spitz star
machine, was closed down at the beginning
of the year. The museum where it was locat-
ed has recently changed management and is
redirecting its focus. The equipment has
been removed and art films are now shown
in the former planetarium. Tony Butterfield
will report more information as he finds out
what role Midwestern State University will
play in supporting astronomy education in
that area of Texas. 

In Tulsa, Oklahoma, a new Spitz Electric
Sky II  planetarium opened in May.

Congratulations to Chris Pagan, the new
planetarium director. This new planetarium
was made possible through a community-
wide improvement program called
vision2010. The funds for the new planetari-
um and other community attractions were
made possible with a 1-cent tax increase a
few years ago. The planetarium is a part of
the Tulsa Air and Space Museum, which
moved into its new home last November.

Calendar of events
22000066
13-16 September.  Western Alliance

Conference (WAC) of planetariums in
Lincoln, Nebraska (GPPA; Jack Dunn
hosting) www.spacelaser.com/wac2006

8 October. XXI National Meeting of Italian
Planetariums, Ravenna. www.astrofili-
bresciani.it/Planetari/Planetari_News.-
htm

25-28 October. Great Lakes Planetarium
Association (GLPA) Annual Conference,
Merrillville Community Planetarium,

Merrillville, Indiana. Contact Gregg
Williams, gwilliam@mvsc.k12.in.us,
www.mcpstars.org, www.glpaweb.org/-
conference.htm

28-31 October.  Association of Science-
Technology Centers (ASTC) Annual
Conference and Expo, Louisville Science
Center, Louisville, Kentucky. www.as-
tc.org

4-6 December. Japan Planetarium Society
Conference,  Nagoya City Science
Museum, Nagoyal

22000077
18 March. IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  DDaayy  ooff  PPllaanneettaarriiuummss.

www.planetaritaliani.it
May. Meeting of Association of French-

Speaking Planetariums (APLF), Marseille,
Aix en Provence, St. Michel l’Obser-
vatoire, France. aplf@astro.u-strasbg.fr,
www.aplf-planetariums.org

31 May-2 June. ECSITE Conference in Lisbon,
Portugal.

20-22 September.  Western Alliance
Conference (all planetariums west of the
Mississippi River), Fairbanks, Alaska.
Contact: Gail Chaid chaidg@esuhsd.org

9-13 October. Triple Conjunction Planet-
arium Conference with the Mid-Atlantic
Planetarium Society (MAPS),  South
Eastern Planetarium Association (SEPA),
and Great Lakes Planetarium Association
(GLPA). Host: Benedum Planetarium,
Benedum Natural Science Center,
Oglebay Resort, Wheeling, West Virginia.
Contact: Steve Mitch, smitch@oglebay-
resort.com, www.oglebay-resort.com/-
goodzoo/planetarium.htm

22000088
January. Nordic Planetarium Conference,

Jaermuseet, Stavanger, Norway. Host Ivar
Nakken, ivar.nakken@mail.nu.

15-20 June. 1199tthh  IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  PPllaanneettaarriiuumm
SSoocciieettyy  CCoonnffeerreennccee, Adler Planetarium,
Chicago.

15-19 June.  5th Science Centre World
Congress, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

18-21 October.  Association of Science-
Technology Centers (ASTC) Annual
Conference, The Franklin Institute,
Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania,  USA.
www.astc.org 

DDeeaaddlliinneess  ffoorr  ““AA  WWeeeekk  iinn  IIttaallyy””
30 September 2006: Spain
31 December 2006: Southern Hemisphere
15 April 2007: United State
31 August 2007: France
30 September 2007: Spain
For more information, go to www.astrofili-

bresciani.it/Planetari/Week_in_Italy/-
Week_Italy.htm �
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Something New in Domes
The folks in Chadds Ford have introduced

something new in dome technology:
NanoSeam, which, they say, gives your the-
ater a seamless screen for analog star projec-
tors, video, IMAX films, fulldome video, or
whatever technology you are using.

Spitz Inc. ,  based in Chadds Ford,
Pennsylvania, has installed dome screens for
planetariums, IMAX theaters, and other
attractions since the early 1970s. Over the
last two decades the company has developed
more sophisticated methods for manufactur-
ing and finishing domes in order to provide
the best possible projection surfaces. This
development began in 1991 with powder
coating, in which the finish is literally baked
onto the dome panels. 

Since that time, Spitz has been evaluating
its seaming techniques to achieve a more
uniform appearance. Planetarians already
know that most domes feature “lap seams” at
each panel intersection. In the lap seam pro-

cess, each panel overlaps another by a slight
amount. Dome cove lights, like today’s
bright LEDs and other types of lighting, illu-
minate the dome from “the bottom up,”
which causes the horizontal seams to cast
noticeable shadows.

In response to this problem, Spitz devel-
oped the Premium Seam™ Dome, which
incorporates seams that butt against each
other to form a flush surface across the joint.
All of the horizontal seams in the premium
dome process use this flush seam approach.
The first premium dome was installed at the
Zeiss facility in Jena, German, five years ago.

The next step in Spitz dome technology
was announced at the recent International
Planetarium Society Conference in
Melbourne. Named the NanoSeam dome, it
is designed to provide an even more uniform
appearance. making the seams completely
invisible to the audience. Each panel of the
NanoSeam dome is completely flush with
the panels around it. The seams neither over-
lap nor curve back where each panel meets.
You see a dome that is smooth across its
entire surface. Spitz reports that these seams
are possible because of the extremely tight
tolerances used to cut the panels. A custom-
designed, computer-controlled, five-axis
router cuts panels to tolerances within a
thousandth of an inch. 

Another key difference is the way the pan-
els are riveted to the frame. Normally the riv-
ets holding the panels in place are visible to
the audience to some degree.  In the
NanoSeam dome, the rivets are not exposed,
and match the smooth surface of the dome
exactly. The result is an even, uninterrupted
surface.    

Fore more information, contact Spitz at
700 Brandywine Drive,  Chadds Ford,
Pennsylvania 19317 USA; phone: (1) 610--459-
5200, fax: (1) 610-459-3830; http://www.spitz-
inc.com.   

Planets and More, Animated
I  have had a chance to look over

GeoGraphics’ Interstellar Animations–Solar
System Disk #1. As stated in my last column
in the June 2006 Planetarian, Florida space
artist Joe Tucciarone created the animations.
This DVD includes all nine planets, asteroids,
comets, single and multiple bolides in our
night sky, and two videos of solar system for-
mation.

The planetary animations are beautiful to
behold. Each planet has two animations,
with the first averaging about 50 seconds in
length and the second, around 2 minutes
and 20 seconds. This gives the planetarian
options in using this disk for producing
shows. All planets zoom into the center of
the screen, rotate for a while, and then zoom
out. In addition to the standard views, addi-

tional videos include a dissolve of Venus
from its cloud tops to a global view of sur-
face features from the NASA Magellan mis-
sion; views of Mars with oceans, a thicker
atmosphere, and clouds; Earth being struck
by an asteroid near the East Coast of the
United States; a global flyover of Mars; a
close-up view of Saturn’s rings; a comet
entering into the inner solar system with an
evolving coma and gas and dust tails; views
of Asteroid Sylvia tumbling through space;
large and small scale views of a total eclipse

What’s New

John Schroer 
Dassault Systèmes

Planetarium
The New Detroit Science

Center
5020 John R Street

Detroit, Michigan 48202
U.S.A.

jschroer@sciencedetroit.org
(1) 313-577-8400 ext 435

(1) 313-832-1623 fax Solar System animations—from
GeoGraphics and Joe Tucciarone.
Scanned covers of DVD case by author. 
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of the Sun; short and long videos of a total
lunar eclipse; as well the aforementioned
solar system formation videos. Phew.

Starting with the planet animations, I
would like to bring up a point concerning
the speed at which each planet rotates.
While Jupiter rapidly completes a day in 9
hours and 56 minutes, Pluto rotates at a
leisurely 6 days and 9 hours. The animations
on this DVD do not show the relative speeds
of each planet. While this is not a major con-
cern, I want to have planet animations that
can demonstrate the differences in rotation-
al speed.

On the animation showing the Moon
orbiting Earth, the Earth does not rotate the
requisite 29.5 times for one lunar revolution.
Again, not a major point, but having an ani-
mation with some relationship to reality
would be nice to have. 

The animation of Earth rotating with sun-
light reflecting off the oceans is one of my
favorites. I could watch it over and over
again.

The change of perspective in the anima-
tions of Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus was very
nice, illustrating the changing appearance of
the rings around each planet as your point of
view changed. 
And your solar system show can be up to
date, thanks to two new animations of Pluto
featuring Charon, and its two new moons,
Nix and Hydra, in orbit. Very nice!

On the other animations, I wish the solar
eclipses did not proceed so rapidly, but the
diamond ring effect and the pearly corona

are wonderful!
Overall, this DVD has a lot of offer to plan-

etarians and show producers.
Contact data: GeoGraphics Imaging &

Consulting, 7803 25th Avenue W, Bradenton,
Florida 34209 USA; phone: (1) 941-920-0246;
fax: (1) 941-794-6877; email: geographicsim-
age@aol.com; www.geographicsimag-
ing.com.

Happy Spring Equinox to the Southern
Hemisphere, and happy Autumnal Equinox
to us in the Northern Hemisphere!                 �

what the figure will be at the close of this 10-
year reporting period.

The support for the small stationary and
mobile planetariums does not seem to be
there. It is difficult to say if the decline is due
to declining subsidy or, more regrettable, the
lack of professional solidarity between the
public and small planetariums. Planetarians

are left behind, stranded and stripped of
their professions in spite of their certifica-
tion and acquired knowledge and experi-
ence. We estimate that there are about 140
full-time salaried and part-time planetarium
employees in activity in France. What is
needed, perhaps,  is  recognition of the
inequality in salaries and benefits and a pro-
fessional union to defend planetariums and
planetarians.    �

(FFrraannccee, continued from page 16 )
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By the time you read this, our biennial
conference in Melbourne, Australia will
have come and gone. Conferencing always
benefits the attendee by providing lots of
great contact with others in the field. From
the vendor’s marathons to the papers and
posters and to the show demos, attending a
conference always helps put new wind in
your sails!  

I had the wonderful opportunity to visit
the MMeellbboouurrnnee  PPllaanneettaarriiuumm at The
Scienceworks Museum in 1999, when I was
asked to help do some computer program-
ming of their SPICE system from SSkkyy--SSkkaann,,
IInncc.  From what I  saw back then, those
attending the IPS conference had a real treat.
I skipped the Valencia in 2004 conference
and opted to stay home this time for a vari-
ety of reasons (one of which is because I’m
preparing to install a new star projector, but
more on that later in this column), but I
hope to share some of your memories of

conference faces and places in this space in
future editions of this column. Don’t forget
to send me photos of your experience at this
and other conferences. You can email me
your news, ideas, and photos at the address
to the left. 

Storyteller’s Convention
As some of you were heading to Australia

in the days before the start of the IPS confer-
ence, I had the chance to do a little confer-
encing of my own right here in Pittsburgh.

As it  turns out,  the 22000066  NNaattiioonnaall
SSttoorryytteelllliinngg  CCoonnffeerreennccee was meeting right
in my own backyard! The programming for
the last few MMiiddddllee  AAttllaannttiicc  PPllaanneettaarriiuumm
SSoocciieettyy conferences has emphasized presen-
tation skills used in star talks, so I headed
over to the Storytelling Conference with the
hope of finding some useful information to
pass along to you. After introducing myself
to the very friendly workers at the registra-
tion table, I was given a 90-page conference
booklet and free access to their
bookstore/vendor’s area. 

If you love doing star talks and recounting
the myths and legends associated with the
constellations, then this conference is for
you. Presented by the NNaattiioonnaall  SSttoorryytteelllliinngg
NNeettwwoorrkk (www.storynet.org), earlier versions
of these meetings were called storytelling
congresses—an offshoot of the NNaattiioonnaall
SSttoorryytteelllliinngg  FFeessttiivvaall  based at the
IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  SSttoorryytteelllliinngg  CCeenntteerr in
Jonesborough, Tennessee. Nowadays these
storytelling conferences are held in large
cities to widen the storytelling community.
The conference shouldn’t be confused with
a storytelling festival—this four-day event
doesn’t tell stories, but will help develop
your storytelling skills through workshops,
meetings, story swaps, and concerts (yes con-
certs!) of storytellers. 

I especially like the idea that local story-
tellers are leading tours of the Pittsburgh
area that integrate the stories and culture of
the region, much like the way in which we
visit observatories and research facilities
close to the planetariums that host our con-
ferences.  At the National Storytelling
Conference you can learn how museums use
storytelling in their programming, find
funding sources for your storytelling pro-
jects, learn how to create character voices
that won’t harm your own voice, and collect
priceless resources and references for your
storytelling needs. 

At one small and inconspicuous table in
the vendor area, I met TToodddd  HHaarrvveeyy (thar-
vey@loc.gov), a representative from the
AAmmeerriiccaann  FFoollkklliiffee  CCeenntteerr, a division of the

LLiibbrraarryy  ooff  CCoonnggrreessss, who provided me with
a free 40-page booklet on capturing folktales
through the use of field techniques. He also
introduced me to some very helpful finding
aids to their collection, which contains
Native American tales and songs, sea songs,
traditional Chinese music, songs played on a
“Moon Harp,” and a wide variety of tales of
the supernatural (for your next Halloween
show)! Links to all this and more can be
found at www.loc.gov/folklife. 

The next National Storytelling
Conference will be July 11-15, 2007 in St.
Louis, Missouri, so mark your calendars
today!  Meet me in St. Louis, Louie …

A few other conferences you
might like to attend…

A few years back I attended the WWeesstteerrnn
AAlllliiaannccee  ooff  PPllaanneettaarriiuummss conference at the
RRuubbeenn  HH..  FFlleeeett  SScciieennccee  CCeenntteerr in San Diego,
California. I didn’t get a chance to visit the
world-famous pandas at the nearby zoo
because I was racing across town to see
another conference that happened to be in
town at the same time. I learned from the
WAC website that the AAmmeerriiccaann  IInnssttiittuuttee  ooff
AAeerroonnaauuttiiccss  aanndd  AAssttrroonnaauuttiiccss (www.aiaa.org)
conference was being held at the San Diego
Convention Center. I picked up a press pass
and visited the vendor’s area, and now I get
mailings and emails related to the spacecraft
business. Recently I received a postcard
announcing the 22nndd  SSppaaccee  EExxpplloorraattiioonn
CCoonnffeerreennccee,,  ““IImmpplleemmeennttiinngg  tthhee  VViissiioonn,,””
scheduled to be held December 4-6, 2006 at
the GGeeoorrggee  RR..  BBrroowwnn  CCoonnvveennttiioonn  CCeenntteerr  in
Houston, Texas. If you love the hardware
side of the space program, this is just the
thing for you. They’ll discuss such topics as
lunar exploration strategy, robotic and
human collaboration, launch systems and
operations, international participation, com-
mercial opportunities, and education and
public outreach. Co-sponsored by NNAASSAA  and
a variety of other space-based companies
and organizations, this conference is being
promoted as one of the most important
events the space community has seen in
years. As the postcard reads, “As a communi-
ty, we now face the challenge of implement-
ing the Vision for Space Exploration. How
we meet this challenge and the decisions we
make now will help define our nation’s
space program for decades to come.” That
just about says it all. Visit www.aiaa.org/ev-
ents/exploration for more details.

Take Time to Study Time
While doing some research on time, I

stumbled upon the website for the
IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  SSoocciieettyy  ffoorr  tthhee  SSttuuddyy  ooff  TTiimmee
at www.studyoftime.org. They have a trien-
nial conference schedule and their 13th

James P. Hughes
Planetarium Producer

Henry Buhl, Jr. Planetarium
& Observatory

Carnegie Science Center
One Allegheny Avenue

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15212 USA

(1) 412-237-3348
(1) 412-237-3395 fax

hughesj@
carnegiesciencecenter.org

Gibbous Gazette
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meeting is set for July 28-August 3, 2007 at
the AAssiilloommaarr  CCoonnffeerreennccee  CCeenntteerr, Monterey,
California. Next year’s theme is “Time:
Limits and Constraints.” This scholarly
group was founded by J.T. Fraser in 1966 and
is dedicated to the “interdisciplinary study of
time.”  They also publish KronoScope: The
Journal of the International Society for the
Study of Time. 

The 2007 conference site is set in 107 acres
of natural Monterey pines, graceful shores,
and meandering dunes beside the Pacific
Ocean on the tip of California’s Monterey
Peninsula. The Asilomar Conference Center
is the largest single collection of Arts and
Crafts style buildings in the US, part of
which were designed by JJuulliiaa  MMoorrggaann,
California’s first licensed woman architect.
The site is  now designated a National
Historic Landmark. Scientists, artists, and
researchers attending are promised a meet-
ing “unique in atmosphere with a strong
familial feeling. After each day of intense
interdisciplinary presentations, members
spend meals together and evening hours in
small informal groups discussing the day’s
topics, and enjoy time-related art, music,
and/or dance presentations.”  Sounds like a
lovely time.

Conferences are a time to relish all the
things about your job or hobby that you
enjoy. As strange as it may seem, some people
don’t have as much fun as we do doing what
we do. So it is always with bitter sweetness
that we see someone leave the profession or
when we loose a planetarium facility to
neglect or decline in use. In this issue we do
have some wonderful things to celebrate, so
let’s send our…

Congratulations to…
…DDaann  GGooiinnss on his recent retirement from

the planetarium profession!  Dan was at the

MMaarrttiinnssvviillllee  HHiigghh  SScchhooooll
PPllaanneettaarriiuumm in Martin-
sville, Indiana for 27 years.
He also taught general sci-
ence at DDaalleevviillllee  HHiigghh
SScchhooooll  near Muncie,
Indiana for 11 years before
that. Dan was very active
in the GGrreeaatt  LLaakkeess  PPllaanneett--
aarriiuumm  SSoocciieettyy and he con-
tributed to many GLPA
conferences.  You can
email him your best wish-
es at glpa@insight-bb.com.

…to EErriikkaa  BBuurrii,, coordina-
tor of the new AAppppoolldd
PPllaanneettaarriiuumm at LLoouurrddeess
CCoolllleeggee in Sylvania, Ohio.
After being closed since
1999 due to budgetary
issues related to equip-
ment upgrades, the former
CCooppeerrnniiccuuss  PPllaanneettaarriiuumm
has been fully renovated and renamed for
philanthropic support of local residents
JJaammeess  aanndd  PPaattrriicciiaa  AAppppoolldd. The Appold
Planetarium features SSppiittzz..  IInncc..’’ss  SScciiDDoommee,
the single projector fulldome video system
powered by SSttaarrrryy  NNiigghhtt that allows real-
time 3D sky simulation, fulldome shows and
multi-media presentations first community
program at the planetarium, opening on
September 8, is Oasis in Space, a journey
through the cosmos in search of water, a key
ingredient for life on Earth.

Built in 1964, the planetarium was the first
in northwest Ohio and was one of only 50
planetariums in the country during that era.
For more than 30 years, 10,000 kindergarten
through grade 12 students and teachers
attended programs every year. 

James and Patricia Appold have a long his-

tory of philanthropic endeavors in north-
west Ohio. Pat is a member of the Lourdes
College Board of Trustees and has served on
the president’s advisory council.  Jim is
owner and president of Consolidated Biscuit
Company, as well as owner of the Oliver
House Hotel and its restaurants Maumee Bay
Brewing Company and Rockwell’s. More
than 30 members of their family were
among the 200 guests who attended the
dedication at Lourdes. Additional donors
include the CClleemmeenntt  OO..  MMiinniiggeerr  FFoouunnddaattiioonn,,
EEvvaa  KKiirrkk and CCoonnggrreesssswwoommaann  MMaarrccyy  KKaappttuurr. 

…to the CCrraannbbrrooookk  IInnssttiittuuttee  ooff  SScciieennccee
PPllaanneettaarriiuumm  aanndd  OObbsseerrvvaattoorryy in Bloomfield
Hills, Michigan on their new installation of a
DDiiggiissttaarr  33  SSPP22  DDiiggiittaall  PPllaanneettaarriiuumm  SSyysstteemm
from EEvvaannss  &&  SSuutthheerrllaanndd. Cranbrook had a
unique opportunity to review a few of the

Dr. Robert C. Helmer, back row left, president of
Lourdes College, and the grandchildren of Patricia and
James Appold watch as the Appolds cut the ribbon to
officially open the planetarium that bears their name.
Credit:  Margie Smella, Publications Specialist,
Department of College Relations, Lourdes College

Deep inside the ear of an astronaut, thousands of tiny hairs
and small crystals constantly try to update the brain to which
way is up. This and other inner space animation is featured in
the new full dome planetarium production ASTRONAUT. Photo
credit: The National Space Centre, Leicester, UK

A digital astronaut trains inside a digital Neutral
Buoyancy Laboratory in the new full dome planetarium
production ASTRONAUT. Photo credit: The National Space
Centre, Leicester, UK
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latest single lens full dome systems when it
co-hosted the 2004 GLPA conference with
the DDeettrrooiitt  SScciieennccee  CCeenntteerr. The Cranbrook
Planetarium re-opened in June, 2006 with
expanded educational show offerings and
rock video programming.

Did you know…
…that NNiicckk  PPaarrkk and his AAaarrddmmaann

AAnniimmaattiioonnss company, the makers of
Wallace and Gromit, have been hired to cre-
ate a new show at the LLoonnddoonn  PPllaanneettaarriiuumm?
The new show is called The Wonderful
World of Stars and features 45 bug-eyed
aliens. The London Planetarium is owned
and operated by the TTuussssaauuddss  GGrroouupp,, which
also runs the famous wax works next door
(the London dome has recently been adver-
tised as “The Auditorium”). The Tussauds
Group also runs four other wax works loca-
tions through out the world and other
leisure parks in Europe.

…that it must be cool to want to be an
astronaut again? I just saw an advertisement
for a cell phone company comparing their
hands-free phone to the headset of the
Apollo astronauts. The staff of the NNaattiioonnaall
SSppaaccee  CCeenntteerr (NSC) in Leicester, UK, must be
aware of the trend. Their new show, called
ASTRONAUT, made its world premiere at
the IPS Planetarium Showcase in Melbourne,
Australia! 

With narration by EEwwaann  MMccGGrreeggoorr (Obi-
Wan Kenobi from the second Star Wars trilo-
gy) and dazzling graphics by the creative
team at the NSC, this show has the look and
feel of a Hollywood special effects spectacu-
lar. The show was directed by AAnnddyy  GGrreeggoorryy
at NSC and based on a concept by AAnnnneettttee
SSootthheerraann. It took a year and half to produce
and was “Lottery Funded” through the AArrttss
CCoouunncciill  ooff  EEnnggllaanndd and the MMiilllleennnniiuumm
CCoommmmiissssiioonn, with additional support from
the WWeellllccoommee  TTrruusstt. Sky-Skan will handle
distribution in the United States. For more
information on licensing the show, contact
JJeennnniiee  ZZeeiihheerr from Sky-Skan at
zeiher@skyskan.com or Andy Gregory from
NSC at andyg@spacecentre.co.uk

…that WWaarrnneerr  BBrrootthheerrss  RReeccoorrddss and LLFFII--
IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall have teamed up to create a spe-
cial laser show for the band MMuussee?  LFI’s
RRoobbeerrttaa  MMccHHaattttoonn and JJaayy  HHeecckk have once
again created a custom laser experience to
enhance the latest music from this multi-
platinum selling band. Described as taking
up were QQuueeeenn left off, the Muse laser show
will play for a limited time at LFI Network
sites throughout the US this fall.

…that the AArrmmaagghh  PPllaanneettaarriiuumm, Armagh,
Northern Ireland, reopened on July 31, 2006?
After being closed for extensive renovations,
the famous planetarium unveiled its £3 mil-
lion face lift funded by the DDeeppaarrttmmeenntt  ooff

CCuullttuurree,,  AArrttss  aanndd  LLeeiissuurree.. The Digital Theatre
has been completely refurbished with a
DDiiggiissttaarr  33 from EEvvaannss  &&  SSuutthheerrllaanndd, a cus-
tomized sound system designed by BOSE, a
state-of-the-art LED lighting system, and spe-
cial reclining seats to enhance the visitor’s
experience.

…that Amidst Saturn’s Light Stream, a per-
formance of a science fiction version of
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream
by CCoovveennttrryy  UUnniivveerrssiittyy students, was fea-
tured at the CCoommppttoonn  VVeerrnneeyy  AArrtt  GGaalllleerryy  in
Warwickshire, England? Costumes were cre-
ated from recycled materials by local school

children and four performances were fea-
tured on weekends in July and August in
conjunction with ““TThhee  SSttaarrrryy  MMeesssseennggeerr::
VViissiioonnss  ooff  tthhee  UUnniivveerrssee,,”” an art exhibit open
through September 10, 2006. 

Starting with an edition of Galileo’s
Sidereus Nuncius (The Starry Messenger),
“the exhibition explores the dreams and
imagination of a Western culture through
the visionary paintings of WWiilllliiaamm  BBllaakkee,,
JJoohhnn  MMaarrttiinn and OOddiilloonn  RReeddoonn, via the
utopian worlds and dilemmas posed by sci-
ence fiction, to contemporary works that
question man’s knowledge of life on Earth.
‘The Starry Messenger’ brings together his-

torical and contemporary work exploring
the way science and technology shape the
way we think about the world, as well as
considering the artist’s role as transmitter of
these ideas. The exhibition includes paint-
ings, drawings, photography, music, sculp-
ture, and large-scale video installations, as
well as a collection of science fiction maga-
zines. Artists in the exhibition include GGlleennnn
BBrroowwnn,,  JJoohhnn  CCaaggee,,  JJoohhnn  FFllaammsstteeeedd,,  GGrraahhaamm
GGuussssiinn,,  DDaavviidd  AA..  HHaarrddyy,,  WWiilllliiaamm  KKeennttrriiddggee,,
SStteevvee  MMccQQuueeeenn,,  AAlleekkssaannddrraa  MMiirr,,  HHeeaatthheerr
aanndd  IIvvaann  MMoorriissoonn,,   JJoohhnn  MMuurrpphhyy,,   JJoohhnn
RRuusssseellll,,  BBrriiddggeett  SSmmiitthh,,  WWoollffggaanngg  TTiillllmmaannss

and FFrreedd  TToommaasseellllii.. It also features
commissioned work by PPaauull
MMccDDeevviitttt and MMaarrkk  TTiittcchhnneerr. ‘The
Starry Messenger’ is accompanied
by an illustrated catalogue, with a
specially commissioned essay by
the acclaimed science fiction writ-
er BBrriiaann  AAllddiissss.”

In Search of…
RRoodd  KKeennnneeddyy (Rod_Kennedy@-

ncsd.k12.wy.us) of the CCaassppeerr
PPllaanneettaarriiuumm in Wyoming, recent-
ly posted the following request on
Dome-L: “I was cleaning out an
old storage cabinet the other day
and stumbled across a series of
mini-planetarium programs called
”Humanities and the Stars :
Interpreting the Astronomy and
Mythology of Other Cultures.”
The series was produced by
EEaasstteerrnn  WWaasshhiinnggttoonn  UUnniivveerrssiittyy in
Cheney, Washington about 20
years ago. I have scripts and sound
tracks for all of them, but I’m
missing slide sets for four of them.
Is there anyone out there who is
familiar with the series and might
have slide sets?  Slides on CD
would be good also since I’m plan-
ning on converting most of them
to digital format anyway. It seems
like a good series and I’m planning
on using it with high school stu-

dents (possibly some public showings as
well). Any information would be extremely
helpful.”

Anyone (dome) home?
If you’re like me, you can’t resist anything

even faintly dome related. That’s why I may
someday live in a Dome Home. Visit
http://www.monolithic.com to experience
all the excitement of living inside a home
that is made of a dome! This website is oper-
ated by the MMoonnoolliitthhiicc  DDoommee  IInnssttiittuuttee, a
clearing house for MMoonnoolliitthhiicc  CCoonnssttrruuccttoorrss,,
IInncc.., a family of businesses that create and
promote dome home building. Based in

The “Dome of A Home” can be rented by the week
in Pensacola Beach, Florida!. Photo provided by
The Monolithic Dome Institute

A Monolithic Dome from Monolithic
Constructors, Inc. stands in for our Sun at the
Adler Planetarium and Space Museum in
Chicago, Illinois.  Photo provided by The
Monolithic Dome Institute
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Italy, Texas, this endeavor is the brainchild
of DDaavviidd  BB..  SSoouutthh, who, with the help of his
brothers BBaarrrryy and RRaannddyy, built their first
Monolithic Dome in 1975—a potato storage
facility in Shelley, Idaho, 32.004 m (105 ft) in
diameter and 10.668 m (35 ft) high. 

Today their dome structures are located in
47 of the 50 United States and in 37 countries
worldwide. Their sixth annual Dome Home
Tour is scheduled for October 20-21, 2006.
Last year, Dome Home owners in 20 states
and one Canadian province opened their
Dome Homes to visitors. For more details, see
http://www.monolithic.com/dometour/-
2005/list.html. Perhaps the 2006 tour will
feature a Dome Home near you! 

If you’re not ready to commit to building
a Dome Home, you can rent one in
Pensacola Beach, Florida. Visit the website
www.domeofahome.com for the full details. 

In addition to Dome Homes, Monolithic
Constructors can make schools, churches,
storage, and commercial buildings, and even
planetarium exhibits from their domes. One
of their Monolithic Domes is inside the AAddlleerr
PPllaanneettaarriiuumm  aanndd  SSppaaccee  MMuusseeuumm in Chicago,
Illinois, representing a portion of our Sun!

Hazards of the trade
Elsewhere in this issue of The Planetarian

you’ll find a photo of PPhhiill  GGrrooccee, who was
awarded the Paul Campbell Fellowship
Award at the recent  SSEEPPAA  Banquet. Look
closely and you’ll notice evidence that
Groce was the victim of an accidental fall at

the BCC Planetarium in Coco, Florida, where
he wandered into the open elevator pit of
the planetarium theater. Fortunately for all
he sustained only minor injuries as the fall
was a short one.

New Equipment, New Horizons
As I mentioned earlier in this column, the

BBuuhhll  PPllaanneettaarriiuumm at CCaarrnneeggiiee  SScciieennccee  CCeenntteerr
is about to enter the next phase of its history.
We’ll be installing our fourth star projector
by the time you read this and I should be
neck deep in pixels and computer drives. We
had a unique opportunity to demonstrate a
fulldome video system from SSkkyy--SSkkaann last
year in our facility during the run of a travel-
ing exhibit about moviemaking. We
thought that it would be a great time to
show our visitors and staff the future of plan-
etarium technology. In June, TThhee  BBuuhhll
FFoouunnddaattiioonn (our original benefactor) award-
ed us a $1 million gift to purchase a
DDiiggiittaallSSkkyy  FFuullll  DDoommee  VViiddeeoo  SSyysstteemm! Our spe-
cific installation will feature the latest Sony
high definition large venue projectors and
full production, animation, and graphics
work stations. 

The Buhl Foundation was created in 1927
through the will of department store owner
HHeennrryy  BBuuhhll  JJrr.. In memory of his wife Louise,
Buhl set aside $11 million to establish his
foundation—making it one of the 10 largest
foundations in the country at the time. In
1939, the Buhl Foundation built the Buhl
Planetarium and Institute of Popular Science,

the fifth planetarium in the United States, at
a cost of $1 million. The original Zeiss Mark II
planetarium projector served the planetari-
um for over 55 years.  When the Buhl
Planetarium became the Buhl Science Center
in the 1980’s, it was following the path of
other science-based learning centers that
realized that they would have to compete
with other popular attractions to survive. In
1988, the Buhl Science Center merged with
The Carnegie Museums of Pittsburgh to cre-
ate the Carnegie Science Center (CSC) about
one mile away from the original planetari-
um. Inside CSC, the Buhl Foundation again
funded a planetarium, now called The Henry
Buhl Jr. Planetarium and Observatory, which
opened in October of 1991 with a Digistar 1
planetarium projector from Evans &
Sutherland. After an upgrade to Digistar 2
and a five-button interactive system in 1995,
the Buhl Planetarium continued to be a pop-
ular stop inside the Science Center. 

Expanding its programs to include biology
and other interdisciplinary topics, the new
Buhl Planetarium has been partner in
numerous collaborations with many educa-
tional and research institutions in our
region. Now, after 67 years of astronomical
and earth science education and millions of
visitors, Buhl Planetarium will continue its
mission of inspiring the next generation of
Earth and space explorers. We’ll be able to
create exciting new shows that we hope will
appeal not just to our visitors but to visitors
at other planetariums.   �

community. When a trademark issue does
arise, it is generally in one of two ways: the
planetarium as a user of a third party’s trade-
mark or the planetarium as the owner of a
potentially protectible mark. 

The most likely candidates for the former
are the titles of planetarium shows or the
names of facilities and exhibits. A well-estab-
lished doctrine in trademark law, however,
provides that titles of single works of author-
ship, like movies, books, and ostensibly,
planetarium shows, do not qualify for trade-
mark protection unless they become a series
or established brand franchise. Names to
attraction-type exhibits may be protectible,
such as “Space Odyssey” at the Denver
Museum of Nature and Science (granted fed-
eral trademark registration on March 26,
2002), for example. There are numerous
ways in which trademarks may be protected
and registered, and determining which pro-
tectible assets may exist within an organiza-
tion and the best way to structure a trade-

mark program should be done by consulting
with an attorney.

Another area where trademark issues may
appear in the planetarium context is when,
for one reason or another, it becomes neces-
sary to refer to a trademark owned by a third
party. Generally, referential use to another
entity’s trademark is lawful provided that
such use is not used a “trademark use” that is,
the mark is not used in such a way so as to
identify or suggest connection or sponsor-
ship of certain goods or services. To that end,
trademarks should never be used as part of a
title or anything used to market, promote, or
identify your planetarium, planetarium
show, or anything similar, without permis-
sion of the mark owner.

It is generally advisable to avoid using
trademarks when possible, and opt for the
generic descriptors (e.g., “tissues” versus
“Kleenex” or “inline skates” versus
“Rollerblades”). Of course, there are certain
circumstances where such use would be too
cumbersome or where you intend to refer to
a particular brand, then use of a specific

trademark would be more appropriate. In
such cases, it is generally advisable to include
the appropriate trademark designation
(either “TM” or “®”) next to the mark, and to
include an attribution line to properly iden-
tify the trademark owner and acknowledge
the fact that the word or phrase is used as a
trademark. The most common form for such
attribution is something like: “Kleenex is a
registered trademark of Kimberly-Clark
Worldwide, Inc.”

Conclusion
I hope this brief discussion has helped clar-

ify some of the similarities and distinctions
between copyrights and trademarks.
Although both concepts are typically treated
together, both in practice and academically,
they both offer fundamentally different
types of protection. Although trademark
issues are relatively rare in the planetarium
community, I hope this quarter’s column
has provided some insight into the larger
intellectual property law context in which
planetarians must function. �

(TTrraaddeemmaarrkkss, continued from page 46)
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Some days I am amazed and humbly
grateful that I get to do the work I do and get
paid for having so much fun. I’m sure each of
us has experienced that moment of “aha!”
when planetarium visitors “get it,” their eyes
light up, and you can almost see the synapses
firing inside their brains. A moment like that
is the encouragement we all need to keep
going. 

This past school year, the planetarium
staff at Fernbank worked with several groups
of students studying to compete
in the Science Olympiad. Several
of the groups came to one show,
or called with a few questions. But
one team from Peachtree City
came every week for several
months, practicing constellation
recognition, asking questions
about the moons of other planets,
and visiting the observatory regu-
larly.

Their hard work paid off. Allie
and Spencer, pictured in this col-
umn, took sixth place in the state
competition. And Allie’s mom has
assured us that, “Next year they
want first place. We’ll be back in
the fall!” What a joy it is to see stu-
dents succeed!

� � �

This issue focuses on some of
the wonderful statements we’ve

heard in our teaching, or that were left
recorded on our answering machines, or read
in an email message. “Out of the mouths of
babes,” indeed. John Mosley shared some of
the odd messages he received over the years
at Griffith:

Phone call: “Hello. I have a position in the
sky: 22 hours, plus 80. Can you tell me if
there is anything interesting there?”

Phone call: “Why are there more shadows
in the fall than in the summer?”

Email message, complete with original
spelling: MY QUESTION riht now is: WHEN
{begin/end dates} will the United States again
be in perfect allignment with the center of
our own “Milkey Way” Galaxy?? 

Another email message: “I’m trying to
write a script about a star crossing the solar
system, and I was wondering where I might
find the name of the last star to have crossed
this solar system.”

Keith Johnson, director at Edelman
Planetarium at Rowan University in
Glassboro, New Jersey, shared some of the
notes he’s received from young visitors to
his dome.

(Note: these are mostly from assigned
thank-you letters, with a few comments
overheard in shows. I’ve tried to match the
spelling as well as I can make it out, but
sometimes I’m guessing. Text in italics are
my comments.  —Keith Johnson)

“I learned that Roy and the Squaripan are
on the oppisite sides...” (probably “Orion”
and the “Scorpion,” which I tell them are on
opposite sides of the sky)

“I wish I was there but I got a crayon stuck
in my ear. By Becky”

“Thank you for makeing the char’s cum-
fey.”

“I liked space so much that I want to go to
real space now.”

“Thanks to you I will get better grades.”
“I enjoyed talking about Saturn.”
“My favorite part was the ski show.”
[Signed:] “The kid that bought the binocu-

lars the ice cream and the snaps. And I was
wearing the Hornets jacket, J.J.”

“Next time I will bring more money to
spend at the gift shop.”

“I learned that the sun might disappear
some day. I hope the planetarium stays there
forever.”

“I hope you cepain bisnus” (keep in busi-
ness?).

“I brought some licorice into the show
and threw some in the theater during the
movie. I want to apologize to you for doing
this … our school is normally pretty good.”

“Io … is the volcanoest moon.”
“Thank you for letting us come. I was not

there, but I have been down there before.”
“I learned about 16 things.”
“I liked the show but the guy behind me

kept kicking my seat.”
“Can you send me some space ice cream?

If you can’t send me a ball, OK?”
“One thing you forgot was when you

have to sneeze and you can not get it out,
look at the sun and it will make you sneeze.”

“I exspesole liked the star wores.” (especial-
ly liked the Star Wars? Let’s hope so!)

“You definetly know a lot more about
stars than I do.”

“I am sorry that some kids was talking. I
don’t know if I was...”

“I believe in aliens. Do you? I think I’ve
been abducted befor. My older brother who
is nineteen, told me that aliens were just peo-
ple who visit a country but they live in a dif-

ferent country.  I  hate aliens.”
[Well, they aren’t all goodies... Ed.]

“Thank you for tehenth ues
ubout space and comets and
garbage.”

“I liked the moon. Because it
loked nice to live on.”

“I think the word gravity is very
intense.”

“I specialy like the cartoon.
Next time I would like to see a
long cartoon.”

“That thing up stairs was cooll.
It was hot.”

“I especially liked
__________. Next time I would
like to see __________.” (Clearly
letters were modeled after a gener-
ic sample provided by the teach-
er.)

“Next time I would like to see
Star Wars.”

“Thank you for keeping us up at
2 o’clock in the morning.” �

April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE

Atlanta, Georgia 30307 USA
april.whitt@fernbank.edu

Last Light

Spencer and Allie share their sixth-place award from the
state Science Olympiad competition. Photo by and courtesy
of M. Sainsbury.








